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ABSTRACT
NORMED NEAR ALGEBRAS AND FINITE DIMENSIONAL 
NEAR ALGEBRAS OE CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
by
JOEL W. IRISH
A real near algebra system is a real algebra which 
lacks the left distributive property and the scalar peoperty 
x(ty) = t(xy). The emphasis of this paper is in the area of 
analysis and function near algebras rather that the study of 
algebraic properties.
A real normed near algebra is a near algebra over the 
field /R such that the linear space is a normed space and 
II xy II £ tl II llyll . This condition is not strong enought to 
force continuity of multiplication in both variables; but it 
does result in the following.
The right multiplication operator is a continuous function. 
Every normed near algebra without identity can be isomor- 
phically isometrically embedded in a normed near algebra 
with identity provided x(ty) = t(xy) for all t ^  0.
A D-normed near algebra is a normed near algebra such 
that II bx - byll^K^Mx - yll for all x, y and b and for some 
K^> 0. A strongly D-normed near algebra occurs whenever
v
= H bll for all b. These conditions are a weak distributive 
property of the norm. Several results follow directly from the 
D-norm condition.
Multiplication is continuous in both variables separately 
and simultaneously in a D-normed near algebra.
Every strongly D-normed near algebra is a near algebra 
with continuous inverse.
Every strongly D-normed near algebra can be embedded in a 
complete strongly D-normed near algebra.
The left regular representation of a normed algebra is 
generalized for normed near algebras with the bounded left 
multiplication operators (not necessarily linear) as the 
representation space. Eor D-normed near algebras, the repre­
sentation is into the space of Lipschitz left multiplication 
operators.
The existence of left continuity of multiplication and 
left modules result in several important theorems. Eor a near 
algebra N and left module A, let [n,a,b] = n(a+b) - na - nb 
denote the distributor of a, b £ A with respect to n £ N. Eor 
nonempty sets , S2, £ N, let be the subspace of
N+ generated by the distributor elements jjs^  , Sg, s^ "]. Define 
D°(A) = A and Dk(A) = [n,Dk_1(A),n]; then N is D-weakly 
distributive (D-w-d) of length k > 0 if Dk(N) = 0 and 
Dk~1(N) / 0.
Every left continuous semisimple D-w-d near algebra is a 
semisimple algebra.
If N is a normed near algebra and there exists a non-zero
vi
left module M which is left distributive with respect to 
N, then H is a sub algebra and there is a representation 
of N into the space of bounded linear operators on M.
If N is a D-w-d normed near algebra of length k >  0, then 
there exists a representation of N as a space of bounded 
linear operators.
Every normed semisimple near algebra which contains a non­
zero left distributive left module is a semisimple algebra.
Every finite dimensional positive homogeneous normed 
near algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis is a D-normed 
near algebra and multiplication is continuous.
The major result of this paper deals with the finite 
dimensional sub near algebras of T^,(/Rn), the continuous func­
tions on IR n , which contain G  (/R n). In addition, the finite 
dimensional sub near algebras of T^(fR) are completely 
determined.
Every one-dimensional sub near algebra of Tq(/R) has the 
form + bK/* , a^ + b^ £ 0, where J(x)
= (x + I x/ )/2 and K(x) = (x - /x/)/2. N(c,d) iff
ad = be or ac = bd.
The near algebra of positive homogeneous Lipschitz func­
tions is the only two-dimensional sub near algebra of T^(/R). 
There are no k-dimensional sub near algebras of T^(/R) for 
k > 3.
Eor n > 2, there are no finite dimensonal sub near algebras 




The study of near algebras and normed near algebras 
is motivated by the desire to generalize the results of 
normed algebras and the possible applications to non-linear 
operators. Ror example, quantum mechanical models have been 
considered in which the operators form only a near algebra. 
Although the discussion of stronger multiplicative conditions 
on the norm to insure continuity of multiplication is central 
to this paper, the principle result is Theorem 4.7 which is 
found in Chapter IV and does not require a norm. Theorem 4.7 
resulted from an attempt to construct near algebras of con­
tinuous functions on IR . From these considerations it was 
possible to completely determine all the finite dimensional 
near algebras of continuous functions on IR and, in Theorem 
4.7, to prove that there is no finite dimensional sub near 
algebra to T^(fl?n ) which properly contains the algebra of 
bounded linear operators on fR n for n > 2.
operations satisfying all of the axioms for a ring, except 
possibly one distributive law; and a near field is a near 
ring in which every nonzero element has a multiplicative 
inverse. Near fields are useful in the study of certain non
A near ring is an algebraic system with two binary
Desarguesian planes [18, 25] while near rings appear to have 
1
2application to the study of nonlinear operators and in 
characterizing endomorphisms of a group. Finite near fields 
were first considered by Dickson 1/15] . Zassenhaus [55] de­
termined all finite near fields. It was Kalscheuer [19~]
who proved that the twisted quaternions are the only finite 
dimensional real near fields (Fastkorper) with continuous 
multiplication. More recently Blackett f9] considered a class 
of simple and semisimple near rings and Deskins [iV] studied 
near ring radicals. In [2, 3, 4-] Beidleman studied near ring 
modules and the ideal structure of near rings and in I d  he 
organized many of the results on near rings.
A near algebra is a near ring which admits a field as
a right operator domain. Brown [lo] studied the structure of 
certain classes of near algebras. He investigated the multi­
plicative semigroup structure of a near algebra and some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the admissibility of 
division in a near algebra. He discussed the concepts of a 
distributor £a,b,c"] = a(b + c) - ab - ac and of a distributor 
chain. Semisimple near algebras are also introduced and a 
topological near algebra is defined as a near algebra whose 
linear space structure is a Banach space. The principle 
result arising from the topological property is that any 
semisimple topological near algebra such that right multipli­
cation is differentiable at the origin is a semisimple algebra.
Yamamuro [29, 30, 31, 3lJ has written several papers 
on near algebras of bounded functions (f maps bounded sets to 
bounded sets) on a Banach space. The near algebra has a metric
3induced by the seminorms of the bounded functions. His 
results are, for the most part, generalizations of the results 
on two sided ideals studied by Calkin For example, he
proved in [ ^2~] that the closed ideal C is minimal amongest all 
closed ideals which contain all linear mappings of finite 
rank. C is the set of all compact and continuous functions 
on the Banach space.
Neither Brown nor Yamamuro define a topological near 
algebra in the usual sense. Although Brown used the left or 
right continuity of multiplication, he did not incorporate the 
continuity of multiplication in his definition of a topolog­
ical near algebra. Yamamuro made no explicit reference to 
the continuity of the operations at all. As mentioned 
earlier, however, Kalscheuer £19^ did consider topological 
near algebras. If the scalar field allowed a linear topology 
for the linear space structure, then the division near 
algebra was called continuous (stelig Fastkorper) whenever 
multiplication satisfied the following limit property, pro­
vided the limit existed, lim a.b. = lim a. lim b.. The
’ 1 1  i i
previously mentioned example of "twisted quaternions" consists 
of the vector space of quaternions over IR with the usual norm 
topology with a product defined by the formula a * b = b * a
= 0 for a = 0 and a * b = a • ^y(a) . b . (^y(a))-  ^ for
fi i da ^ 0 where °y(a) = cos(—log Na)) + i sin(—(log Na)) for
y y
0 ^ y € /R . Here • denotes the usual quaternion multipli­
cation, and Na denotes the norm of a.
More recently Beidleman and Cox defined a
topological near ring as a near ring with Hausdorff topology
4such that addition and multiplication are coordinate-wise 
continuous. The authors noted that this definition is 
weaker than that of Kaplansky who insisted that addition
and multiplication he continuous on the product space. The 
results of Beidleman and Cox are concerned with the closure 
of ideals and radicals and tend to generalize the results of 
Kaplansky.
This brings us to the present paper. We wish to 
develop the theory of a normed near algebra. Moving in the 
direction of Beidleman and Cox, we search for conditions on 
the norm which will insure at least a topological near algebra 
in the norm topology. Although the usual multiplicative pro­
perty for a normed algebra, // xy/| < J|x|| ll y|| , is not 
sufficient to insure the continuity of left multiplication, 
we define such a near algebra to be a normed near algebra and 
prove right multiplication is continuous as is scalar multi­
plication and addition. If left multiplication is continuous, 
then multiplication is continuous on the product space.
To insure continuity in both variables we define a 
D-norm. A norm has the D-norm condition if and only if 
l|xy Ji < || xll || y  || and, for all b, x, and y, there exists 
K^ ^  0 such that H bx - by|| £  K^ //x - y|| . The D-norm 
condition is a left distributive property of the norm and is 
a special case of the normed near algebra condition.
Chapter I presents the basic definitions and pro­
perties of a near algebra. We also investigate several 
difficulties that the missing distributive property creates 
for near algebra arithmetic.
5In Chapter II we begin the study of normed near 
algebras. In section one we study the norm and D-norm con­
ditions and various continuity properties of multiplication 
that result. We also show that the adjoining of an identity 
is not a straightforward generalization of the normed 
algebra case. The completion of a normed near algebra requires 
special conditions on the norm.
Section two is devoted to representation theory. The 
left regular representation is generalized and the near 
algebra of Lipschitz functions generalizes the space of bounded 
linear operators. The distributive conditions of Brown "Q 
are used to strengthen the representations. We prove an 
important theorem similar to that of Brown £lo] stated earlier. 
Every normed semisimple near algebra which contains a nonzero 
left distributive left module is a semisimple algebra.
In section three we investigate finite dimensional 
normed near algebras. Positive homogeneity and an orthogonal 
idempotent basis insure continuity of multiplication.
Chapter III is devoted to a study of the near 
algebras of Lipschitz and locally Lipschitz functions and is 
primarily concerned with the development of these special 
examples. The locally Lipschitz functions are a special case 
of the bounded functions studied by Yamamuro [32j ■ The 
principle result of this chapter is that all strongly D-normed 
near algebras are near algebras with continuous inverse.
Chapter IV, one of the most important chapters, does 
not rely heavily on the norm properties. We determine all
6finite dimensional near algebras of continuous functions on 
IR and via representation theory all one dimensional near 
algebras with continuous multiplication. Extending these 
ideas to (Rn we prove the main result of this paper: There
are no finite dimensional near algebras of continuous functions 
on /pn which properly contain the bounded linear operators.
Einally we represent every finite dimensional near 
algebra with a special annihilator condition on the basis set 
as a function near algebra in T(/Rn ). This generalizes the 
matrix representation found in r h  .
CHAPTER I
BASIC CONCEPTS
This chapter presents the basic definitions and 
establishes some notation and a few introductory results.
Not all of the results are new but they are included for 
completeness and to demonstrate the oddities of near algebra 
arithmetic. Standard terms in algebra and ring theory, which 
are not defined here, may be found in MacLane Birkhoff [ 24-1, 
terms in functional analysis can be found in Wilansky [28] 
and Naimark [ 26~J and topological terms can be found in Kelley 
I 21]. The definitions and notations are chosen to be gener­
alizations of ring theory terms.
1.1 Definition. A (right) near algebra over a field 
E is a linear space N over E on which a multiplication is 
defined such that
i) N forms a semigroup under multiplication, 
ii) Multiplication is right distributive over addition 
For all a, b, and c belonging to N, (a + b)c 
= ac + be
iii) (ta)b = t(ab) for all a, b € N and t € F.
This is the definition presented by Brown [lo! except that we 
have assumed right distributivity instead of left distribu- 
tivity. The linear space structure of N will be denoted by 
N+ and the additive identity of N+ by 0. If N has a
8multiplicative identity it will be denoted by e. A near 
algebra satisfies all the algebra axioms with the possbile 
exception of the left distributive law and the scalar pro­
perty a(tb) = t(ab).
An immediate example of a near algebra which is not 
an algebra is the set of all operators on a linear space V 
into itself over the field F. For future reference, let T(V)
= £ f |  f: V —* V, f is a function from V into V J denote
this near algebra with the pointwise operations of sum and 
scalar multiplication, (f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) and (tf)(x)
= t(f(x)), and function composition as the multiplication, 
(f«g)(x) = f(g(x)). Henceforth, when it is convenient and no 
confusion arises, juxtaposition will be used for function 
composition.
1.2 Definition. A subset ^  N is called a sub near algebra
of the near algebra N if and only if is a near algebra 
when the operations of N are restricted to .
As in the case of an algebra, we have the following lemma.
1.1 Lemma. ^  N is a sub near algebra of N if sa + tb € 
and ab 6 whenever a, b 6 and s, t 6 F.
For example, Tq(V) = £ f J f £ T(V) and f(0) = oj is a sub 
near algebra of T(V). If V is a linear topological space, 
then T^(V) = £ f J f 6 and f is continuous on V J  is an
important sub near algebra of T(V).
Some special sub near algebras of will be con­
sidered to demonstrate the oddities of near algebra arithmetic. 
These oddities often cause a problem in generalizing some of
9the algebra properties. First consider the additive identity, 
which in an algebra has the property that Oa = aO = 0. All 
near algebras have the property that Oa = 0; however, if we 
choose the constant function f(x) = c /  0 as an element in 
T( (R), then f*0 = f ^ 0. We make the following definition 
which was presented for near rings by Berman and Silverman I  6 ],
1.5 Definition. A near algebra N is a near-c-algebra 
if N has the property that aO = 0 for every a £ N.
T (/R) is an example of a near-c-algebra.
Although the multiplicative identity behaves properly, 
the additive inverse of the identity does not always behave 
as expected. Consider T( IR) as a near algebra with multipli­
cative identity I; then, f(-I) ^ (-l)f for all f 6 T(/R).
o
For example, let f(x) = x , then f(-l) = f /  - f. This is in 
keeping with the fact that, in general, f(tg) ^ t(fg) for
t 6 IR . The seto(/R) = £ f j  f 6 T ( I R  ) and f(-x) = -f (x)3
of odd functions on IR forms a sub near algebra of T (IR) such 
that f (-1) = (-l)f and yet f(tg) /  t(fg) for all t € IR .
As a further consideration, let IR be considered as 
a real linear space and let H( = £ f  j  f  € T (IR^) and
f(tx) = tf(x) for all t  e I R ]  be the set of homogeneous 
functions on IR . H(/R ) is a near algebra which is not an 
algebra such that f(tg) = t(fg) for t 6 IR . Clearly f(-I)
= (-l)f. This suggests other examples which satisfy certain 
weaker scalar multiplication properties. For instance,
H ( IR^) = £ f | f 6 T( IR2) and f(tx) = t(f(x)) for all t € IR , 
t > o ]  is the near algebra of positive homogeneous functions 
on (R ; hence, f(tg) = t(fg) whenever t > 0. Finally, for
10
the near algebra Ha(/R2) = £ f J f fi T((R2) and f(tx)
= ) t ( f(x) for all t e JR J , the property f(tg) = It/ (fg) 
holds for all t e /R.
Commutative near algebras are obviously algebras.
In general, we define the concept of a center and generalize 
the examples of Berman and Silverman [ 6~l.
1.4 Definition. Let N be a near algebra. The center of N is
the set Nc = a j a 6 N and ax = xa for all x s a J  .
Bor an algebra the center is a nonempty commutative subalgebra;
however, this is not always the case for a near algebra. The
sub near algebra K(/R) of constant functions in T(IR) has no
center. The center of a near-c-algebra is nonempty; however,
it is not necessarily a sub near algebra. Bor example, let
N = [ f  I f  e Tq(/R2) f  : /R 2 — » iRx { o} and f (B) = (0,0)}
where B = [ U,y) I V + y2 ^  1 } • N is easily shown to be
a sub near-c-algebra of Tq (JJ?2). Define f £ T ( /R2) by the
r (0,0), if (x ,y ) £ B ‘J f (x,0) j x 6 IR] 
formula f(x,y) = , I /nl •
t (pO), if (x ,y £ J £ (x,0) | x £ /RJ
Then, f £ N and fg = gf = 0 for all  ^ t However, for
g £ N defined by the formula g(x,y) =
(0,0), if (x,y) £ B
, (2f)g = 2(fg) = 0 while g(2f)(1,0)
(x,0), if (x,y) ^ B
= (2,0). Thus, f £ N but 2f ^ N .
Although the center, N , of a near-c-algebra N may
not be a sub near algebra, the set of elements = f x j x £ N
c ^
and xa = ax for all a 6. , which commute with the center,
does form a sub near algebra. Also, if is a sub near
11
algebra, it must be a commutative sub algebra.
Let us consider, more generally, the existence of 
commutative sub near algebras and the generation of sub near 
algebras. It is well known that every element x of an algebra 
A generates a commutative subalgebra A(x) which contains x.
In fact, every subalgebra and hence every element is contained 
in a maximal commutative subalgebra. This is not the case for 
a near algebra.
Let E be a normed linear space and let Lip(E)
= £ f |  f £ Tq(E) and ||f(x) - f (y) J| ^  K I I  x - y IJ for all x, 
y £ E and for some K > oj be the space of Lipschitz functions 
on E. This space is a near algebra and will be developed 
more fully in a later chapter. Lip(E) contains the non- 
commutative algebra of bounded linear operators, /9(E), as a 
subalgebra; hence, the center of 0  (E) or any algebra gener­
ated by a single element of 43 (E) is a commutative sub near
algebra of Lip(E). On the other hand, let E = IR and let
[
x^, for 0 £ x < 1
1, for x > 1 By checking the various cases,
0, for x < 0
it can be shown that f belongs to Lip ( I R ) .  Eor example, if 
0 < x, y £ 1, then j f(x) - f(y) | = jx2 - y2 /
= j x + y / / x - y| ^ 2 / x - y / .  The function f does not 
belong to a commutative sub near algebra or even a sub algebra
(%x\ for 0 ^ x ^ V^2/2 
of Lip ( I R ) , since f(2f)(x) = /1 , for x >^2/2 /
I 0, for x < 0
12
^2xZ*', for 0 < x < 1
2ff(x) = \ 2, for x > 1 . Therefore, some elements of
(_ 0, for x < 0
Lip(^) generate commutative sub near algebras while others do 
not. If a commutative sub near algebra exists, then the 
maximality condition generalizes in the following theorem.
The proof is analogous to that of an algebra and can be found 
in £26, p. 155].
1.1 Theorem. Let N be a near algebra. If H is a commutative 
sub near algebra, then M is contained in a maximal commuta­
tive sub near algebra.
Also, if commutativity is not a concern, the following 
statement which is valid for an algebra is valid for a near
algebra and the proof is similar.
1.1 Proposition. The nonvoid intersection of any collection 
of sub near algebras of a near algebra N is again a sub near 
algebra of N. In particular, for S N, S 0 0, (S) = 01 £ M |
S S  M and M is a sub near algebra of n J is the minimal sub
near algebra containing S.
If A is an algebra and S is a nonempty subset of A, 
then the minimal sub algebra of A containing S is characterized 
as the set of all finite sums of the form where a^
is the product of a finite number of elements in S. Let us 
denote this characterization by F(S). Although it is easily 
shown that F(S) Q  (S) for a near algebra, the following 
example shows that the above characterization, F(S) = (S), is 
not valid in general for a near algebra.
Let f : (R * fR be defined by f(x) = x^. Then f
13
belongs to T(IR), the near algebra of all functions on the 
space of real numbers where composition of functions is the 
multiplication operation. It can be easily shown by induction
that fn(x) = x2 , n = 1,2,--. Thus, F(f) = £g|g : JR * IR
2^ 1 and g(x) = a^x for all n = 1,2,***». However, using
k=1
n 2nf (x) = x , induction, and appropriate sums and products of 
f, it can be shown that any sub near algebra, M, of T(fl?) 
which contains f must also contain g (x) = x2n for all n 
= 1, 2, • • • . The s e t H = £ h | h  : IR— , h(x)
^  ' avx2^ for n = 1, 2, • • • , a^ . € IR^ J which also contains f 
k=1
is a near algebra itself; thus, H = (f). Therefore, as 
asserted, F(f) ^ (f) since g(x) = x^ €■ (f) while g ^  F(f).
In some special cases, as the next example illustrates, 
(S) = F(S) and, yet, (S) is still not an algebra.
Let N = T(V), V a real linear space, and let c be a 
fixed element of V. Define f : V — * V by f(x) = c for all 
x fc V. Let S = ; then, as stated earlier F(S) is (S).
Conversely, for any natural number k, f = f; thus,
2"tkfk = tf. Therefore, F(S) = ^tfjtclT^^ . Clearly F(S) is 
a linear subspace of N and (tf)(sf) = tf € F(S). Therefore, 
by Lemma 1.1, F(S) is a sub near algebra of T(V) which 
contains f; thus, (S) £• F(S).
14
The above discussion serves to demonstrate the 
importance of both distributive properties. The remainder of 
this chapter is devoted to some basic definitions and results 
and cites references where further studies have been made.
The concept of a multiplicative inverse and its 
uniqueness agree with that of an algebra. However, the term­
inology associated with near ring ideals is not as completely 
standardized. For example, the definitions and terms of 
Berman and Silverman 6 differ slightly from that of Brown 
[10] or Beidleman If only near-c-rings are allowed, the
definitions are equivalent. We state the following definitions 
from 1*1 in the context of a near algebra for reference 
purposes.
1.5 Definition. A set L (R) of elements of the near algebra 
N is called a left (right) ideal or left (right) module of N 
if
(1) L (R) is a linear subspace of the linear space 
N+ and
(2) x € L (x £ R) and a € N implies ax & L (xa € R).
1.6 Definition. A set I of elements of the near algebra N is 
called an ideal of N if
(1) I is a linear subspace of the linear space N+ and
(2) (a + x)(b + y) - ab £ I for all x, y 6 I and 
a, b 6. N.
Given the above definition of an ideal we can charact­
erize the ideals as kernels of near algebra homomorphisms in 
a manner completely analogous to that of ring theory. If f 
is a mapping from the near algebra N to the near algebra M
^5
over the field E, then the usual definitions of homomorphism 
and isomorphism apply for the near algebra systems. Similarly, 
if I is an ideal in the near algebra N, then N/I, the set of 
additive cosets a + I, determines a near algebra with respect 
to the usual induced operations of addition, scalar multipli­
cation, and product of cosets.
1.2 Theorem. Under a near algebra homomorphism of the near 
algebra N into the near algebra M, the complete inverse image 
K of the zero, 0, in H is an ideal in the near algebra N. 
i.e. the kernel of the near algebra homomorphism is an ideal 
in N.
1.5 Theorem. Every ideal I of the near algebra N induces a 
homomorphism of N onto the quotient space N/I of additive co­
sets and I is the kernel of this homomorphism. Hence, every 
ideal is the kernel of a homomorphism and conversely.
ring theory which extend naturally to near algebras. The 
theory of simple and semisimple near rings has been explored
is listed below.
1.7 Definition. A near algebra N is said to be semisimple if 
N satisfies the descending chain condition on left modules 
and has no nonzero nilpotent left modules. N is said to be 
simple if N is a semisimple, nonzero near algebra with no 
proper ideals.
1.8 Definition. The J-radical of a near algebra N, denoted by
We close this chapter with a few results from near
A sampling of the results
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J(N), is defined to be the intersection of all left annihilator 
ideals L(R) = £ x  { x € N, xR = o j  where R ranges over the 
minimal left modules of N.
Betsch faj has shown the following which carries over to near 
algebras.
1.4 Theorem. If N is a near algebra satisfying the descend­
ing chain condition on left modules, N is a semisimple near 
algebra if and only if J(N) = 0 and that N/J(N) is semisimple. 
Blackett has proved and the proof carries over directly
to near algebras that:
1.3 Theorem. A semisimple near algebra can be decomposed 
into a ring theoretic sum of simple near algebras.
Much of the emphasis in current literature on near 
ring systems deals with the ideal structure and character­
ization of a radical. With the notable exceptions of 
Kalscheuer fl9j and more recently Brown [lo] and Beidleman 
and Cox there seems to be little study of near algebras
or the topological properties of near algebras. We now ad­
dress ourselves to this problem in the study of normed near 
algebras.
CHAPTER II
NORMED NEAR ALGEBRAS 
The Norm and Related Properties
In this section we define and discuss some properties 
of a normed near algebra. Near algebras with a topology de­
termined by a norm appear in the literature, but nowhere have 
we found the concept of a normed near algebra discussed in 
detail. Eor example, Yamamuro f?2] considers a near algebra 
of bounded functions defined on a Banach space which has a 
uniform topology determined by seminorms. However, Yamamuro 
is more interested in the ideal structure of these special 
function near algebras than the properties of the seminorms. 
Brown [loj also considers a near algebra such that the under­
lying linear space is a Banach space; he, however, does not 
explore in any detail the abstract properties of a normed near 
algebra. Finally, Beidleman and Cox [5] have considered 
topological near rings.
We investigate, in the first section, various multi­
plicative conditions for the norm along with their effect on 
the continuity of multiplication. The first condition imposed 
is the usual multiplicative property for a normed algebra. A 
near algebra with norm such that llxyll fr /Ixll JlyH is called 
a normed near algebra and many examples of such a near algebra
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exist. However, although every normed near algebra is a near- 
c-algebra and right multiplication is continuous, left multi­
plication is not continuous, a property that normed algebras 
enjoy. Therefore, we strengthen the usual norm property.
We define a D-normed algebra N as a normed near 
algebra such that for every b € N there exists > 0 and 
|| bx - by |( ^  K-^llx - y/| for all x, y 6 N. The D-norm con­
dition is a left distributive property for the norm. The 
D-norm condition is sufficient to insure continuity of left 
multiplication. If = II b || for all b £ N, then the D-norm 
is called a strong D-norm. A very important example of a 
strong D-normed near algebra is the set of positive homo­
geneous Lipschitz functions on fR .
We define a Banach near algebra and a D-Banach near 
algebra and show that the quotient near algebra of additive 
cosets modulo a closed ideal is a Banach (D-Banach) near 
algebra. We also show that the kernel of a continuous homo­
morphism is a closed ideal and every closed ideal induces a 
continuous homomorphism.
Finally, although the usual argument for adjoining an 
identity does not generalize, we prove that every normed near 
algebra can be embedded in a near algebra with identity. The 
completion of a normed near algebra is also a standard result 
for normed algebras. We have been able to prove that a strong 
D-normed near algebra can be completed; the general normed 
case remains an open question.
We begin by considering the definition of a normed
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near algebra. One of the defining properties of a normed 
algebra is the multiplicative property of the norm, II xyllf 
II x llllyll . It is readily shown that from this property 
multiplication is a continuous function in both variables 
simultaneously. This condition does not force such a result 
in the case of a near algebra as will be demonstrated pre­
sently. We will begin with this condition, however, and then 
strengthen it to get the desired continuity property.
2.1 Definition. A nonempty set N is called a (right) normed 
near algebra if
(5) II x-y II £ II xll llyll for each x, y £ N.
Unless otherwise specified we will be considering real normed 
near algebras. For example, every normed algebra is a normed 
near algebra.
The following are some examples of normed near algebras 
which are not algebras.
(1) Let E be a normed linear space and let Tg(E)
= £ f |f f T(E) and II f (x) II £  M IIx II for all x £ E and for 
some M > oj . T-g(E) is easily shown to be a sub near algebra 
of T(E) and we can define a norm on T-g(E) by II f l l  =
the usual sup norm defined on the bounded linear operators 
extended to all bounded operators on E. Consequently, this
(1) N is a (right) near algebra over the field /R or £
(2) There exists a norm on N, denoted by II • K  , such 
that (N+ , II • II ) is a normed linear space, and
sup f //f(x)//I /IX// This is the definition of
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defines a norm with the property that II fgjl £ II f II ) I g)l .
(2) Let T q (/R) , f'(x) exists and
I f 1 (x) | £ M for all x £ IR , M 2 oj . is a sub near
algebra of T(IR) and with the norm defined by the following:
II f II = sup [lf'(x)l I x e /Rj ,JJ becomes a normed near
algebra with /lfg/1 £  Ilf U 11 gll .
(3) Let E be a real normed linear space and let
Lip(E) = £f | f £ Tq(E) and //f (x) - f(y) Jl £  Kf ffx - y II
for all x, y £ E and for some K^ 6 IR , ^ 0 J . Define
Ilf II = inf Kf l llf(x) - f (y)// £ Kf )/x - yll for all
x, y € eJ. We will call this the induced Lipschitz norm.
This example is central to later discussions; hence, we will 
develop it in more detail than the other examples. Let t and 
s be arbitrary elements of R  and let f, g € Lip(E).
If (tf + sg)(x) - (tf + sg)(y) II = II t(f(x) - f (y)) + s(g(x)
- s(y)) II - Itl Hx - yll + |s) Kg /|x - y II =
(|t| Kf + |s|K ) ||x - y(/ for all x, y 6 E. Therefore,
tf + sg e Lip(E). Also //(fg)(x) - (fg)(y)/l £ Kf II g(x)
- g(y) II £ KfK Hx - yll for all x, y 6 E; hence, fg £ Lip(E). 
Thus, by Lemma 1.1, Lip(E) is a near algebra.
We now show that ii . II is a norm and n fg II 
£ llfll I/s II. Since all 0 and there exists at least
one Kp for each f £ Lip(E), //f II > 0 and llfll is well de­
fined. If //f(x) - f(y) il > inn n x - yll for some x ^ y, 
then II f II llx - yll <  llx - yll for all K^ ,. Thus, Ilf II
4. and hence, for some £ > 0, II f II + £ < for all
satisfying the required Lipschitz condition. This contradicts
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the infinum property of l l f l l . Therefore II f(x) - f ( y )  II
<  llfll II x  -  y|| for all x, y €  E.
If l l f l l = 0, then II f (x ) - f(0) II = Ilf (x) //
<  I l f  Jl II x  II = 0  for all x 6 E. Therefore, f = 0. Conversly,
if f = 0, then choose 0 as one of the 's and hence l l f l l = 0.
Therefore, l l f l l = 0 if and only if f = 0.
For t 6  I R , t /  0, II (tf)(x) - (tf)(y) II
< J| tf /1 l l x  - yll for all x, y £ E; thus, llf(x) - f(y) II
T&l ^ ^ x “ an(^  IlfH - , t ^ 0. Also, for all
x, y £ E, llf(x) - f (y) H ^ llfll l l x  -  y l l  ; hence,
II (tf)(x) - (tf )(y) || = 111 Ilf (x ) - f(y)/l £ /1 / llfll l l x  - y l l
f o r  all x, y g E. Thus, II tf II ^ I t  I l l f l l , t ^ 0. Combining
these two results we have II tf 11 =  1 11 II f  II , t ^ 0. Eor
t = 0, /jOfll = 0 llfll ; therefore, l l t f l l = lt| II f|| for all
t £ iR.
Finally, for f , g £ Lip(E), //(f + g)(x) - (f + g)(y)ll
<  I l f (x) - f (y) II + Ug(x) - g(y) II £ llfll 11 x - yll
+  H e  II I I *  -  y  H  = (  I l f  II + l/g/l ) l l x  -  y  II . Thus, I l f  + g II
*  l l f l l + II g ll . Therefore, //fl| is a norm for the linear 
space Lip (E)+.
To show that the multiplicative property holds, let 
f , g 6  Lip(E). II (fg)(x ) - (fg)(y) ll = II f(g(x)) - f(g(y)) II
£ | |f l| jjg(x) - g(y) Jl ^ llfll Jlgll l l x  -  y l l  ; hence
l l f g  II l l f l l  U g l l .  Therefore (Lip(E), ll • II ) is a normed 
near algebra.
The following proposition shows that we can assume 
the additive identity behaves properly with respect to multi­
plication in the discussion of normed near algebras.
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2.1 Proposition. A normed near algebra is a near-c-algebra. 
Proof: 0 £ I laOJI £: Hall llo/l = 0; thus, ll aO ll = 0 and 
a-0 = 0. 0
We may also assume that the norm of the identity, if it 
exists, is one.
2.1 Theorem. If N is a normed near algebra and e is the multi­
plicative identity, then there is an equivalent norm on N
such that the norm of e is one.
Proof: Por any norm on N, i)el| = Dee 11 £ ll ell Hell ; thus
1 £ lleH.
Let b € N be arbitrary but fixed and define : N —> N 
by R^(x) = xb. That is, R^ is the right multiplication 
operator. Although not all the algebra axioms hold, we can 
still show that R^ is a bounded linear operator on N+.
RjjCx + y) = (x + y)b = xb + yb = Rb(x) + R^Cy) and R^Ctx)
= (tx)b = t(xb) = t(R^(x)). II R^x) Jl = II xb l| £. lib Jl Jl x II . 
Since Rfe €  S3 ( N + ) for all b 6 N, let HI bill = JlR^I. The 
remainder of the proof is analogous to the normed algebra 
proof. See [22]. s
For convenience in terminology we make the following 
definition.
2.2 Definition. A near algebra N with a linear Hausdorff 
topology is defined to be:
(1) A right continuous near algebra if the multipli­
cation is continuous with respect to the first 
factor. That is, all right multiplication opera­
tors are continuous functions.
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(2) A left continuous near algebra if the multipli­
cation is continuous with respect to the second 
factor for an arbitrary but fixed first factor. 
That is, all left multiplication operators are 
continuous functions.
(3) A continuous near algebra if the multiplication 
is continuous with respect to both variables 
simultaneously. That is, multiplication is con­
tinuous as a function on the product space.
As an example of a left and a right continuous near 
algebra which is not necessarily a normed near algebra, we
consider the example given in [32~J by Yamamuro. Let B(E)
= £f | f £ T^(E) and f maps bounded sets to bounded sets 
where E is a Banach space. Yamamuro defines a collection of 
seminorms on B(E) by = SUP £ //f (x ) ll j llxll £ nj and
eo
constructs a metric d(f, g) = ^ ^  ^ ^  k.—  . One can
k=1 2 k
show that multiplication is continuous in both variables sep­
arately for B(IR).
The collection of seminorms is also a sufficient 
collection which determines a locally convex linear topology. 
B(E) is right continuous and B(//?) is both left and right 
continuous.
Finally, let N be any locally convex linear topologi­
cal space and define a product on N by the formula xy = yx = 0 
if x = 0 and xy = x if x / 0. N becomes a near algebra and 
the right multiplication operator is the identity; hence, it
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is continuous.
2.2 Proposition. Every normed near algebra is a right contin­
uous near algebra.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 2.d shows that an arbitrary right
multiplication operator is a bounded linear operator on any 
normed near algebra. In Naimark [26 P. 7^] it is shown that 
every bounded linear operator is continuous. D
2.3 Proposition. Every normed near algebra N is a continuous 
near algebra if and only if N is left continuous.
Proof: Assume multiplication is left continuous and let x,
y 6 N. If £ x j  and are sequences in N such that xn — >x
and yn _*y, then // xnyn - xyJI = lUnJn - xyn + xyn - xy //
—  H xnyn ~ II + II xy-n - xy/|. Although the left distri­
butive property does not hold, // xyn - xy ll can be made 
arbitrarily small for sufficiently large n by the continuity 
of left multiplication. Thus, for £ > 0, || xnyn - xy Ij
^ llxn - x II + II “ xy II ^ ® ^or sufficently large
n and N is a continuous near algebra.
Suppose N is a continuous near algebra and let b be a 
fixed element of N. Por arbitrary x £ N let be a sequence
which converges to x. Let bfl = b be the constant b sequence.
Since N is a continuous near algebra, b x = bx — > bx and° ’ n n n
multiplication is left continuous. Therefore, N is a left 
continuous near algebra. 0
The following examples show that right continuity 
alone is not a sufficient condition for a normed near algebra 
to be a continuous near algebra, while the previous proposi­
tion shows that left continuity is sufficient.
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In example (1) above, we showed that Tg(E) was a near
i, |x| > 1 r 1, |x/ > 1
and let f(x) = J and let g(x) = 1
|x K  1 I 0, |x| £ 1
algebra with a norm such that / / f g JI ^ Hf H H gH • Let E = $
PL o,
A quick calculation shows that / f (x) | I x | and /g(x)/ £ /x/ 
for all x f IR ; hence, f, g 6 Tg(/R). We now define gn =
 ^— n g for all n € IhJ . Clearly, g 6 T-g(yR) for all n and
gn converges to g in the norm. Wow, (fgn )(x) = f
f /n ~ 1 ) I x l > q
' n /’ ‘ ' = 0. Therefore, fg = 0  for all n; hence,
f(0), JxJ i 1
fg.
ff(D,ixi > 1  r 1 ixi > 1
n 0. However, (fg)(X ) = [ f(0),|X | 4 1  = [ 0 |x| £ 1
= g(x); hence, fg = g ^ 0. Thus, fg does not converge to fg
and left multiplication is not continuous despite the fact 
that ||fg|| ^ llfll Ugll.
As another example, consider the space of Lipschitz 
functions on a normed linear space E. In example (3) above, 
we proved that Lip(E) is a normed near algebra; we now wish 
to prove that Lip(E) is not, in general, a left continuous 
near algebra. The first proof of this fact was to construct 
a rather complicated counter-example in the space Lip( IR) 
consisting of the function
r - x - T T ,  x £ -Tr
g(x) = < sin x, - TT £ x i 2 7T and the sequence of functions
£ x - 27r , 2 7T £ x
Sn<x > = 1 s ln  V T  x ’ i  x  *  £ v r )  2,1
L x - 6vr) 27r- 0 r ) 2 7 r * x
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such that gn converges to g in the norm topology of Lip(fj^).
For the fixed function f(x) = ,
'ax, x > 0
, a / b, which
bx, x <  0
f : IR— *IR by f(x) =
belongs to Lip(#?), we were able to show fg does not con­
verge to fg and hence, Lip( (R) is not left continuous. Later 
a much less complicated example was discovered.
Let m  be the space of real numbers and define 
‘x for x £ 1
A quick check of sev­
eral cases shows that f £ Lip(/R). Let gn I where
I is the identity function, then gn 6. Lip( !R) for all n 6 Ibl
and gn converges to I in the Lipschitz norm.
If we assume multiplication is left continuous, then 
fg must converge to fl = f. Thus, if E = 1/4, there exists 
nQ 6 /W such that / f Sn - f | 4.^/^ whenever n > nQ. For all
x, y £ fR , | (fgn - f)(x) - (fgn - f)(y)I =
f(x) " - ilx ~ y l • Choose
m > max (n , 4) and let u = and v = ^  • ^o:r
this pair of elements u, v £ fl? and m > max (n , 4),
I(fSm “ f)(u) " (fBm ~ f)(v)/ =
|g2...-. 2p-^_L. (2=11 . sLj_l + ,L |2 . i| < n u _ v|= i .I y  m -py- I ly m l " U  I 2m
12 I 1— - 1 j < 2 which
contradicts the choice of m > 4. Thus, fgn does not converge 
to f and Lip(/R) is not left continuous.
Although a normed near algebra has been shown, in 
general, not to be left continuous, it does contain a left
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continuous near algebra.
2.4 Proposition. Let N be a normed near algebra and for each 
b £ N let be the left multiplication operator on N with 
respect to b. Let N-^ q = £ b | b £ N and L^ is continuous on nJ , 
then is a closed continuous sub near algebra of N.
Proof: N-££, / 0, since 0 6 If a, b 6 and t is a
scalar, then a + b, ta, and ab 6 since L ^ = Lq + L^,
L^a = tLa, and L ^  = LqL^ are continuous whenever L^ and L^ 
are continuous. Thus, is a continuous sub near algebra
of N.
We now show the closure of Let
a 6 and let x € N, x 0 0. Choose £ > 0. There exists
a sequence £ anJ C. N-^ q such that an— > a and, for each n, L&
is continuous on N. Por each n€ IN , choose ^  such that
J| anu - anx |( < £/2 whenever fl u - x II ^  ^  . Also, choose 
m € fN such that || a - a |l < ® /2( (2 llx Jl) + ) . Thus,
||Lfiu - Lqx // = II au - amu + affiu - affix + amx - ax II
£ IIam - all ||u|| + II amu - amx/| + II affi - all llxll =
( /I affi - a || ) ( II x II + II u/| ) + l[ affiu - a^x ll < C whenever 
II u - x II < S . Therefore, L is continuous and a £ NTr, DIU 8. JjO •
As an example, Lip^CE) is a closed continuous sub
near algebra of Lip(E) which contains the bounded linear 
operators on the normed linear space E.
We now present a sufficient condition for continuous 
left multiplication.
2.3 Definition. A normed near algebra N is a P-normed near
algebra if and only if for each b £. N there exists £ (R ,
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>: 0, such that for all x, y £ N, || bx - by I ( 4 //x - y 11 .
Clearly, if N is a normed algebra, then N is a D-normed near
algebra since 11 bx - by JI = JI b(x — y ) I \ - lib 11 ft x - y l( .
The following are examples of D-normed near algebras
which are not algebras.
(1) Let E be a normed linear space over fR and let 
f be a Lipschitz functional such that f(tx) = tf(x) for all 
t 6 Range(f) and 0 6 Range(f). Define a multiplication on E 
by xy = f(y)x for all x, y 6 E. Since E is a nomred linear 
space, we need only to check the multiplicative properties of 
the norm and semigroup structure. Clearly, multiplication
is closed and for x, y, z € E, (xy)z = f(z)(xy) = f(z)f(y)x 
=f(f(z)y)x = f(yz)x = x(yz). Also, (x + y)z = xz + yz, but, 
in general, x(y + z) ^ xy + xz. Thus, E becomes a near 
algebra. Finally, /Ixy - xz 11 = J f (y) - f(z)| {[ x ll 
<L |fx|| 11 y - z fl and, since f(0) = 0, llxyll 6 HxH Ilyll .
Thus, there is an equivalent norm on E such that E is a
D-normed near algebra. In particular, let f(x) = /I x ll .
(2) Let N = TB( IR) r\ jSrdR) where T£( (R) and «0 ( JR )
are given as examples after Definition 2.1. Let llfll
= sup £ | x ^ oj be the norm on N and let Ilf 11^
= sup p f '(x)1 j x 6 . N is a normed near algebra. Also,
by the mean value theorem, (x ll = Jf 1 ( c )/ ^S(x ), ~ 1j ’ J x | 1 v ] x J
< h ^ l  i || g . h ,|. thus |,fg _ fh)| ^
Ilf ll «o /I 6 - h ll .
(3) The space of positive homogeneous functions on
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on the real line, C/R), with the norm of Lip(fR) is a
D-normed near algebra. Since the example is of importance
later in the theory, we will develop some of its properties.
Recall that H (E) is a near algebra for an arbitrary normed 
P
linear space E; hence, E (fR) is a near algebra. We will
show H ( fR) = LiPp( &  ), the positive homogeneous Lipschitz
functions on f R .
We first show that H (fR) is a finite dimensional
P
f x, for x > 0
near algebra. Let J(x) = j ~ y ~ and let K(x)
& C o •> -tor x ^ 0
~ 0, for x > 0
= ‘ . Clearly J and K are independent functions
. x, for x £ 0
Pf(x-1) , for x > 0
on fR and, if f 6 H (fR), then f(x) = I
p L C (—x ) (—"l ) ), fox’ oc -C 0
f xf (1 ) , for x > 0 
= J = f(1)J(x) + (-f (-1 ) )K(x). Thus, J J,K)
£ —xf ( — h ) , for x < 0
forms a basis for (IR). It is easy to show that J, K 6
Lip(//?); hence, any linear combination of J and K belongs to
Lip(jR). Therefore, H ( fR) = Lip^ (iR) and inherits the norm
of Lip(/R). Eor f 6 H (/R), the norm of f can be calculated
in terms of the coefficients in its basis expansion.
Let f = aJ + bK and let M = max £ | a|,|b|}. Choose
x, y e JR • If x, y > 0 or x, y ^  0, then I f(x) - f(y)|
= | a|Jx - y| or | f(x) - f(y)/ = jbjjx - y|, respectively.
If x > 0, y £ 0, then / f (x) - f (y) ( = j ax - by | ^  | a| I x I
+ I b| |y| £ M (Ixl + I yl ) £ M |x - y| since x and y are of
opposite signs. Similarly for x ^ 0, y > 0. Therefore, in
all cases, /f(x) - f(y)I £ Mfx - yl; hence, Iff If £ M.
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Conversely, by the property of the norm of f,
|f(x) - f(y) | Ilf II |x - y{ for all x, y 6 IR . Then, 
lf(1) - f(0) | = la I / / f I i and |f(-1) - f (0) I = jbj £ l | f  ll . 
Therefore, both lal and lb( are less than llfll and llfll 
= max £ | a I,Ib|J where f = aJ + bK. We immediately get that 
IIjII = 1 and I|k/| =1.
The following algebraic properties can be demonstrated 
by the tedious checking of cases.
(1) For a, b 't. 0 J(aJ + bK) =
K(aJ + bK) =
(2) For a > 0, b 6=. 0 J ( a J + bK) =
K(aJ + bK) =
(3) For a £ 0, b > 0 J(aJ + bK) =
K(aJ + bK) =
(4) For a £ 0, b 5 0 J(aJ + bK) =
K(aJ + bK) =
Some immediate consequences of these
bK
properties:
(1) J and K form and orthogonal idempotent basis:
JJ = J, JK = 0, KJ = 0, KK = K
(2) J(-K) = -K, J(-J) = 0, K(-J) = -J, K(-K) = 0
(3) Although not left distributive for all f 6 H (/R),
P
J and K have the distributive properties:
J(aJ + bK) = J(aJ) + J(bK) and K(aJ + bK) = K(aJ)
+ K(bK).
Using the property of the norm derived above and the 
various properties listed here, one can again check the numer­
ous cases involved and show that II fg - fhll llfll II g - h II .
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Therefore, H (fl? ) is a D-normed near algebra with several
"nice" algebraic properties. In addition to these algebraic
properties, one can show, either directly by a somewhat
lengthy argument or by the following proposition, that left
multiplication is continuous in H ( fl?) when considered as the
normed near algebra Lip (fR). It is interesting to note, that,
although Lip(/I?) is not a continuous near algebra in the
Lipschitz norm, it does contain a continuous sub near algebra,
Lip (IR ). This raises an interesting but still unanswered
question as to the characterization of Lip^C IR),  the largest
continuous sub near algebra of Lip (IR). In addition to
Lip (fR), Lip(/R ) r\ JCT( fR)  with the Lipschitz norm is another 
P
continuous sub near algebra of Lip( fR ) .
2.3 Proposition. If N is a D-normed near algebra, then N is 
a left continuous near algebra.
Proof: Suppose b is an arbitrary but fixed element of N,
£  0, and let x €  N. Let |"xn^be a sequence in N such that 
xn converges to x. For £ > 0, choose nQ £  Ihl such that 
|| xn - xll< € / Kh whenever n > n , then II bxn - bx 11 
^ II xn - x  ll 6  K^( £/K^) = £ whenever n >  nQ. Therefore, 
bxn converges to bx for /  0 .  If = 0, then II bxn - bx U 
= 0 < £ . Therefore, bxn converges to bx for all b and for 
all x which implies multiplication is left continuous, fl
Examples (1) and (3) above indicate that a stronger 
multiplicative condition is possible in some cases.
2.4- Definition. A normed near algebra N is a strongly 
D-normed near algebra if and only if N is a D-normed near 
algebra and, for each b £ N, = 11b 11.
2.5 Definition. A normed (D-normed) right near algebra N is 
a complete normed (D-normed) right near algebra if the normed 
linear space (N+, II II) is a Banach space. We will call a 
complete normed (D-normed) near algebra a Banach (D-Banach) 
near algebra.
Some examples of Banach and D-Banach near algebras 
are given below.
(1) Lip(E), the near algebra of Lipschitz functions 
on a normed space E, forms a Banach near algebra in the Lip­
schitz norm provided E is a Banach space.
Assume [fn  ^is a Cauchy sequence in the norm of 
Lip(E). Eor £ ^ 0 and x £ E, x ^ 0, choose n^  € / N  such that 
I l f  - fm U ** a x a for all n, m > nQ. By the definition of 
the norm of Lip(E), II (f - f )(u) - (f - f )(v)/|
^ Ilf - f ll II u - v II ^  IIu - v/j for all u, v & E and— n m //x/| ’
for all n, m > n . Choose u = x, v = 0, then
// f (x) - f (x) Jl £ £ for n, m > n . Therefore, /"f (x)l isn m o (_n j
a Cauchy sequence in E for each arbitrary but fixed x €. E,
x ^ 0. Since E is a Banach space, fn(x ) converges for each
x £ E; thus, let f(x) = f (x). Clearly, f: E —1> E sincen
i(x) is uniquely determined in E for arbitrary x. We 
need to show f £ Lip(E) and f converges to f in the Lipschitz 
norm.
The proof of this result is similar to that of show­
ing the bounded linear operators form a Banach space [26, p.76 
Assume £ > 0 and show that there exists an m which is
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independent of x and y such that ll (f - f^)(x) - (f - f )(y)ll
4 6 II x - y|( for all x, y £ E whenever m > m . This implies
that f - f £ Lip(E); hence, f = (f - f ) + f  6. Lip(E).
o  ^ V  mo
Also, Ilf - fm // 4 S whenever m > mQ ; thus, f — > f.
For £ > 0, choose m such that ](f - f J | 4. £o 11 n m
whenever m, n Then, for arbitrary but fixed x, y 6 E
and for an arbitrary S’ > 0, choose n^ (5, x, y) such that 
n > n^ implies ll f (x) - f“n(x) ll ^  S and ll f(y) - fn(y) H < ^ •
For n > max (m , n.) and m > m  , II f (x) - f (x) - (f(y) - f (y))|{U I U il
=/|f(x) - fn(x) + fn(x) - fm (x) - f(y) + fn(y) - fn(y) + fm(y)il
£ 5* + II f - f^ /j Hx - y ll + S  4 2 f + £ 11 x - y l( . Since
x, y were arbitrary and $ was arbitrary,
II f (x ) - fm (x) - (f(y) - f m (y))/( £: £)lx - yll for all x, 
y £ E whenever m >  m . This completes the demonstration that 
Lip(E) is a Banach near algebra.
(2) ^g(E) is a Banach near algebra in the sup norm,
provided E is a Banach space. The completeness of this norm 
also follows in a manner analogous to that for the space of 
bounded linear operators on E. See [26, p. 76].
(3) Every Banach algebra is a D-Banach near algebra.
(4) In the above example of a D-normed near algebra
where multiplication was defined by ab = /lb/1 a, if E is a
Banach space, then the resulting near algebra is a D-Banach 
near algebra.
As in the case for normed algebras certain properties 
hold for normed near algebras because of their linear space 
structure. The following are two such properties. The proofs
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can toe found in [ 26~].
2.6 Proposition. Every continuous homomorphism of the normed 
near algetora N into the normed near algetora N' is a hounded 
linear operator.
2.7 Proposition. Every continuous isomorphism of a Banach 
near algetora N onto a Banach near algetora N 1 is a topological 
isomorphism.
eralizations from normed algetoras.
2.2 Theorem. In a Banach (D-Banach) near algetora N, the 
quotient N/I of additive cosets modulo a closed ideal I is a 
Banach (D-Banach) near algetora.
Proof: Except for the definition of an ideal the proof is
closed, N/I is a complete normed linear space and we have 
indicated in Chapter I that N/I is a near algetora. It remains 
to show that the multiplicative properties of the induced
Assume N is a Banach near algetora and let a + I,
to + I £ N/I. Eor £ > 0, choose u, v £ I such that /la + u II
6: II a + ill + £ and llto + v H ^ lib + I /! +£. Let 
J = [z)z 6 N and z = (a + x)(b + y) - ato for x, y £ ij and
let zQ = (a + u)(to + v) - ato € J *=. I. Thus, //(a + I)(to + 1)11
= ) I ato + I ll 4* inf £ //ato + x // / x £ jJ £=. /lato + zq II
= |l(a + u)(b + v) II ^ ( // a + I 11 + 0 ) ( II to + I I1 + £ ) for all
£, >0. Therefore, Jl (a + I) (to + I) II 4 //a + I II /lb + I //.
Similarly assume N is a D-Banach near algetora and let
a + I, to + I, and c + I 6 N/I. For £ > 0, choose v £ I such
We conclude this section with several important gen-
similar to that of a normed algetora. Since I is
norm continue to hold where
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that II (b - c) + v ll £ Jl (b - c) + I )l + £ . Let J
= {"z|z 6 N and z = a(b + x) - a(c + y) - (ab - ac) for
* , y « i] ; then, J S I and zq = a(b + 2v) - a(c + v)
- (ab - ac) £ J. Thus, i| (a + I)(b + I) - (a + I)(c + 1)11
= inf ^  1/ (ab - ac) + x J| | x £  ^(a"b ~ ac) + x II j x £ jJ
£  ll (ab - ac) + zq ll = ll a(b + 2v) - a(c + v) M 
< K  Jl ( b  - c) + v  H  £  K ( Jl (b - c) + ill + £ ). Therefore,
Jl (a + I)(b + I) - (a + I)(c + I) II
ll (b + I) - (c + 1)11 . D3
Using the above results and Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 of
Chapter I, we have the following statement analogous to that
for an algebra.
2.5 Theorem. Under a continuous homomorphism of the Banach 
(D-Banach) near algebra N onto the Banach (D-Banach) near 
algebra N', the kernel I of the homomorphism is a closed ideal 
in N and the near algebra N' is topologically isomorphic to 
N/I. Conversely, every closed ideal I of the near algebra N 
induces a continuous homomorphism of the near algebra N onto 
N/I.
The following theorem is a straightforward generaliza­
tion of Berman and Silverman £ 7!•
2.4 Theorem. Every near algebra without identity can be 
embedded isomorphically into a near algebra with identity.
The corresponding result for a normed near algebra or 
Banach near algebra is presented with the additional 
hypothesis of positive homogeneity. However, many near 
algebras with identities do not satisfy this property;
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hence, it is not a necessary condition.
2.3 Theorem. Every normed (Banach) near algebra, N, without 
identity can be isomorphically embedded in a normed (Banach) 
near algebra with identity provided x(ty) = t(xy) for all 
x, y £ N and t > 0.
Proof: Let N be a normed near algebra such that x(ty) =
t(xy) for all x, y € N and t 2. 0. Let B(N) = £f|f £ T(N)
and llf(x) II — M for all x 6 E, for some M oj . B(N) becomes
a near algebra under the pointwise operations of sum, product,
and scalar multiplication. Note, the product is pointwise
and not composition of functions.
Let II f /( = sup £"llf (x) l| | x 6 nJ. It is easy to show
that II II is a norm. Also llf’gll = sup£||f(x) • g(x)// jx € nJ
^ sup£//f(x)/l II g(x)/l j x £  n J  £r/|f|J l|g //. Therefore,
(B(N), II It) is a normed near algebra.
If we assume N is a Banach near algebra, then B(N) is
also a Banach near algebra. Assume £ fnJ is a Cauchy sequence
in B(N) and let £ > 0 be arbitrary. Eor sufficiently large
n , Ilf (x) - f (x) II ^ £ whenever n, m > n for all x £ N;o ’ n v ' nr ' ’ o ’
hence, is a Cauchy sequence in the complete space N
for all x £ N. Let f(x) = f(x) for each x £ N. Thus,
for an arbitrary x £ N and £ > 0, there exists n(x,£ ) such
that llf(x) - fn(x) H ^  & whenever n > n(x,£ ). Choosing
m > nQ and n > max (nQ,n(x, £)), we have //f(x) - fm (x) l|
= ||f(x) - f (x) + f (x) - f (x) )| ± /lf(x) - f (x) II n n m n
+ 11 fn(x) - tm (x)/I 2£. Therefore, l| f - f 1/ £. 2£
whenever m > n and f = f + (f-f ) £ B(N). Thus, B(N) is o m v m 1 \ /
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a Banach near algebra.
For each a £ N define /*( a) to be the constant 'a' 
function from N to N, A  (a)x = a. Consequently, ll/*(*)* ll 
= H a l l  for all x £ N and a) £ B(N) for each a £ N.
Therefore, N —>B(N). By direct calculation, one can
show is a near algebra homomorphism which is also one-to- 
one. Furthermore, ///*( a )  ll = sup (a) x  fl j x  6 N J =
sup £ll a i| j x £ nJ = Hall. Therefore, is an isometric iso­
morphism of N into B(N).
Let N2 = Tb(B(N)) 6 T(B(N)) and /I F(f) i(
£Milf/l for all f € B(N) and some M oj. N2 has been shown
to be a normed near algebra with sup norm, pointwise sums and 
scalar products, and composition as the multiplication. It
is also a Banach near algebra if B(N) is a Banach near algebra.
2 2 N contains the bounded linear operators on B(N) and hence N
contains the identity operator I.
Let (N) = S B(N) and define a function ^  as follows:
ff-g, for g £ S
For each f £ S, (P (f )g = < where f-g
7 [_ Ugll f , for g 6 B(N) - S
is the pointwise product of B(N). Since S £ B(N), it is clear
that (p (f): B(N) —*B(N) for each f £ S. Suppose g 6 B(N) ; if
g £ S then // c f ( f  )g /j = /(f *g U  4 =  )lf ll H g H  and if g £ B(N) - S,
then ll f)g ll =  H H g l l f 1 1 =  Ilf ll llgll . Therefore,
I\ < f (f)gll^ N  ll g  H  where M = l l f l l and (f •. S — >N2.
A direct calculation shows that is linear. However,
one must show that B(N) satisfies the positive homogeneous
condition in order to show that (ft is multiplicative. Since
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N has the positive homogeneous condition, f*(tg)(x)
= f(x)*(tg(x)) = t(f*g)(x) for t > 0 and x £ N. Thus f*(tg)
= t(f*g) for f , g £  B(N) and t ^  0.
T(f.h)g 
For f , h 6 S,(D(f-h)g = J
£ II 6 II (f *h)
f •(h-g) , for g £ S
since B(N) satisfies the
f •( II g II h), for g £ B(N) - S 
positive homogeneous condition. For any g €. B(N), (h)g 6 S; 
thus, C<P(f)»f(h)] (g) = <p(f)(^(h)g) = f.(^(h)g) = 
f.(h-g) , for g £ S
Therefore Cy(f-h) = <{(£)°tf(h)
f-(7/g/|h), for g £ B(N) - S 
and (P is a near algebra homomorphism.
Suppose (f (f) = (h) and choose g £ B(N) - S, g ^ 0.
^(f)s = //g//f = </?(h)g = // g // h ; thus, II g/| f = ll gllh which
implies f = h and (D is one-to-one.
For f £ S and arbitrary g £ B(N), g 4 0, ^  ^ ~
II S I (
J J N  ? for g £ S
-» j j f  «, f II , for g e  B(N) - S * " fl1 for a11 6 £ BW  ■
ll ° ll
Therefore, by the definition of the sup norm //< (^f)/l II f  II. 
However, for g £ B(N) - S, g / 0,  ^^ = "'~// gjj~f ^  =
= ~ ^ 'g = Therefore, / l ( f ( f ) l l  =  l l f l l .
This completes the demonstration that <P is an isometric iso- 
morphism of S into N . The composition of (f andy K  is an 
isometric isomorphism of N into and has an identity.fl 
It is important to point out that the standard proce­
dure for adjoining the identity does not work because the formally
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constructed near algebra multiplication is not associative.
This is a result of the missing left distributive property.
Let N be a near algebra without identity and formally construct 
N' = £ te + xjx 6 N and t 6 tJ with the usual operations. If
we consider elements e + x^ , e + x2, and e + x^, then 
[(e + x1)(e + x2)J (e + x ) =
e + (x^ + Xg + x^ + x^Xg + + X2X3 + X^X2X3  ^ w^ile
(e + x1) [(e + x2)(e + x^)J =
e + (x^ + x^ + x^ + x2xj + xx|(x2 + x3 + x2x3))* Since, in 
general, x^Cx^ + x^ + x^x^) / x^x^ + x^x^ + x^x^x^, the multi­
plication is not associative.
We now turn our attention to the completion of a normed 
near algebra.
2.6 Theorem. Every non-complete strongly D-normed near algebra 
can be embedded in a complete strongly D-normed near algebra. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of a normed algebra. See
[26, p. 176]. Let N be a non-complete strongly D-normed near 
algebra and let M be the standard completion of the normed 
space N+ in terms of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences. 
The strongly D-normed condition forces the product of two 
Cauchy sequences to be a Cauchy sequence and can be used to 
show that the product does not depend on the chosen represent­
atives. Passing to the limit in the operations on N, one can
show that M is a near algebra which satisfies the strong 
D-norm property. [J
Representation Theory
The representation of algebras and normed algebras by 
a system of linear transformations on a linear vector space 
has proved useful in the discussion of algebras. Since linear 
transformations are too restrictive for a near algebra repre­
sentation, we extend the concept of a representation space to 
allow for a larger class of transformations. Berman and 
Silverman [?] have considered some very general representations 
and embedding theorems. We have already demonstrated in this 
paper that a normed near algebra without identity can be em­
bedded isometrically and isomorphically into a function space 
with identity.
Given a normed algebra A, one of the most natural 
representations is the left regular representation of A by 
the space of bounded linear left multiplication operators on 
A. We generalize this representation for a normed near algebra 
and define the left regular representation of a normed near 
algebra N into the space of bounded left multiplication 
operators on N contained in Tg(N). These left multiplication 
operators are not linear, in general. Using the multiplicative 
identity conditions given in [27] , we show that the left 
regular representation can be an isometric isomorphism.
If N is a D-normed near algebra, then there is a 
representation of N into the space of Lipschitz functions on N.
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This important representation is an isomorphism whenever the
multiplicative identity conditions are present. The strong
D-normed condition results in an isometry.
In (10, 1lJ Brown defines a distributor element and a
sequence of distributive left modules. For a near algebra
N, D°(N) = N and D^(N) = [~N, D^ ^(N), nJ, the subspace of N+
generated by certain distributor elements. A near algebra N
is D-weakly distributive (D-w-d) of length k, if D^(N) = 0 
k—iand D (N) ^ 0 for k >  0. We show that every left continuous 
semisimple D-w-d near algebra is a semisimple algebra. For a 
D-w-d normed near algebra N there exists a representation of 
N as a space of bounded linear operators which leads to the 
principle result of this section. We prove that every normed 
semisimple near algebra which contains a nonzero left distri­
butive left module is a semisimple algebra.
The following theorem generalizes the representation 
of a normed algebra into the space of bounded linear operators.
2.7 Theorem-? Every normed near algebra N has a representation 
in the space Tg(N), the bounded operators on N.
Proof: For each b N, define L^Cx) = bx for all x £ N.
is the left multiplication operator. As in the proof for an 
algebra, is a function from N to I but is not linear 
since left distributivity does not hold. However, ll I^Cx) ll 
= /lbx/1 ^ llbll II xlI for all x £ N; hence, £ T-g(N). We 
now define the representation 0  : N — > T-^ (N) to be ©(b) = L^. 
Clearly ©  is a near algebra homomorphism since right distri­
butivity does hold. This homomorphism will be an isomorphism
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into Tg(N) if and only if zero is the left annihilator of N.
Such a representation is called a faithful representation by 
Rickart [27]. D
2.6 Definition. Let I be a normed near algebra and let BL(N) 
be the sub near algebra of bounded left multiplication oper­
ators on N contained in Tg(N) . The representation©: N — >BL(N) 
defined by 0(b) = is called the left regular representation 
of N .
Using the ideas of Rickart [27] we can make the representation 
norm preserving whenever certain multiplicative identity con­
ditions exists.
2.7 Corollary. Let N be a normed near algebra satisfying at 
least one of the properties:
i) There exists a right identity e , such that 
// e r //
ii) Ror each b € N there exists e, such thatb
lle-^ ll 4= 1 and be^ = b, or 
iii) There exists a net [ eot : * such that l l e x ll ± 1 
for all CL and for each b £ N lim^ be^ = b.
Then the left regular representation is an isometric isomorphism. 
Proof: We have shown that the left regular representaion
©(b) = L^ is a near algebra homomorphism on N. For x £ N, 
ll©(b)x II = II L^x) II = Hbxil 4 llb/l ) I x II ; hence, //©(b)/|
= sup £ "" ^ | x /<X ^ jx ^ ~ ^ ^  ^  conditions i) or ii)
hold, then choose u = e, or e . Thus, I I  b // ^  ! !^u.!■■b r I) u (I
= llOjjb)u II ^ sup£  - lx * °J = H ^ ^ l l  * Therefore,
H e w  II = ii b II . Suppose condition iii) holds and let £ > 0
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be arbitrary. There exists 0(. such that lib - bea II <  € ; 
consequently, H O (  b)%ll = llbe^ll > 1  lb 11 -£. Therefore,
for all S > 0, /Ibll - £ - ^ ^  J l G (  b )  ^  , which implies
lib II ^ H 0(b) II . Therefore, in each case, 0 is an isometry. 
Being a linear isometry 0 is one-to-one. 0
Two important observations are in order at this point. 
First, we observe that the following statement found in 
[27, p. 4] remains valid for near algebras.
2.8 Theorem. If N is a normed near algebra such that
lib// = sup |T I x / oj ■> then the left regular represent­
ation is an isometric isomorphism.
This allows a more "natural" adjunction of an identity to N 
without the positive homogeneous condition. Identify N with 
its image in Tg(N) and let be the sub near algebra generated 
by N and the identity of Tg(N). Consequently,
2.9 Theorem. Every normed near algebra such that lib II
= sup jf j^|^ X| |^  I x / oj can be embedded in a normed near 
algebra with identity.
Second, the right regular representation can not be 
generalized for near algebras. For, if is the right 
multiplication operator, then the representation p o o  - v  
is not linear.
We now consider some representation theorems for 
D-normed near algebras and, using the results of Brown £l0, 11jf, 
some representation theorems concerning D-w-d normed near 
algebras.
2.10 Theorem. If N is a D-normed near algebra, then there
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exists a representation of N into Lip(N), the space of Lip- 
schitz operators on N.
Proof: If is defined to be the left multiplication
operator, then by the D-normed condition II i^Cx) - i^Cy) /f 
= //bx - b y // £ // x - y /( for all x, y £  N. Therefore,
6 Lip(N) for all b £ N. We can define (f : N — ► Lip(p) 
tiy <?("b) = and, as in Theorem 2.7, (f is a near algebra
homomorphism. This is a faithful representation if and only 
if zero is the left annihilator of N. H
We can now prove a corollary analogous to Corollary
2.7 in which Lip(N) has the Lipschitz norm.
2.10 Corollary. Let N be a D-normed near algebra satisfying 
at least one of the following properties:
i) There exists a right identity e , such that
Mer ll i 1,
ii) For each b 6. N there exists e^ such that
lie, II £ 1 and be, = b, or b b
iii) There exists a net [ ea : ^ A j such that
He* II £ 1 for all o( and for each b 6 N limg beg = b. 
Then the representation is an isomorphism into Lip(N) with 
Lipschitz norm. If N is strongly D-normed, then the repre­
sentation is also an isometry.
Proof: Let N be such a normed near algebra and let b €. N.
With Lipschitz norm, Ji<Kb)(x) - f(b)(y) II 6 H < P ( b )  II llx - yll 
for all x, y £ N. If condition i) or ii) is satisfied, then 
let x = er or e^, respectively. Thus, K(f(b)x - (f(b)(0) II 
= llbx II = llbll ^ 11 if (b) H llx II ± ll(f(b)ll . If condition
iii) holds, then let £ > 0 be arbitrary. Choose CL 6 A  such
that lib - be^/l < £ , then II b 11 - £ ^  H be# II . For x = e^ ,
l l b l l  - £ < II be* II = U < f ( b ) e ^  - 4 ( b ) ( 0 )  II ^  //^(b) // // e* II
< l l C ? ( b ) l l  . Since this holds for arbitrary £ >0, II b 11 
< l l < t (b) II. Thus, in each case, // b - a II 6 l l < f ( b - a )  II 
= //*P(b) - <?( a) II and b = a whenever 4(b) = 0(a).
If N is strongly D-normed, then, for b £ E,
//<P(b)(x) - <P(b)(y) // = /I bx - by J| £ lib II (I x - y/| for all 
x, y £ N. Thus, llcf( b ) / / £ // bH and 4 is an isometry. II
As an example, let E be a Banach space and define
multiplication on E by the formula xy = //y/lx for all x, y £
We have previously shown (E, H H) to be a strongly D-normed 
near algebra. There is no multiplicative identity, but con­
dition ii) of Corollary 2.10 is satisfied. That is, for each 
b £ E, b ^ 0, let e^ = b/ /lb II . Therefore, : E —> Lip(E) 
is an isometric isomorphism into Lip(E).
Let N be a near algebra and V be a left module of 
N (V is a subspace of E+ and NV £. V). In Brown called
the element n(a + b) - na - nb of V the distributor of 
a, b € V with respect to n £ N and denoted it by [n, a, bj. 
For A Q  V, A / 0, and for B, a sub near algebra of N, he 
denoted by Dg(A) the subspace of V generated by
[[n, a, b] | a, b £  A, n £  b J .  One can show that Dg(A)
= [ 2 D 1!’ Iai> \  6 A , n i £ B}- A is said to be
left distributive if D-^ (A) = 0; that is, n(a + b) - na - nb 
= 0 for all a, b £ A and n £ N. For a sub near algebra A, 
let D^(A) = D(A). For nonempty sets , Sp, £ N, let
[s11 S21 ~J be the subspace of N+ generated by
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£ £s^ , s^, Sj~] f s^ £ S±^; therefore, for A ^  K+, A 0 0, and a 
sub near algebra B, Dg(A) = £b, A, aJ. Finally, let A be a 
subspace of N+ and define D°(A) = A and Dk(A) = [n, Dk_1(A), n].
In £11'] it is shown that Dk (N) is an ideal and a left 
module in N for k > 0. N is defined to be D-weakly distributive 
(D-w-d) of length k if Dk(N) = 0 and Dk_1(N) 0 0 for k > 0.
If N is D-w-d then N is a near-c-algebra (NO = 0).
Using the above properties and definitions we prove 
the following results for left continuous near algebras and 
normed near algebras.
2.1 Lemma. Every D-w-d near algebra of length k > 0 with no 
proper ideals is left distributive.
Proof: Let N be a D-w-d near algebra of length k > 0. Then,
Dk(N) = 0 and Dk ^(N) is an ideal. Therefore, Dk ^(N) = N 
and the D-w-d chain reduces to D°(N) = N and D^(N) = 0.
This states that N is left distributive.fl
2.8 Proposition. Let N be a near algebra with a linear top­
ology and let M be a nonzero left module which is left 
distributive with respect to N. If the multiplication on M 
is left continuous, then H is a sub algebra and the left multi­
plication operator, L^, is linear on M for each b N.
Proof: M is a sub near algebra of N since M is a linear sub­
space of N+ and MM £  M. Being left distributive with respect 
to N, M would be an algebra except for the scalar property 
x(ty) = t(xy). However, since M is left continuous, the left 
multiplication operator, L^, is a continuous additive function 
from the linear topological space M+ to M+ for each b 6 N. 
Therefore, L^ is real homogeneous £lj, p. 12"] and, hence,
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linear on M for each b £ N. This also implies H is a sub 
algebra since b(tx) = I^Ctx) = tl^Cx) = t(bx) for all b, x € M 
and t € fR . Q
2.9 Proposition. Every left continuous D-w-d near algebra 
with no proper ideals is an algebra.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra. By Lemma 2.1, N is left 
distributive and, by Proposition 2.8, N is an algebra. D
2.9 Corollary. Every left continuous D-w-d simple near 
algebra is a simple algebra.
It is clear from Proposition 2.8 that every left con­
tinuous left distributive near algebra is an algebra. In 
[/11, p. 540j it is shown that a semisimple near algebra is 
D-w-d if and only if it is left distributive. Combining this 
result with Proposition 2.8, we get the following important 
theorem.
2.11 Theorem. Every left continuous semisimple D-w-d near 
algebra is a semisimple algebra.
If the linear topology on the near algebra N is 
determined by a norm, then we have similar results without 
assuming left continuity of the multiplication on N.
2.12 Theorem. If N is a normed near algebra and there exists 
a nonzero left module M which is left distributive with re­
spect to N, then M is a sub algebra and there is a represent­
ation of N into the space of bounded linear functions on M. 
Proof: Since M is left distributive, we have, for b £ N and 
x 6 M, 0 = bO = b(x+(-x)) = bx + b(-x). Therefore, b(-x)
= -(bx). Let b 6 N and let L^ denote the left multiplication 
operator on N with respect to b. Por an arbitrary x q 6 M,
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II L^(x) - L^CXg) II = j|bx - bxQ II = II bx + b(-x ) II
= II b(x - xQ) )l 4: II b ll llx - x II . This inequality implies
that is continuous on M for all b £ N and, by Proposition
2.8, M is an algebra and is linear on M. Also II L^Cx) ll
= llbxll 4 lib II llxll ; hence, L^ is a bounded linear function 
on M. The desired representation : N — >$(M) is defined by 
( f ( b )  = L^ for each b 6 N. 0
2.12.1 Corollary. Every left distributive normed near algebra 
is an algebra.
2.12.2 Corollary. Every normed near algebra which contains a 
left distributive left module whose left annihilator is zero 
is an algebra.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra with module M. By the
theorem, is a homomorphism. The kernel of is
the left annihilator of M; thus, (f) is one-to-one and N is an 
algebra. H
2.13 Theorem. If N is a D-w-d normed near algebra of length 
k > 0, then there exists a representation of N as a space of 
bounded linear functions.
Proof: Let N be such a D-w-d normed near algebra. Then,
Dk(N) = 0 and Dk_\ N) / 0 and, by the properties stated above, 
Dk ^(N) is a nonzero left module such that D^(Dk-\N))
= [N, Dk_1(N), Dk-1(N)] C. [n, Dk_1(N), n J = Dk(N) = 0. 
Therefore, D^(Dk ^(N)) = 0 and, consequently, Dk-^(N) is a 
nonzero left distributive left module. The result follows 
from Theorem 2.12. D
2.13 Corollary. If N is a D-w-d normed near algebra of length
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k-1k > 0 such that the left annihilator of D (N) is zero, then 
N is a normed algebra.
Proof: The result follows from the theorem and Corollary
2.12.2 . £f
2.14 Theorem. If N is a D-w-d normed near algebra of length 
k > 0 with no proper ideals, then N is a normed algebra.
Proof: By Lemma 2.1, N is left distributive and, by Corollary
2.12.1, N is an algebra. 0
2.14 Corollary. Every D-w-d simple normed near algebra is a 
simple algebra.
Brown showed in [lO^ that every semisimple near algebra
with identity whose linear space is a Banach space such that
the left multiplication operator is differentiable on N at 
0 for each b £ N is a semisimple algebra. We have shown, in 
Theorem 2.11, that every left continuous semisimple D-w-d near 
algebra is a semisimple algebra. For a normed near algebra 
we have the following important result.
2.19 Theorem. Every normed semisimple near algebra which 
contains a nonzero left distributive left module is a semi­
simple algebra.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra and let M be the left 
module which is left distributive with respect to N. By
k
Theorem 1.5, N = 0 E. where each E. is a simple near algebra.
i=1 1 1
Let M. = E. r\ M. Each M. is a left module of N. and is left 1 1 1  1
distributive with respect to I5L. By Theorem 2.12, there 
exists a near algebra homomorphism 4^= s i— *JS (PL) and, since 
PL is simple, ker£p^ = 0 for each i. Therefore, is an
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isomorphism into J9(M± ) and ih is an algebra. Thus,
fe rj
N = Q  N. is a semisimple algebra. U 
i=1 1
The following example shows that the existence of a 
left distributive left module is not sufficient to have an 
algebra.
Let V = IRx{o] and let N - [fjf £ TB(/R2), f| : V V
and f/y is linearj. By direct calculation it is easy to show
2that N is a sub near algebra of Tg(fR ) and with the sup norm
becomes a normed near algebra. Define f by the formula
C (x,y), for y = 0
f (x,y) = J (x,y), for y / 0 and // (x,y) II £ 1 .
[_ (1,1), for y 4 0 and ||(x,y)/| > 1
Then, f|y is linear and maps V into V. Also, II f(x,y) II
£ z/2 II (x,y) ll ; thus, f £ N. Now f(2f)(1,1) = (1,1), while
2(ff(1,1)) = (2,2). Therefore, f(2f) / 2ff and N is not an
algebra.
Let M = ^ ^ and - V) = oj. It is easy to
show that FI is a linear subspace of N+. Suppose f 6 N and 
g 6 M then fg(/R2 - V) = f(0) = 0; hence, fg £ M and M is a
left module. Suppose f £ N and g, h £ M. For (x,y) £ /R2,
f(g + h)(x,y) = f(g(x,y)) + f(h(x,y)) = (fg)(x,y) + (fh)(x,y) 
since g(x,y) and h(x,y) belong to V and f is linear on V. 
Therefore, f(g + h) = fg + fh and N is a left module which is 
left distributive with respect to N, but N is not an algebra.
Finite Dimensional Near Algebras
This section presents some properties of finite 
dimensional near algebras. We abstract the properties of 
Lip (IR ) and show that a positive homogeneous finite dimen-
hr
sional normed near algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis
is a left continuous near algebra. In particular, we define
a D-distributive property and show that positive homogeneity
and an orthogonal idempotent basis insure left continuity of
multiplication. We then prove the stronger result that a
positive homogeneous normed near algebra with orthogonal
idempotent basis such that x.(-x.) = -K. .x ., K. . > 0, becomes
i D 1 10
a strongly D-normed near algebra with an equivalent norm.
Eventually, we remove the D-distributive condition and the
condition x.(-x.) = -K. .x. and prove that all positive homo- 
i J 10 0
geneous normed near algebras with an orthogonal idempotent 
basis can be given an equivalent strong D-norm. The strong 
D-norm insures continuous left multiplication. Finally, we 
prove that every finite dimensional homogeneous near algebra 
with orthogonal idempotent basis is an algebra.
Unless otherwise stated, we will assume all near 
algebras are near-c-algebras. In particular, for function 
algebras we will assume f(0) = 0.
Although Lip(/R) is not a left continuous near algebra, 
we did show that Lip ( fR) is left continuous, in fact, strongly
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D-normed. Lip (/R) is a finite dimensional near algebra with 
P
basis elements J and K which are orthogonal idempotents.
Also, J and K are positive homogeneous and have the property 
that J(sJ + tK) = J(sJ) + J(tK) and K(sJ + tK) = K(sJ) + K(tK) 
for all s, t £ IR . We generalize these concepts to an arbit­
rary finite dimensional near algebra.
2.7 Definition. A near algebra N is said to be finite 
dimensional if and only if N+ is a finite dimensional linear 
space. N has an orthogonal idempotent basis •••, x^J 
if and only if x.x. = 6 . .x. where 6. . is the Kronecker delta.
2.8 Definition. A real near algebra N is said to be positive 
homogeneous if and only if x(ty) = t(xy) for all x, y £ N
and t £ /a , t > 0. N is said to be homogeneous if and only if 
x(ty) = t(xy) for all x, y £ N and t £ /R .
In £16, 17j Frohlich defined a distributively generated 
near ring R as one in which the additive group of R has a set 
U of generators such that u(x + y) = ux + uy for all u 6 U and 
all x, y £ R. We make the following generalization to near
algebras which is a slightly weaker property.
2.9 Definition. A nonempty subset U of a near algebra N is 
said to have the D-distributive property if u(Stm^)
= £ u (t^u^) for each u 6 U and every finite linear combination 
of elements in U. A near algebra N is said to be D-distri- 
butively generated (D-d-g) if the linear space N+ is 
generated by a D-distributive set.
Lip ( (R) is an example of a D-distributively generated
hr
near algebra sine e we have shown the basis elements J and K
have the properties J(tJ + sK) = J (tJ) + J(sK) and
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K(t J  + sK) = K(tJ) + K(sK). However, if we assume 
f = aJ + b K  €  Lip (/R) such that f (g + h) = f g  + fh for all
sr
g, h £  Lip (/R), t h e n  f ( 2 K  + (-5K)) = f (2K) + f(-3K) implies
Sr
a = b. Therefore, f = al and L i p  ( fR)  is not d i s t r i b u t i v e l y  
generated.
2.10 P r o p o s i t i o n .  Let N  be a finite d i m e n s i o n a l  n o r m e d  near 
algebra. If N  has an o r t h o g o n a l  i d e m p o t e n t  basis, the n  the 
m a x  n o r m  on N  d e f i n e d  b y  H|xlll = maxjj t . l | x  = H t iXiJ  is 
e q u i v a l e n t  to the g i v e n  n o r m  and s a tisfies the m u l t i p l i c a -  
tive p r o p e r t y  lllxylll 6. k l ll x l l l  III y III where k is the 
d i m e n s i o n  of N.
P r o o f : Let N  be a k - d i m e n s i o n a l  n o r m e d  n e a r  alge b r a  wit h
b a s i s  £ x ^ j i  = 1,2,**«,kJ. We m a y  assume ||x^|| = 1 .  Let 
111 x 111 = m a x £  / t ^ l j i  = 1 , 2, ■ • • ,kj for each x  = 6 N.
P o r  a r b i t r a r y  x  = ]FJt^x^, llx ll = // ^ t ^ x ^ j l
<  2 H H  t ix i /| £  2  | t i | 6  k m a x  £ / / i = 1 1 2 , •.. , k j
= k  111 x  111 . Als o  , since JI x x  . 11 £  II x  II /I x  . II = /I x  II ,
u 1
II xx. 11 = II t . x .  II = It. | II x  H  for each j = 1,2, • • • ,k.J J J d
T h e r e f o r e  , Ilf x  III = m a  x £  |t^||i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,kj llxll 
£  k  111 x  111 and lllxylll £; II x y  II ^  l l x II H y H  
1  k 2 III x l l l  I l l y  III . II
2 .16 Theorem. Let I  be a p o s i t i v e  h o m o g e n e o u s  fi n i t e  d i m e n ­
sional n o r m e d  n e a r  algebra. If N  ha s  a n  o r t h o g o n a l 
i d e m p o t e n t  b a s i s  w h i c h  has the D - d i s t r i b u t i v e  property, then 
N  is left continuous.
Proof: Let N  b e  such a k - d i m e n s i o n a l  n e a r  alge b r a  w i t h  basis
jxjj i = "l»2,...,kj. B y  P r o p o s i t i o n  2.10, choose the
equivalent max norm on N where It x // = max £ /t^ J i = 1,2,***,
for x = and ll xy II ^ k2 II x II ll y ll .
Let j y 1 he a sequence in N with y = 5[t .x. and let t n j   ^ ^ n ^ m i
y £ N with y = 57t.x.. Assume t .— ^ t. for eachu ^ ^ 1 1  n i n i
i = 1,2, • • • ,k. Then, II yn - y II = U ^ ! ( tni ~ t±)x± ll
y* 11 . - t.l . Since t .— * t. for each i and there are - tJ 1 ni l' ni n i
only a finite number of i's, we choose nQ sufficiently large
so that, for £ > 0, j t ^  - t^| < £ whenever n > n .
Therefore, yn— > y.
Conversely, assume yn— > y and let £ :> 0, then there
exists n such that II y - y II = II T V t  . - t.)x.|| o 17 n u 11 ^  ni i i'
= max £ I tn_^ - t^ / | i = 1,2, • • • ,kj 4. £ whenever n > nQ. Thus,
for arbitrary i = 1,2, • • • ,k, jt^ - t^ | 4. £ whenever n > nQ
and ^ni n h * Therefore, tni— for i = 1,2,-*-,k, if
and only if yn-* y.
Let x 6 N and let x^ be an arbitrary basis element.
Assume t x. — —»tx. . If x = 0, then 0 (t x.) = 0 — * 0 = 0(tx.)* n i n i n i  i
If x / 0, then, by the above, with yn = tnx^ and y = tx^, we
have that t — >t. For £ > 0, choose n such thatn ’ o
tn - t < &/(k2 tl x II ) whenever n > n . Let 0(a) be the 
algebraic sign of a 6 /R. If t 0, we can choose n^ suf­
ficiently large so that 0(t) = ®(tn) for n £ n . Thus, 
j(x(tnx±) - x(t x±) H = ll ltn K x (0(t)xi)) - 11| (x(0(t)xi))/|
£ | tn - 11 || x(0(t)x^) l| £ k2 |t^ - t/ llx II < £■ , for n > nQ.
If t = 0, then II x(tnxi) - x(0) II = II x(tnx±) 1/
4 k2 Jt | 11x1} 4. £ , for n > n . Therefore, x(t x.)— ^x(tx.)' n 1 ’ o ’  ^ n i n i
for arbitrary i = 1,2,***,k.
Let x £ N and let t>e a sequence in N such that
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— >y. We wish to prove that multiplication is left contin­
uous in the max norm by showing xyn— >xy. Assume x 
= ZTt.x., y = T?s .x. and y = 5?s.x. are the basis expan-
_L J_ ll » XIX X  ^ X 1
sions where yn ~* y» By the first property above, sn^— +  s^
for all i = 1 ,2, • • •, k. Thus, II snjxm - s ^  II = / sn± - si/
which implies s .x  >s.x for all i, m = 1,2,***,k. Inni m n i m ’ ’ ’
particular, s^^x^— ^  sixi and, by the second property above,
for i, j = 1,2,--,k, x^ (s^x.^) — »^ x.. (s.^) . Since the indices
i and j can assume only a finite number of integer values, we
can choose, for £ > 0, an n such that II x.(s -x. ) - x .(s.x. ) Jl ’ ’ o jv ni i' i
Z. £ for all i, j = 1,2,***,k whenever n > n .
Using the D-distributive property, |) xyn - xy II
= ll ( S x/ V i ^  “ x.(s.x.))j//. Applying the triangle
1 i
inequality, // xyn - xy /J z_ 2/t^| l7^x^ snixi^  “ xj(sixi)^
1 i
Z k  /I f||£. Therefore, for sufficiently large n,
)|xyn - xy 1| Z £ and xyn— > xy in the max norm. Since the
given norm is equivalent, xyn— > xy in the given norm. B
As in the case of Bip^( IR) we can show that a strong
D-norm condition holds in certain cases. A partial result is
given below. A stronger statement is proved later.
2.11 Proposition. Let N be a positive homogeneous finite
dimensional normed near algebra. If N has basis such that
x-x. = &. .x. and x.(-x.) = -K- .x. where S. . is the Kronecker 
i l  il 1 i 1 11 1 il
delta and IL ^  £ 0, then there is an equivalent norm on N such 
that N is a strongly D-normed near algebra.
Proof: Let N be a k-dimensional near algebra with basis
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satisfying the given properties. By Proposition 2.10 we
may choose the max norm, // x II, which satisfies //xy//
6 k2 /| x ll Ihll and is equivalent to the given norm.
Let xn he an arbitrary basis element, 1 n k.
x (TTt.x.) = TTs .x. and, multiplying both sides on the left n i i ^  m  i
by x., we have x (t.x.) = s .x for j = 1,2,--^k. For t. > 0, J J J IJ-d o d
x (t.x.) = &  .t.x. and, for t . 4. 0, x (t.x.) = -t.x (-x.)
o o no o o ’ o ’ n^ o y  o n^ o
for - 0= K .t.x.. Therefore, s . = < J J J . Let us
J G J / K .t ., for t . 0L  nq o’ o
define a new function which will allow us to express s • in
no
C 1, for t > 0
a more convenient form. Let sgn(t) = < and
£-1 , for t ^ O
Pi + sgn(t.)_7c  Pi - sgn(t . j ~ j  
define 0(i, t^) = ^ + |_----- 2 Jk -m *2 J id'
A quick check shows s . = 0(n, t.)t. and, thus, x (57t.x.)
no G O  n *-» o G
= Jj9(n, t.)t.x. for n = 1,2,-*-,k. d d d
For x, y, z £ N with basis representation x = 2 I rj_xj_i y
= and z = S V i ’ we have xy - xz = ( I l ^ i )  dlZ s;jx;j)
i G
-  ( z ^ i )  ( r v d )  = Z T i ( x i ( Z s ^ ) ) -  ^ i xi Z h x3
i d  i d  i d
- Z ri - «9(i,td)t3] x . )
i d
= ^ 7  [ X 7(ri(©(i,Sj)sj. - 0(i,t.j)t..))"]x... Thus, II xy - xz||
G i
= max £ I ZIri ^ (^i’so')sd " | G = 1,2,---,kJ.
For fixed j, / . (0(i, s )s - 0(i,t.)t. (1  ^ 0 J d d
1
ZTl ril - 0(i,t_.)t_.
i
£ //x|| 0(i, s . )s . -0(i,t.)t.j and a check of the various
 ^ d d d d
i
cases for each i = 1,2,***,k shows that /0(i,s.)s. - 0(i,t .)t . Id d d d
£ (1 + K^^)|s^ - t,.(. For example, for fixed ,j, if s^  and
t . > 0, then 0(i,s .) = &. . and 0(i,t .) = 6".. Thus,
J J 1 0 J i  d
|©(i,s.)s. -0(i,t.)t.| = 15\ .s . - 8- -t . I £ / s. - t.ld d ’d o 1 id d id d 1 ' d d 1
£ (1 + K.-)/s. - t.J for all i = 1,2,***,k. Therefore,
-*-d d d
^J©(i,s.)s. -0(i,t.)t.j £ kK | s . - t . | £ kK Z/y - z ll where 
d d d d d J
i
K = max £ 1 + i, j = 1,2, • • • ,kj. Therefore, // xy - xz //
£ kK llx 11 ZZy - z //. The desired equivalent norm is //x// 1 
= kK Z/x // . [j
2.11.1 Corollary. Every positive homogeneous finite dimen­
sional normed near algebra with basis elements satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem is a left continuous near algebra. 
Proof: By the proposition there is an equivalent strong 
D-norm and the existance of such a norm implies left continuity.
2.11.2 Corollary. Every positive homogeneous finite dimen­
sional near algebra with basis elements satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem is a D-distributively generated near 
algebra.
Proof: In the theorem we showed, independent of the norm,
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that, if v (27t.x.) = x , then multiplying both sides on
the left by x ., we have x (t.x.) = s .x., for j = 
J ^ J 0 0
Thus, xn(]j[[t^ x^ ) = ^ xn ^ i xi^‘ Since N+ is spanned by the
basis, N is D-distributively generated, fl
2.12 Proposition. Let N be a positive homogeneous near
algebra and let V be a nonempty D-distributive subset of N.
If M = V U  (-V) forms a multiplicative semi-group in N, then 
the linear subspace generated by V forms a D-distributively 
generated sub near algebra of N.
n m
Proof: Let x = / t.u. and y = s.v. be elements of the£-» i l £—*■ j j
i=1 1=1
linear space, ^  V , generated by V where u., v. £ V. Then,
^ 1
xy = (Z'tiui)(2'sjv;j) = E ti(L'ui(s;jv.)) = ■ETti(Z7/sd lui(± v .»
= V ( V t .  Is .1 w. .) where w . . = u.(- v.) 6 M; hence,
£-> l' j' 2.3 11 1 V 3 ' ’ ’
w, . e < v > . Therefore, xy fe C v >  and < V >  is a D-distri- 
11
butively generated sub near algebra by Lemma 1.1. 0
Lip ( fl?) is one example of the above ideas. As another
example, let H be an n-dimensional real Hilbert space with
basis £xjJ • For each x = ^ ^  define
fj(t. )x. , for 1 £ i  ^ n
P.(x) = J where t. = (x, x.)
L ■ ^ i - n ^ i - n ’ for n + 1 ^ i - 2n 1 1
is the inner product of x and x^. Since J and K are positive 
homogeneous, it is clear that P^ is positive homogeneous.
Also, for x = UtpXp and 7 = ZTsixi’ we bave /^(x) (y) 11
£* /t. - s.| since J, K 6 Lip(/R). By Bessel's inequality
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h i  - - i l ^ E h i  - =i|2 . y ||2. Thus,
)| P±(x) - P^(y) ll — II x - y ll and P^ £ Lip (H). A straight­
forward hut tedious check shows that P.P. = .P. and, for
i a a
if j / n + i 
1 i i i n, P.(-P.) = ; and
f° ’1 0 L -P., if j = n + iJ
0 , if j / i - n
P. (-P .) = < , for n + 1 4: i ^ 2n. Finally,







that P^ ( 2 V j )- z a  P^(t^P_j). Therefore, let 
n -i=1 /  n=1
i = 1, 2, • • •, 2nJ ; then, hy Propositions 2.11 and 2.12, 
<  v >  is a strongly L-normed near algebra with basis V and 
norm equivalent to the Lipschitz norm.
As a final example, let V be a finite dimensional 
linear space and define a multiplication on V by the formula 
xy = ^s_^|t^|x^ for each x = ^s^x^ and y = belonging
to V. This multiplication is closed, associative and right
distributive, but not left distributive; hence, V becomes a
finite dimensional near algebra with the basis £x/^ of V.
x • x . = S. .x. and x.(-x.) = .x.. Also x.(5\t.x.) = t.x.
1 0 10 0 1 0 10 0 ! ■*-“ 1 0  1 1
= x .(t.x.) and for t >0, x(ty) = T*s.Itt. I x. = t T? s. 11.1 x. 
i o 0 *-» l l l l' l1 x
= t(xy). Therefore, V is a positive homogeneous finite dimen­
sional near algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis which 
has the D-distributive property. Finally, define the max 
norm on V, /Ixll = max [it.i |x This is a norm
and, for x, y 6.V, H xy ll = /j ^ 3 s±11±| x± = max^jsjtj J ^
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= max [ h 11 It.i ] £ llx)I II y II . Therefore, V is a normed near 
algebra with this norm and, by Theorem 2.16, V is left contin­
uous. Notice, also, that V is strongly D-normed, since 
/Ixy - xz II = II 2 > ijsiJxi - ZTri^tilxi ^
= // Z r ±( ls± l " lt± l )xi H = m a x £  I r ± l I ls±l - 6
max ri| |si - ti I J £ llx ll II y - z II .
We will now show that positive homogeneity and an 
orthogonal idempotent basis are sufficient conditions for 
the strongly D-normed condition and left continuity of multi­
plication in the finite dimensional case.
2.15 Proposition. If N is a finite dimensional positive homo­
geneous near algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis j"x^J,
then either x. (-x.) = -K. .x. where K . . = 0 or 1 for all i and 
i 1 10 0 10
0 or there exists a basis f  y-"i such that y.y. = .M .y ., M. > 0
L 1J i<_) iJ 0 O J
and where > 0, for i / j, and S±± Z. 0
or S.. = -1. n
Proof: Let N be a k-dimensional positive homogeneous near
algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis [x^J. For arbitrary
but fixed i, 1 £■ i £ k, and for j = 1,2,...,k, x.(-x.)
i 0
= t1(i,j)x1 +...+ tk(i,j)xk . For n ^ j, xj_(-x-j)xn = 0
= t (i,j)x . Therefore, t (i,j) = 0 for n ^ j and, since i
was arbitrary, x.(-x.) = t.(i,j)x. for i, j = 1,2,-..,k.
 ^ 0 J 0
Again, let i be arbitrary but fixed and assume there
exists i / i such that t.(i,i) > 0. Then t.(i,i)x. = x.(-x.) 
u 0 0 0 i 0
= (xiXi)(-xp  = x1(xi(-x;j)) = xi(t;j(i,d)x;j) = td(i^)xiX. = 0
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and hence t.(i,j) = 0. Therefore, for arbitrary i there existsd
p(iil) = -K. . for J = 1,2,***,k, j / i such that K. . > 0 and
1 11
x.(-x.) = -K..x.. Applying x. to this last equality, we get -J- d d 1
K ? . - K. . =0. Thus, K. . = 0 or 1 for 1 / j.d^ d d
Let t^(i,i) = and consider the two cases: EL £ 0
for all i = 1,2,***,k or K. >  0 for some i, 1 £ i £ k.
Case 1. If L  4  0 for all i = 1,2,***,k, then
p
x^(-x^) = K^ Xj_ and applying x^ to both sides we get = 0.
Thus, K. = 0 or -1 and this case results in the orthogonal
idempotent basis x- such that x.(-x.) = K. .x. where K. .
* i i 1 il 1 il
= 0 or 1.
Case 2. If K. > 0  for some iQ , then reorder the basis 
elements, if necessary, so that > 0 for 1 £ i £ n and £ 0
A
for n <£ i £ k where 1 < n £ k. Let y^ = x. , 1 £ i £ n, and
i
let y^ = x^, n < i £ k. The set  ^y^] forms a new basis such
that y^ y.. = 0 for i ^ j. Also, for 1 £ i £ n, y ^  = and,
for n < i i k, y-x. = x. = y. . Therefore, y.y. = .M.y .’ ‘'x 1 1 il 1 1
where M . "> 0.
1
For 1 £ i £. n and i / j, if 1 £ j £ n, then y-(-y-)
i 1
*  - K .  .
= = “kt^ yi* If n *  ^- k ’ tben yi(-yd)
1 d 1
"Ki * ~Ki '= x. = y.. If we now consider i, n ^ i £ k,l j
and the same two cases for J / i, we find that y-(-y-) = -K. .y.
d -^d d
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in both cases. Therefore, for i ^ j, there exists S —  >  0 
such that y^-y^) = -S^y^.
Finally, for i = J, 1 £ i £ n, yi(-y±) =
K .l
= ^k(Kixi) " s v  I f n i i i k ’ yiC-y^) = = KiXi
i
= K^y^. Therefore,combining these results with the above, 
we have y. (-y.) = S. .y. where S. . > 0 for i ^ j and S.. 0
_L J X J J X J X X
or S.. = -1. Un
2.17 Theorem. If N is a finite dimensional positive homogeneous
normed near algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis, then N
can be strongly D-normed with an equivalent norm and the basis
has the D-distributive property. That is, N is a D-distri-
butively generated left continuous near algebra.
Proof: Let be an orthogonal idempotent basis for the
k-dimensional near algebra N. By Proposition 2.13, two cases
exist. If x.(-x.) = -K. .x. where K . . = 0 or 1, then the
1 J 13 J il ’
results follow from Proposition 2.11 and Corollary 2.11.2.
Otherwise, let fylbe a new basis such that y.y. = -M .y .
’ i^i; 171^ 0 11 1 1
where M. >  0 andy-(-y.) = -S. -y • where the basis elements are 
u J 0
so ordered that S. . > 0, for i / j and S. . = -1 for 1 fr i 6. nij ’ ° 11 o
and S. • > 0 for n i £ k. We now choose the equivalent max 11 o
norm on N and proceed in a manner similar to that of 
Proposition 2.11.
For arbitrary yn , 1 ^ n £■ k, yQ( U t ^ )  =
If we apply y ^ , J = 1,2,---,k, then yn (tXLy..) = rQ ..M..y...
Since M. > 0, it factors out and y (t.y.) = r .y . for 1 3 nrr.i
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j = 1,2,**’,k and arbitrary n. Therefore, for arbitrary n,
^ yn(taya') = = and tbe basis set bas tbe
D-distributive property. This implies multiplication is left 
continuous. We now wish to show that N can be strongly 
D-normed.
From the above, if t. >0, then y (t.y.) = .M.t.y.
1 ’ n 1 1  il 1 1 1
and, if t . <  0, then y (t .y .) = -t .y (-y .) = S .t .y ..
’ i ’ JnK a i i n Ja na a i
Therefore, using the properties of S ., we have the following
ni
f 0 , for n ^ a
description for r .. For t . >  0, r .= -s and,
D na I M.t ., for n = a
3 3
f s .t., for all n ^ a o r n  < n £ k, a = n
for t < 0, r = ) 0
 ^ J / -t . , for 1 £=. n n , a = nL a  o ’ u
For t . = 0, r . = 0 for all n. For 1 ^ i i n  , define 0(i t .)1 ’ na o ’ , o'
f 1+ sgn(t . ) ~jg- sgn(6". .t . )-1
4 ----- - si f  + -------------------
+ fsgnC&.t.) + sgn((&. - and for no 4. i 6 k,
M  + sgn(t . ) ~lg- M  - sgn(t . )~j
define =[------5 ^ i / j  *i 2 ' J JSij~
A check of the various cases shows that r . =$(n,t.) t. for
^  3 u u
all t. and for j, n = '1,2,***,k. Therefore, y S^t.y.1 n t 1 a 1
1
=  2 T ^ n,ta ^ a ^ a  for a11 n =
i
For x, y, z £ N with basis representation x - e ™ .  
y = £Tsiyi anb z = iyi anb ^or ^  defined above, we have
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xy - xz =
-  e ( i 'tj)tj))] y r  Thus
a i
|| xy - xz 11 = max£ | ^ ]V(0(i, s^ )s^ - ©(i,t^)| |j = 1,2,...,kj.
i
For fixed j, |2Jri(0(i,s )s. - 0(i,t )t )|
£l ( xl l  T|0(i,s.)s. - ©(i,t . )t.|. For fixed j and this newJ J J J
i
function 0  , a check of the various cases shows that
J 0(i,s .)s . -0(i,t.)t.|£ (1+M.) (1 + /s .  ./ ) Js . - t ./ for eachd d dd d J - d d d
i = 1,2,***,k. As an example, consider the case for
_ 0
1 ^ i n and j = i. ©(i,s.) = -j  ^  ^ , similarly
 ^ J /  '1 P AT> O Q
( M ., for s . >
\ l ’ a -
-1, for s . Z.
J
for 0(i,t.). Therefore,d
flM.s • - M.t • I , for s ., t . > 0
1 a a a a ’ a ’ a ~
Jm .^s  ^ - (-t-j)l, for s^ >  o, t_j < o
I 0( i^,sa^sa' ^ a ^ a  ^ _ ^l-s. - M.t.j , for s.^. o, t. > od d  a a' a a
j—s.j - (-tj)! 1 for sj ^  °1 f-j ^ 0.
If we now consider each instance separately, we find that in
the first case |M.s. - M.t.j ^ M.|s. - t.|. In the second
a a a a a a a
case, for s . > 0, t.^. 0, we have )M.s. + t.|^. M-s. - t.
a ’ a ’ 1 a a a a a  a
<(1+M.)|s. - t.|. Case three, for s. 4. 0, t. > 0, is d u d  d d
similar to case two with the roles s and t interchanged.
Finally, for s., t. 4  0, / -s . - (-t.)l = | s . -t.J. Thus, in
a a a a a a
all cases | 0 ( i , s . ) s .  -0(i,t.)t.J £  (1+M.) (1 + Is . -I ) Is . - t . / .dd d d  d d d d d
The other choices for i are similarly tedious and will be
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omitted.
Thus, for arbitrary j, 2Z |#(i,s.)s. -0(i,t.)t.|J J J J
i
£kK/s. - t .[ £: kK/iy - z ll where K
O U
= max £ ('l+r'L ) (1+ / ) j i , q = 1 ,2, • • • ,kj and, hence,
J| xy - xz /| k K  llx II llj - z  ll . The desired equivalent norm
is II x II = kK llx II . 0
2.18 Theorem. Every finite dimensional homogeneous near 
algebra with orthogonal idempotent basis is an algebra. 
Proof: If N is homogeneous, then, by Theorem 2.17, N is
D-distributively generated by the basis. (This result did 
not depend on N being normed.) Let x, y, z  £  N  with basis 
representation x = 77r.x., y = V's.x., and z = V*t-x..1 1 fc—I 1 1 fc-t 1 1
Then, x(y + z)




SPECIAL FUNCTION NEAR ALGEBRAS 
Lipschitz Functions
This section is devoted to the discussion of the 
special function near algebra of Lipschitz functions on a 
normed linear space E. The Lipschitz functions are an immed­
iate generalization of the hounded linear operators which are 
so important in analysis. The first few results do not depend 
upon the algebraic structure of Lip(E) hut demonstrate that 
the Lipschitz functions have range properties and conditions 
for invertibility similar to those for hounded linear 
operators. We show that if f £ Lip(E), then f(K) is closed 
for all closed sets K whenever there exists t > 0 such that 
II f(x) - f(y) II > t //x - y II . A Lipschitz function f is 
invertible if and only if its range is dense and there exists 
t > 0 such that II f(x) - f(y)// > t llx - y II .
Although, as a near algebra, Lip(E) is not L-normed, 
it is a normed near algebra which is a Banach space whenever 
E is a Banach space. It plays a role similar to that of the 
bounded linear operators in representation theorems. One 
such representation was the normed linear space E with multi­
plication defined by x*y = |/y|| x. If S is the image of E 
in Lip(E), we then show that f 6 1q(E) is linear whenever f
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is left distributive with respect to all the functions in S.
The most important algebraic property of Lip(E) is 
that Lip(E) is a near algebra with continuous inverse and the
set of invertible elements is an open set which forms a
multiplicative group. Brown [10^ showed this to be valid for 
a finite dimensional Banach near algebra. Using Lip(E) as a 
representation space, we can remove the finite dimensional 
condition and replace it by the strongly D-normed condition.
We are able to show that every strongly D-normed Banach near 
algebra with identity is a near algebra with continuous 
inverse and the set of invertible elements is an open set.
3.1 Proposition. Let E be a Banach space and let f 6 Lip(E).
If there exists t >  0 such that ljf(x) - f (y) II > tllx - y/|
for all x, y £ E, then f(K) is closed for all closed sets K.
Proof: Let f be such a function in Lip(E) and let K be a
closed set. Let £ ynj be a sequence in f(K) which converges to
y such that f(xn ) = yn - If t is the constant associated with
f, then t l lx - x II £ ilf(x ) - f(x ) II - 11 y - y II for all’ n m n' v nr Jn
n, m 6 IN . Since | yn|is a Cauchy sequence, we have that|xn| 
is a Cauchy sequence and by completeness xn ~*x. Since K is 
closed, x 6 K and, by the continuity of f , f(xn)— > f(x) = y. 
Thus, y = f(x) 6 f(B) and f(B) is closed. D
3.2 Proposition. Let E be a Banach space and let f 6. Lip(E).
f is invertible if and only if its range is dense in E and 
there exists t > 0  such that Hf ( x) - f (y) / / > t/lx - y/l for 
all x, y 6 E.
Proof: Assume f is invertiable. Then, f is one-to-one and
f(E) = E; thus, the closure f(E) = E. Also,
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ll x - y II = II f_1(f(x)) - f-1(f (y)) It < /If"1 II I If (x) - f ( y )  II ; 
thus, Xr—  II x - y II < l l f ( x )  - f ( y ) l l .
I l f  'II
Conversely, assume f(E) is dense in E and 
II f (x) -  f ( y )  II > t II x - y H for some t > 0 and all x, y £ E. 
By Proposition 3-1, f(E) is closed, hence f(E) = f(E) = E.
If f(x) = f(y), then ll x - y I I £ ^ /lf(x) - f(y) II = 0 which
_^l
implies x = y. Therefore, f is one-to-one and onto and f 
exists. Also llf~\u) - f“\v) II = 11 f—  ^(f (x) ) - f-"l(f(y))ll 
= II x  - y II - ^llf(x) - f (y) II = ^-llu - v/|. Therefore 
f"1 a Lip(E). 0
Let E he a normed linear space and define multipli­
cation on E by x-y = l l yl l x. We have shown that there exists
a representation (f: E -» Lip(E) which is an isometric isomor­
phism into Lip(E). We let S = Cp(E) and show that linearity 
of a function and left distributivity are related through S.
3.3 Proposition. Let E be a real normed linear space and let 
f a Tq(E). Then f is linear if and only if f is left distri­
butive with respect to all functions in S.
Proof: Clearly, if f is linear then it is left distributive
with respect to all functions in T^(E).
Conversely, assume f is left distributive with respect 
to S. Let x, y £ E and choose z £ E, 11 z II =1. Define
fx , f : E — >E by f (u) = II u llx and f (u) = llully for all
v *J
u a E. f and f belong to S and f (z) = x and f (z) = y,
^  7  ^  7
for all x, y a E. Por x, y € E, f(x + y) = f(fx(z) + fy (z))
= (f(fx + fy))(z) = (ffx + ffy)(z) = (ffx)(z) + (ffy)(z) =
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= f(x) + f(y). Since f is additive and continuous then f is 
real homogeneous. U
The proposition states that Lip(E) is an algebra of 
hounded linear functions if S is left distributive with 
respect to Lip(E). This result is similar to those following 
Theorem 2.12 except that S is not a left module and Lip(E) is 
not left continuous.
The concept of an algebra with continuous inverse is 
central in the study of topological and normed algebras. For 
example, every topological division algebra with continuous 
inverse is isomorphic to the field of complex numbers 
[26, p. 1 75]- Although such strong results will not hold for 
true near algebras, we can investigate the concept of contin­
uous inverse.
3.1 Definition. A near algebra with a Hausdorff topology and 
an identity e is called a near algebra with continuous inverse 
if there exists a neighborhood of the identity, U(e), possess­
ing the properties:
i) Every element x £ U(e) has an inverse x ,
ii) x is a continuous function of x at the point 
x = e.
In Cl o] Brown defines a topological near algebra as a 
near algebra with a Banach linear space. He then proves that 
a finite dimensional topological near algbra is a near algebra
_^l
with continuous inverse and the map x — >x is continuous on
the unit group. We will examine these concepts in the setting 
of normed near algebras.
First, we observe that Brown's proof does not require
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the completeness of the norm; hence, we get the following 
result.
3.1 Theorem. Let N be an n-dimensional left continuous normed 
near algebra with identity e. Then, N is a near algebra with
_-i
continuous inverse and x — *x is a continuous map on the 
group of invertible elements.
We will prove that the finite dimensional condition 
can be removed for a strongly D-normed near algebra; but, as 
the next example illustrates, the strong D-norm condition 
and finite dimensionality can not both be removed.
Consider the Banach normed near algebra Tg(/R) with 
sup norm. If we assume Tg(/R) is a near algebra with contin- 
uous inverse, then there exists an 6 > 0 such that f exists 
whenever Jl f - I 11 C £ . That is, f is one-to-one whenever 
Ilf - ill <• £ . Let d = min(£/2,1) and define f : /R— * IR by 
the formula
f(x)
x , for x -C 0
(1+rt)x, for 0 x ^ 1
1 + d ? for 1 6: x 1 + OL
x , for 1 +o(. ± x
By direct calculation, |f(x)l £ (1+d)lx| for all x; thus, 
f 6 Tg(/I?). Also, |f(x) - I(x)J = |x - xl = 0 for x ^  0 and 
|f(x) - I(x)| = If(x) - x/ ^ d|x| for x > 0; therefore, 
ll f - I II £ ^ £ . However, f is not one-to-one since it is
constant on the interval (1, 1+d). This shows that Tg(/R ) 
can not be a near algebra with continuous inverse.
We will now establish that Lip(E), with Lipschitz 
norm, is a near algebra with continuous inverse provided E is 
a Banach space. We will proceed to this result through a
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sequence of lemmas.
3.1 Lemma. Every normed linear space E with the norm topology 
is connected.
The proof is straightforward and will be omitted.
3.2 Lemma. Let E be a normed linear space and let f £ Lip(E).
If II f - I II ^ 1 ,  then there exists a t, 0 £ t £  1, such that 
llx - yll £ ^ /ff(x) - f(y) // £ (2 - t)//x - yJI for all x,
y 6 E. In particular, for y = 0, // x // £ ^  l/f(x)/| £ (2 - t) llxl I.
Proof: Suppose f £ Lip(E) and Ilf - I U ^  1. Let t = 1
- II f - I II , then 0 < t £ 1. Eor all x, y £ E,
II (f - I)(x) - (f - I) (y) II = /I (x - y) - (f(x) - f(y)) l|
£ ||f - III llx - yll = (1 - t) Hx - yll . Therefore,
llx - yll - llf(x) - f (y) 11 £ ll(x - y) - f(x) - f(y)ll
£(1 - t) llx - yll. This implies llx - y || £ ^ l(f(x) - f(y)H.
Similarly, I j f (x) - f (y) II - 11 (x - y) 11 £ Ilf (x) - f (y) -(x-y) 11
£ (1 - t) llx -yll. Thus, II f (x) - f(y)/l £ (2 - t) 11 x - y // . H
3.3 Lemma. Let E be a Banach space and let f £ Lip(E) such 
that II f - I ll ^ 1. If K is a closed subset of E, then f(K) 
is closed in E.
The proof follows from Lemma 3-2 and Proposition 3»1*
3.4- Lemma. Let E be a Banach space and let f £ Lip(E) such 
that Ilf - I 11 £. 1. If U is an open subset of E, then f(U) 
is an open subset of E.
Proof: See [23, p. 13ll- Let t = 1 - Ilf - ill. If t = 1,
then f = I and f(U) = U is open, thus, we may assume
0 t £. 1. For arbitrary b £ E and r >0, we adopt the no­
tation B(b,r) = ["xjx £ E, || x - b ll £ rj for the closed ball
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about b with radius r and S(b,r) = £x|x € E, ||x - b II * rj
for the open ball about b with radius r.
For arbitrary b £ E and arbitrary s > 1/t, we wish to
show that S(f(b), r/s) £ f£B(b,r)] for all r > 0. Assume not,
then there exists r > 0 such that, for S = S(f(b),r/s) and 
B = B(b,r), S ^  f(B). Choose v £ S such that v ^ f(B) and 
let p = inf[//v - ul|Ju £ f(B)j. Let S' = S(v,p), then 
S' C\ f(B) = 0. This implies p ^  r/s; for, if r/s < P , then 
II v - f (b) I/ £ p and f(b) £ S ' H  f(B). Also, for any >  P  
there exists f(x) £ f(B) such that II v - f(x) ll £ .
Since P  4 choose z = f(u) £ f(B) such that
Jlv - z ||< P/1-t. We can now construct the following inequal­
ities. For z = f(u), II f(u + (v - z)) -  v  H  
= II f (u + (v - z)) - z  + z -  u + u -  v II
= J | f (u + (v - z)) - f(u) - ((u + (v - z)) - u) II
= l| (f - I) (u + (v - z)) - (f - I)(u )H 
iz Ilf - I u + (v - z) - u ll
£ (1 - t )/l v - z II < (1 - t)(P/1-t) = P. Therefore,
II f (u + (v - z)) - v ll< p  and f(u + (v - z)) £ S'. Also,
I) (u + (v - z)) - b II = II u + (v - z) - b + f(b) - f(b) II
= l| (f(b) - z) - (b - u) + (v - f(b) II
= ll (f(b) - f(u) - (b - u) + (v - f(b))H
i : Ilf - I J! lib - u II + llv - f (b) II
£ (1 - t) r + r/s since u €. B and v £ S. Since
(1 - t)r + r/s = r((1 - t) + 1/s) < r, II (u + (v - z) - b II
<. r which implies u + (v - z) £ B. Therefore, we have the 
contradiction that f (u + (v - z)) 6 f(B) and f(u + (v - z))
£ S '. Thus, S(f (b), r/s) C  ffB(b,r)] for b £ E, s > 1/t and
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r > 0. In addition, for b 6 E, s > 1/t, and r > 0,
B(b,r/2) £ S(b,r) and, hence, S(f(b), r/2s) £f(B(b,r/2))
£ f(S(b,r)).
We are now ready to show that f(U) is open. Let U be
an open subset of E and let y = f(x) £ f(U). Since U is open
and x 6 U, there exists r > 0 such that x 6. S(x,r) £ U.
Choose s >1/t, then, by the above, y £ S(f(x), r/2s)
£  f(S(x,r)) £ f(U). Therefore U is open, fl
5.3 Lemma. Let E be a Banach space. If f £ Lip(E) such that
II f - I ll <1, then f is invertible in Lip(E).
Proof: Let f 6 Lip(E) such that II f - I ll 1 and let t
= 1 - II f - I II . By Lemma 3-2, for all x, y £ E, II x - y J|
£ Ilf (x) - f (y) 11 ; thus, if f(x) = f(y), then x = y and f is
one-to-one. Since E is both open and closed, then, by Lemmas
3.3 and 3*ZI, f(E) is both open and closed. Therefore, f(E)
= E since E is connected. Thus, f is both one-to-one and
- ' I
onto, and f exists as a function from E to E.
Suppose u, v £ E, then there exist x, y £. E such that
f(x) = u and f(y) = v. Applying Lemma 3-2, we have 
Ilf  ^(u) - f-  ^(v) 11 = H x  - yll £ j^-llf(x) - f (y) 11
= ^ Hu - v H . Therefore, f-  ^£ Lip(E) and U f~^ H — fl
3.6 Lemma. Let E be a Banach space. In Lip(E), f — > f is a
continuous function of f at the point f = I.
Proof: Suppose £ > 0 and choose & min^^g-,1^. Eor f such
that I) f - I \\ ^  & , we know f ^  exists by Lemma 3*5 and, for
all x, y £ E, II f(x) - f(y) - (x - y) II
= II (f - I) (x) - (f - I) (y) II £ S llx - yll. Therefore,
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II x - yll - 11f(x) - f(y) 11 f 5 l \ x - y l l and II x - y l l
^  7j—^ l l f ( x )  - f ( y ) l I for all x, y £ E. Suppose u, v € E such
that f(x) = u and f(y) = v, then llf"\u) - f~\v) ll
= llx - y 11 £ Hf(x) - f(y)M = - v II . Thus,
/) f 1^1 £; . Therefore, II - I II = 11 If—  ^ - ff-  ^H
= 11(1 - f)f 1 H £ 1^ 5" ^  ^ which implies f — > f-  ^ is continuous
at I. fl
Combining Lemmas 3.5 and 3-6, we have the following
theorem.
3.2 Theorem. Eor every Banach space E, Lip(E) is a near
algebra with continuous inverse.
3.3 Theorem. If E is a Banach space then the set of invert­
ible elements in Lip(E) is an open set and forms a group under 
multiplication.
Proof: Let E be a Banach space and let
G = ^fjf £ Lip(E) and f is invertiblej. Clearly, G is a 
multiplicative group.
-1 —1Suppose g £ G with inverse g . Let r = 1//I g l| ,
then S(g,r) is an open neighborhood of g. If f G S(g,r),
then j| f - g II <  r and /1 I — fg-  ^II = JI gg-  ^ - fg  ^ ll
= II (g - f)g  ^ll < 1. By Theorem 3*2, fg-'"' = h is invertible;
hence, f = hg £ G is invertible. Therefore, for each g 6 G,
S(g, 4 / W g _ /^f ) £ G and G is open. 0
3.3 Corollary. The set of non-invertible elements in Lip(E)
is a closed subset of Lip(E).
_-1
Although we have shown that f — > f is continuous at
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— '1I, it remains an open question as to whether f — >f is con­
tinuous on the group of all invertible elements in Lip(E). A 
sufficient condition is given in the following proposition.
If the group of invertible elements of Lip(E) is contained in 
LipLc(E), the sub near algebra of left continuous elements, 
then f -* f is continuous on all invertible elements.
5.4- Proposition. Let N be a near algebra with continuous 
inverse and let G be the group of invertible elements. If 
G £ Nlc, the sub near algebra of left continuous elements, 
then x —? x is a continuous function on G.
Proof: The proof is similar to that given in [26, p. 17^J-
However, we must be careful not to use left distributivity.
Let x be an arbitrary element of G and let U(z ) be an open
— 'I — 'I _  'I
neighborhood of z . Since G £ N^, x — >xz and x — > z x
are both continuous functions for all x^N. Using the left 
continuity at e, choose an open neighborhood U(e) such that
_/ |  _s]
x £ U(e) implies z x £. U(z e) = U(z ). The continuity of
—1 —1x —* x at e implies x £ U(e) whenever x £ V(e) for some
open neighborhood V(e). Finally, using right continuity at
z, choose an open neighborhood U(z) such that x £ U(z) implies 
-1 —1xz 6 V(zz ) = V(e). Combining these results, we have that 
x £ U(z) implies z-^(xz-^)  ^ = z \ z x  ^  = x ^ 6  U(z-^). 
Therefore x — >x~^ is continuous on G. D
5«5 Proposition. Let N be a near algebra with continuous 
inverse. If M is a sub near algebra of N which contains the 
identity of N and is left continuous in the relative topology,
-'I
then M is a near algebra with continuous inverse and x —>x 
is continuous on the group of invertible elements of M with
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respect to the relative topology.
Proof: Let G be the group of invertible elements in N. Since
G is open in N, G' = G H  H is relatively open and there exists 
a neighborhood of e contained in G'. Clearly x —» x is 
continuous at e in the relative topology. The remainder of 
the proof follows from Proposition 3*4. ^
In particular, if M is a left continuous sub near 
algebra of Lip(E) which contains the identity of Lip(E), then 
f — >f is a continuous function on the set of invertible 
elements in M.
For a strong D-Banach near algebra we have the follow­
ing important theorem which removes the finite dimensional 
property in the theorem of Brown [ ' l o j .
3.4 Theorem. Let I be a strong D-Banach near algebra with 
identity. Then, the group G of invertible elements is an 
open set and the map x —> x is a continuous function on G. 
Proof: By Corollary 2.10, there exists a function
(f : N —> Lip(N) which is an isometric isomorphism into Lip(N) 
such that <P(b) = L^. If e is the identity of N, then^(e) = I. 
Therefore, since is an isometry, (j?(N) is a strongly D-normed 
sub near algebra of Lip(N) which contains the identity I. By 
Proposition 3.5, the set of invertible elements in <p(N) is 
open and f — >f is a continuous function on this set. Con­
sequently, N has these properties. Q
Locally Lipschitz Functions
In this section we investigate near algebras of 
functions on a normed linear space E which are Lipschitz in 
nature. We construct two near algebras: the near algebra of
bounded locally Lipschitz functions denoted B-Lip(E) and the 
near algebra of locally Lipschitz functions denoted L-Lip(E). 
A function f belongs to B-Lip(E) whenever f is Lipschitz on 
every closed bounded sphere about 0 £ E; while, f belongs to 
L-Lip(E) if, for each x &. E, there exists a neighborhood of 
x on which f is Lipschitz. Both of these near algebras are 
a generalization of the Lipschitz functions of the previous 
section and both are sub near algebras of Tq(E), the contin­
uous functions on E. In general, Lip(E) is a proper sub 
near algebra of B-Lip(E); however, the sub near algebra of 
positive homogeneous functions in B-Lip(E) is equal to the 
positive homogeneous functions in Lip(E). B-Lip(E) is a sub 
near algebra of L-Lip(E) and for a finite dimensional normed 
linear space B-Lip(E) = L-Lip(E).
The natural Lipschitz norm of Lip(E) does not extend 
to B-Lip(E) or L-Lip(E). We do, however, construct a collec­
tion of seminorms on B-Lip(E) which determine a locally 
convex linear topology on the linear structure of B-Lip(E). 
With this topology B-Lip(E) becomes a right continuous near 
algebra. Although Lip(E) ^ B-Lip(E), if the seminorm of f
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is bounded for each seminorm, then, the Lipschitz norm of f 
is equal to the least upper bound of the seminorms of f. 
Finally, we show that the relative topology on Lip(E) deter­
mined by the topology of B-Lip(E) is strictly weaker than the 
Lipschitz norm topology of Lip(E).
We begin by stating the two definitions for locally 
Lipschitz functions. In the discussion to follow, for a 
normed linear space E, let S(b,r) = j~x|x£ E, llx - b II rj 
and B(b,r) = £x(x 6 E, |(x - b n &  3  be the open and closed 
spheres about b of radius r, respectively.
5.2 Definition. Let E be a normed linear space. A function 
f £ ^0(E) is said to be bounded locally Lipschitz if and only 
if, for every x € E and every bounded sphere B(x,r) about x, 
there exists K^.(B(x,r)) > 0 such that /( f(u) - f(v) U 
^ K^.(B(x,r)) //u - v/l for all u, v 6. B(x,r). A function 
f 6. Tq(E) is said to be locally Lipschitz if and only if, for 
each x 6 E, there exists a neighborhood U^ .(x) and K(U^.(x)) 2: 0 
such that ll f(u) - f(v) ll £: K(U^.(x)) Hu - vH for all 
u, v £ Uj,(x) .
5.7 Lemma. Let E be a normed linear space and let f £ Tq(E). 
Then f is bounded locally Lipschitz if and only if f is 
Lipschitz on every sphere B(0,r) about 0.
Proof: Let f £ Tq (E). Clearly, if f is bounded locally
Lipschitz, then f is Lipschitz on B(0,r) for all r >  0.
Conversely, assume f is Lipschitz on every sphere 
B(0,r) and let x £ E and s >  0. Choose r > 0 such that 
B(x,s) £  B(0,r). Thus, for u, v £ B(x,s),
|| f(u) - f(v)|| £; K^ /lu - vll where Kr is the Lipschitz
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constant for f on B(0,r). fl
We now define the following subsets of functions con­
tained in T (E) where E is a normed linear space. Let B-Lip(E) 
= £f(f £ Tq (E) and f is bounded locally LipschitzJ and call 
B-Lip(E) the B-locally Lipschitz space. Also, let L-Lip(E)
= £ f |f £ Tq(E) and f is locally LipschitzJ and call it the 
L-locally Lipschitz space.
3.6 Proposition. Let E be a normed linear space. Then
i) L-Lip(E) and B-Lip(E) are both sub near algebras 
of T^(E), the near algebra of continuous functions 
on E, and
ii) As near algebras, Lip(E) ^  B-Lip(E) Q  L-Lip(E). 
Proof: The proof of ii) is immediate once i) is established.
Eor i), we will first show that L-Lip(E) ^  T^(E). Let 
f £ L-Lip(E) and let x £ E. Choose £ > 0  and let U^ .(x) be a 
neighborhood of x such that f is Lipschitz on S(x,r) £  U^Cx). 
Choose 6" £ min £ &/(K+1) ,r| where K is the Lipschitz constant 
on UpCx). Thus, if // u - x II < &  , then llf(u) - f(x) l|
£ K llu - x l( £ £ and f is continuous at x.
Now show L-Lip(E) is a near algebra. Let f, 
g £ L-Lip(E) and let x £ E. If Up(x) and U (x) are the neigh- 
borhoods of x on which f and g are Lipschitz, respectively,
then V(x) = Uf(x) /9U (x) is a neighborhood of x and a direct
** O
calculation shows II (f + g)(u) - (f + g)(v) l|
£.(K(Uf(x)) + K(U (x)))//u - vll for all u, v £ V(x). If t is
a scalar and u, v £ U^ .(x), then l|(tf)(u) - (tf)(v) II 
= 111 llf(u) - f(v) II £ |t|K(U^,(x)) ll u - v II. Therefore,
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L-Lip(E) is a linear space.
Let U^(g(x)) be a neighborhood of g(x) on which f is 
Lipschitz. Since g is continuous, W(x) = g (Uf(g(x)) f\ U (x))
X g
is a neighborhood of x and, for u, v £ W(x), 
ll (fg)(u) - (fg)(v) II 6: K(Uf(g(x)))/|g(u) - g(v) II 
£  K(Uf (g(x) )K(U (x) ) ll u -vll. Thus, fg & L-Lip(E) and
O
L-Lip(E) is a near algebra.
The proof that B-Lip(E) is a linear space is similar 
to the above and is omitted. Let f , g £ B-Lip(E) and let 
B(x,r) be any closed sphere about x for arbitrary x 6 E. If 
J  € g(B(x,r)), then y = g(u) for some u 6  B(x,r) and 
|| y - g(x) II = II g(u) - g(x) II K (B(x,r))r. Let 8
B
= K (B(x,r))r, then g(B(x,r)) C  B(g(x),S). Thus, for
o
u, v 6 B(x, r) , It (f g) (u) - (fg)(v) II
^ Kf (B(g(x) ,$)) II g(u) - g(v) // ^  Kf(B(g(x),r))Kg(B(x,r))l/u - vtl.E
Although Lip(E) is contained in both B-Lip(E) and
L-Lip(E), they are, in general, not equal. Let f £ T^ ,( IR) be
defined by f(x) = x^; then, f £ B-Lip(/R) but f ^ Lip(/R).
5.7 Proposition. Let E be a normed linear space and let
L-Lipp(E) be the sub near algebra of positive homogeneous
functions in L-Lip(E). Then L-Lip (E) = Lip (E).
L 3?
Proof: Let f £ L-Lip^(E) and let U^(0) be the neighborhood
of 0 on which f is Lipschitz. Choose r > 0 such that 
B(0,r) C. Uf(0). Suppose x, y £ E, then let s = llx II + II yll
r r+ 1 and let u = —x and v = —y. Thus, u, v € B(0,r) ands s
|| f(x) - f (y) II = § llf(u) - f(v) ll£ § K(uf(0)) llu - V II 
= K(U^.(0))/|x - y/l . Therefore, f £ Lip^CE) and L-Lip^CE)
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- Lipp(E).D
5.8 Lemma. Let E be a normed linear space and let u, v £ E, 
u 0 v. If A E o , i ]  is the line segment from u to v and 
S(x,r)/~| Jl 0 0, then there exists tQ and t^ , 0 £ t •< t^ £ 1, 
such that A(Tto ,t1]) C S(x,r) = B(x,r). If v^B(x,r), 
thenA(t^) £ B(x,r) - S(x,r) and A(t) ^  B(x,r) for all t,
t/| <i t ^  1.
Proof: Let t , t^  be the minimum and maximum, respectively,
of the closed bounded set A  ^  (B(x,r)/"\ X ) • By the convexity
of B(x,r), A (£tQ, t ^  ) £ B(x, r).
Assume v £ B( x,r). Then, since A(1) = v, ^  ^  1. By 
the maximum condition of t^, / u  (t^) - x II = r and
A(t) ^ B(x,r) for all t, t^ t £ 1. fl
5.8 Proposition. Let E be a finite dimensional normed linear 
space. Then L-Lip(E) = B-Lip(E).
Proof: By Proposition 3.6, B-Lip(E) Q  L-Lip(E); hence, we
need only show L-Lip(E) !=• B-Lip(E).
Let f £ L-Lip(E) and let B(0,r) be any closed sphere 
about 0. Eor each x £ B(0,r), there exists £ such that fX
is Lipschitz on B(x, £ ) and, since B(0,r) is compact in a
finite dimensional normed space, there exists x^, i
n
= 1,2,***,n, such that B(0,r) £ U  S(x.,£ ). Eor convenience,
.* y\ -L -X «r=1 i
For any u, v £ B(0,r), if u, v belong to the same set 
B^, then ll f(u) - f(v) II £ llu - vll £ K llu - vll where 
K = n maxjT^ji = 1,2, • • • ,nj. If u £ and v ^ B^, then
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assume, w i t h o u t  loss of generality, that i = 1 and c o n s i d e r  
the line segm e n t  Jl from u to v defined h y  A ( t )  = (1-t)u + tv. 
By L emma 3.8, there exists t ^ , 0 i  t^ 4  1, such that 
A d o  and A ( t ^ )  6. . Therefore, A (t^) b e l o n g s
to a n o t h e r  , say S 2 . B y  c o n t i n u i t y  of A , there exists 
t £  t^ such that A ( t )  £  Sg and, b y  the above, A ( t )  £  ;
therefore, ( S ^ S ^ n i /  0. Let = A  ) € (B^ H  Bg) n  JL .
If v ^  B 2 , we can t h e n  a pply the above p r o c e d u r e  to 
z^ and v a n d  get t 2 , <  t ^ <  1, such that A ( f t ^  , t 2l ) £  B 2
and A ( t 2 ) £  B 2  - S 2 . Also, A ( t 2 ) must b e l o n g  to a n o t h e r  S^, 
say Sj. B y  the same a r g u m e n t  as above, (S^ S 2 ) ^  £  0  0  and
z2 = A ( t 2 ) £  (B2 n  B 3 ) n  Jl.
We m a y  continue this p r o c e s s  as long as v ^  B ^  fo r  the 
step. However, there exists o n l y  a finite n u m b e r  of d i s ­
t inct sets B^.; hence, after m  applications, m £  n, we m ust  
have v  £  Sm  £  B . We h a v e  c o n s t r u c t e d  the poi n t s
° = t Q C  t 1 <  t 2 <  * * * = 1, where A ( t Q ) = zq = u, A ( t 1 )
= 2*1 > • V  ,A(tm ) = z m  =  v  all b e l o n g  to Si and , zfe £  Bfe
for k = 1 , 2 , • • • ,m.
Fo r  any k, k = 0, 1,---,m-d, llzk - zfe+1 |(
= II A ( t k ) - A ( t k + 1 )jf = II (1 - tk ) u +  tk v - ( 1 - t k + 1 )u-1k + 1 v ll 
= I tk+1 - tk I llu - v IJ £  11 u  - v  II . Thus, /Jf(u) - f (v) JI 
= II f ( u ) - f ( z 1 ) + f ( z 1 ) + ---- f(zm _ 1 ) + f(zm _ 1 ) - f (v) ll
£  II f(u) -  f ( z 1 )Jl + llf(z^) -  f ( z 2 ) H + • ■• + J If ( )  -  f (v) jl
£  I I u - || + K 2 II -  z2 ll +• * '+&H II zm _^ - v  l( £  K  H u  -  v l l  ,
w h e r e  K  = n  m a x ^ K ^ j i  = 1,2,***,nJ. Therefore, ll f(u) - f(v)/l 
£ K ( l u  -  v l l  for all u, v  6. B(0,r) and f 6 B-Lip(E)./J
The p r e c e d i n g  d i s c u s s i o n  was not dep e n d e n t  on the
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topological structure of the spaces involved. We now construct 
a sufficient collection of seminorms on B-Lip(E) and prove 
that B-Lip(E) is a right continuous near algebra in the top­
ology determined by the seminorms.
5.9 Proposition. Let E be a normed linear space and let 
f £ B-Lip(E). Eor each r £ /R + , let Pr(f)
= inf ^ K r |/|f(u) - f (v) l| £ ||u - vll for all u, v £ B(0,r)J.
Then the collection |r £ /R+ Jforms a sufficient system of 
seminorms on B-Lip(E) and defines a locally convex linear 
topology on the linear space structure of B-Lip(E).
Proof: Let r £ IR+. If f £ B-Lip(E), then f is Lipschitz on
B(0,r) and there exists = K^(B(0,r)) > 0 such that 
ll f(u) - f (v) 11 £ II u - v II for all u, v £ B(0,r). Thus, 
Pr(f) is well defined and P (f) ^  0.
If ll f(u) - f(v) II > Pr(f) Hu - vll for some u, 
v £ B(0,r), u / v, then Pr(f) llu - v/( II u - vll for all
and; hence, Pr(f) for all K . Therefore,
ll f(u) - f(v) II £: Pr(f) II u - v II for all u, v £ B(0,r).
Suppose f, g £ B-Lip(E) and u, v £ B(0,r).
II (f + g)u - (f + g)v /I ^  Ilf (u) - f (v) II +11 g(u) - g(v) 11 
± (Pr(f) + Pr(g)) llu - v 11; thus, Pr(f + g) £  Pr(f) + Pr(g).
If t is a scalar, then II (tf)(u) - (tf)(v)ll= J11 Jlf(u) - f (v) /1 
£ It | Pr(f) llu - vll for all u, v £ B(0,r). Thus, Pr(tf) 
^|t|Pr(f). Similarly, for t / 0, llf(u) - f(v)/|
= I TT 11 ^t f  ~  ( t f ^  '  7TTPr ( t f )  “  v  ^ '  Thus’
|t|Pr(f) £ Pr(tf) for t ^ 0 and, clearly, |tlPr(f) £  Pp(tf) 
for t = 0. Therefore, P is a seminorm for each r £ /7? + .
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If f £ B-Lip(E) and f / 0, then choose x £ E, x ^ 0, 
such that f(x) / 0 and choose r >  /I xll . Thus, 0 <11 f(x) II
= /(f (x) - f (0) /1 ^ Pr(f) //x II . Therefore, Pp(f) > 0 and the
collection of seminorms is sufficient.
Naimark [26] shows that such a system defines a 
locally convex linear topology on the linear space structure 
of B-Lip(E). U
3.3 Definition. Let E he a normed linear space and let 
f €. B-Lip(E). Eor r £  fR + define Pp (f)
= inf^K^J llf(u) - f(v))| < K^llu - vll for all u, v £ B(0,r)
to he the Lipschitz seminormed determined h.y r.
3.9 Lemma. Let E he a normed linear space and let f,
g 6 B-Lip(E). Eor r £ + , if Pr(g) / 0, then Pp(fg)
- PrP ( g / f)Pr^g) and if Pr^s  ^ = ° ’ tben = °*
Proof: Let f, g £ B-Lip(E) and let r £ fR+. If u £ B(0,r),
then 11 g(u) - g(0) II ^ Pr(g)//u/l ^ rPr(g) and g(B(0,r))
CB(0,rPp(g)) whenever Pp(g) / 0. Eor u, v 6 B(0,r),
II (fg)(u) - (fg)(v) II — Prp (g)(f) II S(u) - g(v) l|
£ prp (g)(f)pr (s) ~ vil-
If Pr(g) = 0, then /I g(u) - g(0) I/ < rPr(g) = 0 and 
g(u) = g(0) for all u £ B(0,r). Therefore, ll f (g(u) ) - f (g(v)) H 
= II f(g(0)) - f (g(0)) II = 0 and Pp(fg) = 0. A
3.10 Proposition. Let E he a normed linear space. Then 
B-Lip(E) is a right continuous near algebra in the locally 
convex linear topology determined hy the sufficient collection 
of seminorms [pr /re IR+J.
Proof: Let f he an arbitrary hut fixed element of B-Lip(E)
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and let U(0) be an arbitrary neighborhood of 0 in the topology
of B-Lip(E) determined by £ > 0 and r. £ /R + , 0 = 1,2,***,n.
J a. . .
D
If P (f) = 0 for all J, then, by Lemma 3-9, P (gf)
a a
= 0 < £ for all g & B-Lip(E). Thus, for any neighborhood of
0, if g £ V, then gf £ U(0).
If Pp (f) / 0 for some j, then let J
a
= {  a j a € /N and Pr (f) / o j  and let M = max £ Pr (f) | <j 6 JJ .
a a
Let S  = £ / M  and let s. = r .P (f) for j <£ J. Then, V(0)a a ^
= £hjPs (h)<<§" j £ jJ is a neighborhood of 0 in B-Lip(E)
J
and, for g £ V(0), Pr (gf) ^  p m ( g ) pr (f) = p (g)p U )
a a a a a
<S’M £ £. Thus, right multiplication is continuous at 0 and 
this is sufficient for continuity on all of B-Lip(E) since 
right multiplication is a linear function. D
Previously we have shown that if f £ B-Lip(E) and f 
if positive homogeneous, then f € Lip(E). We now show that if 
f €. B-Lip(E) and Pp(f) is bounded for all r £ /J?+, then 
f £ Lip(E).
3.11 Proposition. Let E be a normed linear space and let 
f £ B-Lip(E). Then f £. Lip(E) and the Lipschitz norm of f 
equals sup ^ P^Cf ) j  r  £ [ R  +J  if and only if sup^P^Cf) j r  6  /R + J  
is finite.
Proof: Let f £. B-Lip(E). If f £ Lip(E), then, clearly,
sup5"Pr(f)|r e /R+ } f Ilf 11 is finite.
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Conversely, assume s u p £ P r (f)jr £ fl?+J = M is finite. 
For u, v £ E, there exists an r 6 {R + such that u, v £ B(0,r) 
and; thus, /lf(u) - f ( v )  11 ^  Pr (f ) /(u - v 11 ^  M llu - v l l .  
Therefore, f £ Lip(E) and I l f  If £  M. Let r £ I R + and u, 
v £ B(0,r), then II f (u) - f ( v )  II £  / If /1 l l u  -  vll. Thus,
Pp (f) £  ll f ll for all r £ [ R + and sup £ Pr (f)/r £ /R + J = II f  ll . Q
The final result of this section compares the relative 
linear topology of B-Lip(E) on Lip(E) with the Lipschitz norm 
topology of Lip(E).
3.10 Lemma. Let E be a normed linear space and let U and V be 
subsets of E. If f £ T^(E) is Lipschitz on U and on V, then 
f is Lipschitz on U U  V whenever the line segment from u to v 
intersects U r\ V for all u C U and v £ V, u ^ v.
Proof: Let and be the Lipschitz constants for f on
U and V, respectively, and let K = max £ ^ 2}' Let x,
y £ U U  V. Clearly, if x, y £ U or x, y £ V, then
11 f (x) - f (y) 11 £ K Hx - y 11 .
If x £ U and y £ V, x / y, then there exists z £ U 
HV r\ where X  is the line segment from x to y. For some 
t, 0 4  t 4  1, z =  (1-t)x + ty and Jl f(x) - f (y) II
= llf(x) - f (z) + f (z) - f (y) II fr K3| /1 x - z II + Hz - yll
= K(t/lx - y l l  + (1-t)  l l x  -  y l l )  = Kllx - y l l .  Therefore, 
f is Lipschitz on U U  V where l l f ( x )  - f(y) II £  K l l x  - y l l  
for all x, y £ U U  V. U
3.12 Proposition. Let E be a normed linear space and con­
sider Lip(E) as a sub near algebra of B-Lip(E). The relative 
topology on Lip(E) determined by the collection ( p r Jr* fi?+ } 
of seminorms on B-Lip(E) is strictly weaker than the Lipschitz
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norm topology of Lip(E).
Proof: Let be the norm topology and let ^  be the relative
topology. Let U(0) =£f|f € Lip(E), Pr _(f)«££ , j = 1,2,---,nj
t]
be an arbitrary relative -basic open neighborhood of 0.
Then V(0) = [f(f £ Lip(E) Ilf H < £ J is a t  -basic open neigh­
borhood of 0 and if f £ V(0), then P (f)<||fll ^ £ for all
ra
<3 = 1,2,***,n. Thus V(0) £  U(0) and U(0) isTT-open set
l r '  •
Let V(0) = £f|f £  Lip(E) i/f 11 ^  £  J  be an arbitrary
r  -open neighborhood of 0. We will show that there is no
't',-open neighborhood contained in V(0). Let U(0) =
£f|f £ Lip(E), Pp (f) < 6"  J = 1,2, • • • ,nj-be an arbitrary but
0
fixed "t1-open neighborhood of 0. Let r = max £r^ ,r£, * * *rn i 2j 




, if x £ B(0,r)
£  llxll x, if x £ B(0,t) - S(0,r)
, if x £ E- S(o,t)
If u, v £ B(0,r), then //f(u) - f(v) II = §  Hu - vll 
and f is Lipschitz on B(0,r). Also, if u, v £ B(0,t) - S(0,r),




H u l l  U - llvll u + llvll u - Jlvll V
^ -£( /lull + II vll ) llu - V II ^ ^Cr/lu - V II . Thus, f is 
r r
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Lipschitz on B(0,t) - S(0,r).
Let C(0,r) = B(0,r) - S(0,r), then B(0,r)
A(B(0,t) - S(0,r)) = C(0,r) 4  0  and, for u £ B(0,r) and 
v 6 B(0,t) - S(0,t), the line segment Jl from u to v must 
intersect C(0,r). Thus, by Lemma 3-^0, f is Lipschitz on 
B(0,t) = B(0,r) U  (B(0,t) - S(0,r)).
If u, v £ E - S(0,t), then II f(u) - f(v) jj
= ^ - ^ l l u  - v H  . Thus, f is Lipschitz on E-S(0,t). By an 
r
argument similar to the above, f is Lipschitz on E
= (E - S(0,t)) U  B(0,t).
Eor arbitrary j, 1 ^ j 4 n, B(0,r.) Q B(0,r); thus,
i]
11 f (u) - f(v)/l = — //u - vll for all u, v £ B(0,r .) • There-
J
fore, (f) <£ S  for all j and f € U(0).
J
However, if H u l l  = t, then //f(u) - f(0) I I
= -C>t U u ll < /I f JIJI u H . Thus, //f/|>£| and f ^ V(0).
r r
Therefore, U(0) ^  V(0) and, since H(0) was arbitrary, there 
is no "2-1-basic open neighborhood of 0 contained in V(0).
Thus, 't'1 c f .  E
CHAPTER IV
FINITE DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION NEAR ALGEBRAS
The Determination of Sub Near Algebras of Tn(/7?n)
0______
In section three of Chapter II we considered finite 
dimensional normed near algebras and generalized the basis 
properties of LiPp( /R). We now use the properties of Lip^ pcn?) 
and the basis elements J and K to investigate the finite 
dimensional sub near algebras of T^C/R11), the continuous 
functions on /Rn .
On /J? a complete characterization of the finite dimen­
sional sub near algebras of T^( fR) is possible. We first 
determine, up to an isomorphic equivalence, all the one­
dimensional sub near algebras of T^C/R). Every one-dimensional 
sub near algebra of Tq(/7?) has the form N^a t>) = aJ + 
where (a,b) is any ordered pair of real numbers such that 
a / 0 or b / 0. If (a,b) = s(c,d), then N^a ^  = N^c ^  and
if ad = be or ac = bd, then N^a &  N^c ^ . Otherwise, we
have non-isomorphic one-dimensional sub near algebras of T^ (fR). 
Thus, unlike the case for an algebra, we can show there i$ an 
uncountable number of non-isomorphic one-dimensional near 
algebra^.
We then show that every one-dimensional near algebra 
is isomorphic to a sub near algebra of Tq (/R) or has trivial
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multiplication. In addition, if multiplication is left con­
tinuous, then every one-dimensional near algebra is isomorphic 
to a sub near algebra of (/B). In this case, the multipli­
cation of such a one-dimensional near algebra is completely 
determined. Using the positive homogeneity of J and K, we 
show that left continuity of multiplication and positive 
homogeneity are equivalent in the one-dimensional case.
Higher dimensional sub near algebras of Tq(/R) are not 
as "numerous" as the one-dimensional near algebras. In fact, 
we show that Lip (/R) is the unique two-dimensional sub near 
algebra of Tq(/R ) and there are no n-dimensional sub near 
algebras of T^(/R) for n > 3-
Motivated by the characterization of finite dimensional 
sub near algebras of T^CfJ?), we investigate those of Tq C/R11) 
for n > 2. The results are inconclusive for arbitrary sub 
near algebras of T^,(/Rn), since, in general, there exist 
finite dimensional sub near algebras of all dimensions.
However, if we restrict our attention to finite dimensional 
sub near algebras of Tq (/R ) which contain ©(/R ), all the 
linear functions on |Rn , then we arrive at the principle result 
of this paper: There is no finite dimensional sub near
algebra of T^C/R11) which properly contains Q(ll?n) for n > 2.
We now begin the discussion of the one-dimensional 
near algebras. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume all 
near algebras are near-c-algebras. In particular, for func­
tion algebras we will assume f(0) = 0.
In Chapter I we showed that T (V), the set of all 
functions on the linear space V into V such that f(0) = 0,
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is a near algebra with composition as the multiplication. If 
V is a linear topological space, let Tq (V)
= ( f|f £ Tq(V) and f is continuous^. TC(V) has been shown to 
be a sub near algebra of T (V). We wish to discuss the finite 
dimensional sub near algebras of Tc(/7?n) and begin with an 
important theorem which completely characterizes the one­
dimensional sub near algebras of T^ (/R).
4.1 Theorem.
i) Every one-dimensional sub near algebra of 
is of the form: N^a = <^ aJ + b K ^  for some ordered pair
of real numbers (a,b) where J and K are the constructed basis 
elements of Lip (/R).
ii') N(a,b) = N(c,d) if and only if = (sc’ sd)
for some s £ IR , s /  o.
iii) N^a is a one-dimensional near algebra if and
2 2only if a + b £ 0 and ab ^ 0 or a = b. N^a ^  is a one­
dimensional algebra if and only if a = b. In particular,
N(a a) = ^  I > and  ^ A > where A(x) = j x|.
iv) N^a ^  if and only if ad = be or ac = bd
and a2 + b2 ^ 0 and c2 + d2 0.
Proof: i) Let N be a one-dimensional sub near algebra of 
Tq(IR) and, for convenience in notation, let fR +
= |" x|x 6 IR and x > 0J and IR = /xjx £ IR and x ■£. o j . Also, 
for any f £ N, let R(f) denote the range of f.
Let f £ N, f £ 0, such that N = ^ f  ^  . Let g be an 
arbitrary element o f  N, g £ 0. Then, f = tg and fg = sf for 
some t , s £ IR both of which depend on g. Therefore,
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fg = sf = s(tg) = ag where a = st depends on g. Thus, for 
each g £ N, g 0 0, there exists a constant a - a(g)such that 
f(x) = ax for x £ R(g).
We first consider the case in which there exists 
g 6 N such that R(g)0"\ fR+ 0 0 and R(g)A lR~ 0 0. Let 
u £ R(g) r\ fR+ and v £ R(g) f\ fR ~ and let t = min £ [ u( , I v I j. 
Then, since g is continuous, [-t, tj £  R(g) and, by the above,
there exists a = a(g) £ fR such that f(x) = ax for all
x £ [ -t,t]. For k £ (N , kg £ N and there exists a(kg) £ fR 
such that f(x) = a(kg)x for all x £ ["-k^ktj £ R(kg). Since 
["-t, t] £  [ -kt, ktj for all k £ /NI , f(t) = at = a(kg)t and, 
thus, a = a(kg) for all k 6 IN . If x £ IR , then 
x £ £-kt,kt} for some k £• flsl and f(x) = a(kg)x = ax. There­
fore, in this case, f = aJ + aK and N = <(aJ + aK^>.
Assume for all g £ N that either R(g) 0~1 (R + = 0 or 
R(g)f) JR = 0. Choose g £ N such that R(g)/H fR + 0 0 and 
R(g)/1 fR "  = 0. Then, there exists u £ fR such that g(u)
= v > 0 and -g(u) = -v < 0. Since g is continous and g(0) = 0,
[b,v] C. R(g) and f-v,o] £ R(-g). As in the first case, there
exists a = a(g) and b = b(-g) such that f(x) = ax for
x £ Co,v] and f(x) = bx for x £ Let k be an arbitrary
natural number. There exists a(kg), b(-kg) £ fR such that 
f(x) = a(kg)x for x £ £"0,kv] and f(x) = b(-kg)x for 
x £ [~kv,o] . Thus, using v and -v, we have that a = a(kg)
and b = b(-kg) for all k £ IN . If x £ lR+, then x £ £~0,kvj
for some k £ fN and f(x) = a(kg)x= ax and, if x £ fR , then 
x £ C-nv, 0] for some n £ N  and f(x) = b(-ng)x = bx. Thus,
f = aJ + bK and N = ,/aJ + bK . This completes the proof
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of part i).
ii) If N^a = N^c ^  tben aJ + bK = s(cJ + dK) for
some s £ JR , s ^ 0. Therefore, a = sc and b = sd and (a,b)
= (sc, sd). Conversely, if (a,b) = (sc, sd), s / 0, then, 
for f £ N^a f = t(aJ + bK) = ts(cJ + dK) and f € d .^
Similarly, if g 6 d ,^ then g = t(cJ + dK)
= |(scJ + sdK) = |(aJ + bK) £ N(a,b)*
We prove iii) by considering the various choices for
a and b. Either a = b or a / b and, in the latter case, we
need only consider the cases a > 0, b > 0 or a > 0, b < 0 or
ab = 0 since N(afb) . N(_a>_b)_
If a = b, then N(ajb) = N (a>a) = N(1>1) = <^I> is 
the algebra of linear functions on fR . Also, if N^a is not 
an algebra, then a / b and ab 0.
If a / b and a >0, b >0, then, using the properties
of J and K, we have that (aJ + bK)(aJ + bK) = a^J + b^K 
= saJ + sbK for some s € fR . Thus, a = s = b. Therefore, if 
a / b and ab £ 0, then a >0, b <( 0. Again, using the pro-
O
perties of J and K, we get (aJ + bK)(aJ +bK) = a J - abK and
(aJ + bK)(-(aJ +bK)) = -abJ - b^K. If N^a ^  is assumed to be
2 2 1 an algebra, then a J - abK = -(-abJ - b K) and we have that
a(a-b) = 0 and -b(a+b) = 0. Since the only solution is
a = b = 0, N(a t,) is n°t an Finally, if ab = 0,
then either a = 0 or b = 0 and N^a ^  = <^aJx?’ or N^ -q
= < b K >  , both of which are not algebras. Thus, if N is an
algebra, then a = b and, if ab ^  0 then a £ b and N is not an
algebra.
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iv) Assume N(a?t) * N(C)d)- If N(a^ } is an algebra, 
then N^c ^  is an algebra and a = b and c = d. Thus ac = bd
and ad = be. If ^  is not an algebra, then N^c d  ^is not
an algebra and we may assume a > 0, b £. 0 and c > 0, d ^  0.
Let cp be the isomorphism from onto N^c ^  and let f
= aJ + bK and g = cJ + dK be the respective basis elements.
By checking the various cases and using the properties
of J and K and the fact that a, c > 0 and b, d ^  0, one can
show that
Ctasf, for s > 0 ftcsg, for s > 0
(tf)(sf) = for s ^ o and X g X s g )  = £tdsg, for s < 0
for all t £ IR . For example, if s >0, (tf)(sf)
= tfaJ(saJ) + aJ(sbK) + bK(saJ) + bK(sbK)"J
= t[asaJ + a(-sb)(- « ]  = tasf.
For the isomorphism <P there exists t £ fR , t / 0,
such that (p (f) = tg. Using the above formulas, if t > 0,
then <P(ff) = f(af) = atg = <^(f)^(f) = (tg)(tg) - t2cg.
Thus, a = tc. Also ) ) =^(t>f) = -tbg = (-f)
= (tg)(-tg) = -t2dg. Thus, b = td. Therefore, ad = ted
= be. If t ^ 0, then a similar argument shows that ac = bd.
2 2Conversely, assume ad = be or ac = bd and a + b ^ 0 
and c2 + d2 ^ 0. If a = b, then c = d and, by ii) and iii),
H (a,t) = H (1,1) * N(c,d)‘ I f a '*4 ' 0 ’ then a = 0 or c = 0.
If a = 0, then o ^ 0 and N( Q) = N » M{c!o). If c . 0,
then d 4 0 and N (a?Q) = N(%Q) = < J >  while N(Qjd) = N(Q?1)
= < K >  . Define \//: N("i ,0)"“* N (0,1) by = sK*
Clearly, y  is a linear space isomorphism and
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ry(stJ) f stK, for t > 0 
X//((sJ)(tJ)) =|y(o) = { 0 , for t-co = (sK)(tK)
= y(sJ)Tf7(tJ). Therefore, ~ A similar argu­
ment holds when 0 = a ^ h and d = 0 or c = 0.
Finally, if a  /  0 , h /  0 and a /  b, then c  /  0 , d / 0
and c £ d and we may assume a >  0, c > 0 and b < 0, d <  0.
First, we will consider the case ad = be. Let k = a/c = b/d
>0 and define N^a ^  by < (^f) = kg where f
= aJ + bK and g = cJ + dK are the respective basis elements. 
Extend Q linearly so that <p becomes a linear space isomor­
phism of N/ -i \ onto N/ ,s.* (a,b; (c,d)
fktasg, for s > 0 while (p (tf) sf)ktbsg, for s 0
= (ktg)(ksg) = k2(tg)(sg)
2 2 2 /*"fk tcsg f(a /c )tcsg r(a/c)tasg Tktasg, for s > 0
i  k2tdsg £ (b2/d2)tdsg £ (b/d)tbsg {_ ktbsg, for s <Z. 0
Therefore, (p is a near algebra isomorphism and N^a ^  ~ ^
If ac = bd, then let w = a/b = d/c 4 0 and let
jH.: N^a — * N^c ^  be defined by^w(f) = wg where f = aJ + bK
and g = cJ + dK. The proof that A  is a near algebra isomor­
phism is similar to the above and the details are omitted.S 
Theorem 4.1 leads to several important results. It 
is well known that the only one-dimensional algebras over a 
field F are F itself and a one-dimensional linear space with 
trivial multiplication. The following discussion indicates 
the the one-dimensional near algebras are more "numerous".
Let “K  be the collection of all one-dimensional sub
near algebras of T^(/R) and define an equivalence relation on
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A  by the following: if and only if N^g ^
- N^c ^ . Let A  he the set of equivalence classes for a ^ b.
4.2 Theorem. There is a one-to-one correspondence from the 
closed interval £-1,oJ to the collection of equivalence 
classes A  . In particular, there exists an uncountable 
number of non-isomorphic one-dimensional sub near algebras 
of TG(fl?).
Proof: Por each t£ define *>(t) = the equiv­
alence class determined by Por s,t £ f-1,oJ, if
^  s ,^ then ^  and, by Theorem 4.1,
s = t or 1 = st. However, st = 1, for s, t £ implies
s = t = -1. Therefore, <p is one-to-one.
Let N/ , % 6 A- . If a = 0 or b = 0, then \(a,b) ’ (a,bj
= Q^ ) and f (°) = ^(1,0) = N(a,b)* 1£ a ^ 0 and b ^ ° ’
then N/ , bs ~ N/^ a\. Assuming -1 ^  — £  0, then(,.a, d) v ' v ' a
= “(a.b)' Otherwise, -1 £ f  i 0 and <P (|) = N (a>b).
Thus, <P is one-to-one and onto. B
One should observe that there is only one equivalence 
class which is an algebra and its representative can be 
chosen as  ^^ .
4.1 Proposition. Every one-dimensional sub near algebra of 
T0(*) is a positive homogeneous near algebra.
Proof: The functions J and K are positive homogeneous; hence,
any linear combination is positive homogeneous. Every one­
dimensional sub near algebra of Tq(/P) has a basis in terms 
of J and K. 0
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4.2 Proposition. Every one-dimensional near algebra is iso­
morphic to a sub near algebra of T ( /R) or is a one-dimensional 
linear space with trivial multiplication.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra with basis element e. If
e(te) = 0 for all t £• fR , then, for x, y £ N, xy = (se)(te)
= s(e(te)) = sO = 0 and the multiplication is trivial. Other­
wise, there exists t 6 fR , t / 0, such that s(t e) = s eo o o o
2/ 0. Let z = tQe, then z = s q z  and we choose z as a new 
basis element.
Define a function f: fR — »/R by assigning to each t €. IR 
the uniquely determined coefficient in the expression z(tz)
= f(t)z. The function f is not identically zero since f(1)
= s q  ^ 0 and f(0) = 0; hence, f £ Tq(/J?). Let £ = f ^  ,
the linear space generated by f. We wish to show C z is a
sub near algebra of T (IR).
For each t £ fR , (z(tz))z = (f(t)z)z = f(t)z^
= z((tz)z) = z(tz^); thus, f(t)z^ = z(tz^) for all t € /R .
For all s £ IR , we must show f(sf) = rf for some r £ fR . To
this end, let t £ (R and, since z(sz) = rz for some r 6 fR , we
have (z(sz))(tz^) = z(sz(tz^)) = z(sf(t)z^) = f(sf(t)z^. Also 
(z(sz))(tz^) = rz(tz^) = rf(t)z^. Since z^ / 0, then f(sf(t))
= rf(t) for all t £ /R ; thus, f(sf) = rf and (t is a one-
Z
dimensional sub near algebra of T ( fR). Note that r = f(s); 
hence, f(sf) = f(s)f.
Define (f{z) = f and extend (f linearly so that ^ (tz)
= t <p(z) = tf. (f is a linear isomorphism of N onto (t z- Let
x = sz and y = tz be elements of N. Then, <^(xy) = (^((sz)(tz))
-f( s(f(t)z)) = sf(t)f = (sf)(tf) =^(x)^?(y). Therefore,
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is a near algebra isomorphism. U 
4.5 Theorem. Every one-dimensional left continuous near 
algebra is isomorphic to a sub near algebra of T^ ,( /I?) or has 
trivial multiplication.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra. By Proposition 4.2 N
has trivial multiplication or N = where is a one-z z
dimensional sub near algebra of T ( ) and z is a basis ele-
2ment in N such that z ^ 0. The basis element of d is az
function f defined by z(tz) = f(t) z for each t £• fR . We will
show f is continuous, then £  £  Tp(/R).z o
Since N is a finite dimensional space, its topology is 
given by a complete norm. Let s fe /R and let £ > 0. Since 
multiplication is left continuous, there exists S  > 0 such 
that II z(tz) - z(sz) ll £ II z II whenever 11 tz - sz || ^  S ' . 
That is, /I f (t)z - f(s)z|| = / f (t) - f(s)| l|zl| <1 £ // z Jl 
whenever j t - s j ||z || <4 . Thus, / f(t) - f(s) | <£ £ whenever
It - s|< */n z|| and f is continuous on fR since s was 
arbitrary. H
In Chapter II we showed that positive homogeneity and 
an orthogonal idempotent basis lead to left continuity and a 
strong D-normed condition. In the one-dimensional case these 
are equivalent.
4.4 Theorem. A one-dimensional normed near algebra is positive 
homogeneous if and only if it is left continuous.
Proof: Let N be a one-dimensional normed near algebra. If N
has trivial multiplication, then N is an algebra and multi­
plication is continuous. If N is positive homogeneous with 
nontrivial multiplication, then let e be a basis element such
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that lie j I = 1. Let b £ N and suppose |"'tnej is a sequence in
N such that t e — >te. For £ >0, there exists n such that n ’ o
If t e - te )l = It - 11 < £ whenever n > n . Let © ( t ) n n o y '
= sgn(t). If t / 0, then choose nQ sufficiently large so that
©(t) = ©(tn) and 11 b(tne) - b(t e) II
= II I tj b( ©(t)e - 111 b( 0(t)e) )| ^ | tQ - t J libII ^  £ II b Jl
whenever n > n . If t = 0, the proof is similar except Q(t) 
is not needed. Therefore, in each case, b(t e)— >b(te) and 
multiplication is left continuous.
Conversely, if multiplication is left continuous, 
then, by Theorem 4.3, N has trivial multiplication or is 
isomorphic to a one-dimensional sub near algebra of T 
In either case, using Proposition 4.1, N is positive homogeneous.fl 
Also, as a consequence of Theorem 4.3, if N is a one­
dimensional left continuous near algebra with basis such
that x = se and y = te are arbitrary elements of N, then 
multiplication is characterized by one of the following: 
i) xy = 0, ii) xy = asy for some fixed a f /R ,
fbsy, if t > 0
iii) xy = j q if t ^  o ^or soine fixed b 6 , or
f csy, if t > 0
iv) xy = J f o r  some fixed c, d £•/K . The first
I dsy, if t < 0
two multiplications result in algebras while the last two 
correspond to N^a and N^a respectively and are near 
algebras.
Althought there are an uncountable number of non- 
isomorphic one-dimensional sub near algebras of T^ C/7?), there
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exists a unique two-dimensional sub near algebra and no n- 
dimensional sub near algebras of T^C/R) for n > 3. We proceed 
to tbis important result througbt a series of lemmas.
4.1 Lemma. Let n 6 IN and let f. 6 T^( (R ) for i = 1, 2, • • • ,n.—" 1 \j
If the set ^ f^J is linearly independent on 77?, then there
exists an > 0 such that £ f ^  is linearly independent on
[ -a ,a J .*■ n ’ nJ
Proof: We will prove this by induction on n. Por n = 2,
assume f^, f^ are linearly independent on fR and choose
6 fR such that f^(x^) 4 0. Using the linear independence,
-fgCx^)!^ + f^Cx^)!^ = 0 can not hold for all x £ fR ; thus,
let X£ £ fR such that - f2(x^ )f,| (x£) + f^ (x^ ^ 2^ 2) 4 0.
Choose a £ IR such that x^,Xg£ [ ~ a ,a j and assume t^f^ + ^2^2
= 0 on f-a,a]. Por x^ , x ^ ^ f - a ^ a ' j  we have t^f^(x^)
+t2f2(x j^) = 0 and t^f^(x2) + t2f2(x2  ^ = 0. determinant of
coefficients is f ^ (x^ )f 2^ 2) - f ^ (x2)f 2^xq ) ^ ^ ; therefore,
ti = t2 = 0 and f^, f2 are linearly independent on£-a,aJ.
Assume the statement holds for n and let
f^,f2** *’fn ’fn+1 linearly independent on fR ; but dependent
on every closed bounded symmetric interval of fR . By the
induction hypothesis, there exists an 6 fR , an > 0, such that
f^,f2,***,fn ane linearly independent on [-aQ ,an] and hence on
£-a,a]| for all a > an . However, f^ ,f^  • • •,fn+x| are linearly
dependent onE"-an ,an ] ; hence, there exist scalars t^ £ fR such
that f  ^ = t1f1 + *•*+tnfn on [  ~an ’ anl  • Similarly, for
a > a , there exist scalars t.(a) £ fR such that f ~ n ’ 1 ' n+1
= t1(a)f^ + —  +tn ^a)-fn on r_a’al* Therefore, on
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(a)f^+•••+tn (a)fn = t^f^ + .•*+tnfn for all a > a . Since the 
f^ are linearly independent on [ ~ an ’aJ  , then t^(a) = t^ for 
all a >  an and i = 1,2,,***,n.
Let x £ fR, then x £  [-a,a] for some a > a . There- 
fore, fn+1(x) = t1(a)f1(x)+---+tn (a)fn(x)
= t^f^(x)+•••+t f (x). This contradiction implies there 
exists &n+x| ^  0 such that f^,f2,***,f  ^ are linearly inde­
pendent on £"-an+'j i an+1*J ’ ^
A. 2 Lemma. Let n c / N  , n >  2, and let f . ^  T„(fR) for1 o
i = 1,2,--.,n. If the set i-s linearly independent on an
interval S, then there exists a set of n elements in S,
nfx. , x0, • • • , x | C. S, such that det F 4 0 where F is the i I 2  ’ n J — ’ n r n
square matrix whose ij entry is given by f .(x.)«
Proof: For n = 2, assume that det F2 = 0 for all pairs 
x^,x2 £ S. Let x £ S be arbitrary but fixed and then, for all
y £ S, det F2 =
f1(x) f2(x)
f1(y) f2(y)
= f/j(x)f2(y) - f2(x)f^ (y) = 0 .
Thus, f^(x) = f2(x) = 0 for x £ S; hence, f^ = 0 and f2 = 0 on
S. This contradiction implies there exist x^,x2 £ S such that
det F2 ^ 0.
Assume for any n k that, if f^  ,f2, * * * ,fn are linearly 
independent, then there exists a set of n elements
£x^  ,x2, • • • ,xn| C S such that det F^ / 0. For n = k, let
f^,f2,•••,f^ be linearly independent on S and suppose that, 
for all sets of k elements in S, det F^ = 0. By the induc­
tion hypothesis, however, there exists a set of k-1 elements, 
,x2, • • • ,x^ ._^ j such that det F^ ._^  / 0. Let x be an 
arbitrary element of S. Then, for the set
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^x1,x2,•..,xfe_1,xj, det Fk = 0 where the kth row of Ffe is
(f^(x) f2(x) ... f-^(x)). If we expand the row by minors,
we get A^f^(x) + A2f2(x)+•••+A^f^(x) = 0 where A^ =
det (minor of f^(x)) and does not depend on x. Since x was 
arbitrary, A^f^ + 2+’ * *+Akfk = 0 on S and since are
linearly independent on S, A^ = A2 =•••= A^ = 0. But,
A^ . = det 0 0 which is a contradiction. Therefore, for
n = k, there exists a set of k elements such that det / 0.^ 
In what follows, if f 6 T^C fR) let R(f) denote the
range of f and let (R+ = [ x j x  > oj and IR~ = [ x ( x  ^  0J .
4.3 Lemma. Let n £ IN , n > 2. If N is an n-dimensional sub 
near algebra of T^(fR), then there exists a function h £ N 
such that E(h)/n + 0 0 and R(h)C\ fR ~ 0 0.
Proof: Assume not, then for all h £ N, R(h) £r fR+l^ /o} or
R(h) c m~u{o). In particular, let f, g be basis elements 
such that R(f) C fl^ +l/{o} and R(g) C fR+L/{oJ and choose
x, y £ fR such that f(x) > 0 and g(y) > 0.
If f(y) = 0, then let t > g(x)/f(x) and let h = tf - g.
Then, h(x) = tf(x) - g(x) = f(x)(t - g(x)/f(x)) > 0 and
h(y) = tf(y) - g(y) = -g(y) ■< 0. Thus, h € N and R(h) f\ lR+
0 0 and R(h) ^  [R ~ 0 0.
If f(y) >  0, then let t = g(y)/f(y) > 0 and let h = tf.
Since h 0 g, there exists z € fR such that h(z) 0 g(z). If
h(z) = 0, then let H = 2h - g. H(z) = -g(z) 0 and
H(y) = 2h(y) - g(y) = 2tf(y) - g(y) = g(y) > 0. Therefore,
R(H) C\ IR+ 0 0 and R(H)/0 IR~ 0 0.
Assume h(z) 0 0. Let s = Z2 h ( z f ^ ~ arLC^
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H = sh - g. Then, H(y) = sh(y) - g(y) = stf(y) - g(y)
= (s - 1)g(y) and H(z) = sh(z) - g(z) =
~^Z2hCzf' h(z) " s(z) = ~ ^ ~ 2  • If H(z) > 0 then
h(z) > g(z) > 0 and; hence, 1 > ^^~2h(zf^^ = s* Thus>
s - 1 0 and H(y) ^ 0. If H(z) < 0, then h(z) •< g(z) and
1 < s. Therefore, s - 1 > 0 and H(y) > 0. Finally, if
H(z) = 0 then h(z) = g(z) which is a contradiction. There­
fore E(H)n /R+ 0 0 and R(H) /I fR~ 0 0.
In all cases we have constructed a function whose 
range intersects /R + and /R- which is a contradiction.  ^
d-.d- Lemma. Let n £ IN , n > 2. If N is an n-dimensional sub 
near algebra of T^(/R) with basis £fj_] such that R(f^) 0"^ fR+
0 0 and fR 0 0 for some k, then the identity 
function. I, belongs to N.
Proof: Let n be an arbitrary natural number, n > 2. By
reordering the basis elements, we may assume R(f^)/H IR + 0 0
and R ( f )f\ IP ~ 0 0. By Lemma 4-.1, there exists an > 0 such
that f^,f£,•••,fn are linearly independent on E-an ianl*
Since R(f^)/r\ /R + 0 0 and R(f^)/H fR~ 0 0, there exists t > 0
such that r-an ,an ] ^R(tf^) and consequently fq>f2’‘ are
linearly independent on R(sf^) for any s > t. For s > t,
consider the equations f.(sf„) = s.^f. + s.0f0+***+s. f for  ^ i 1 i1 1 i2 2 m  n
1 = 1,2,*’*,n and the linear transformation <7> (f) = f(sf.)
S i
from N to N. tf has matrix representation S(s) = (s..)
s aj
relative to the basis ff •(where the s. . are the coefficientsc iJ iq
in the above equations. Suppose (g), thens s
(f - g)(sf^) = 0. Thus, for y = (sf^)(x) € R(sf^),
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(f - g)(y) = (f - g)(sf1)(x) = 0. However, if f - g
= — )f^ + (^2 — r2 ^ 2+ * ’ ’ +^ n  — rn ^ n  = ^ 011
then t . = r . , i = 1,2, • • • ,n, where f = 571 . f . and g = Vr.f..l i *—1 i i  D • i i
Therefore, f = g and is one-to-one and SCs)”^  exists. Thus, 
det S(s) 4 0, for all s > t.
Let y = (sf^)(x) be an arbitrary element of R(sf^). 
Then, f^y) = fi(sf/|)(x) = s ^ f  1 (x) + • • • +sinfn(x) for
i = 1,2,...,n. Solving this system of equations for f^(x) 
we get
f1(x) =
f,(y) s12 ••• s1n 






where S^ is the minor of f^(y). Therefore, y = (sf^)(x)
= (OL^j (s )f^ + <X0(s)f0+* • • +0Cvi(s)fri) (y) where ^(s) is the scalar
s det S. _______ i
det S
'1 ■2 n n
Since y £ R(sf.) was arbitrary, the function h
= 0t^(s)f^ + * • *+d. (s)f is the identity on R(sf^).
By Lemma 4.2, there exists a set of n elements 
[y/, >y2’' ’ * ,yn} con^ained in R(tf^) such that det F / 0 where 
F is the n square matrix with ij^*1 entry given by f^(yi).
For arbitrary s > t, solving the system of equations 
h s (y±' )  = y± = c*i(s)f1(yi) + ...+<*n(s)fn(yi), i = 1,2, • • • ,n,
for 0^(s), we get
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f 1 (y1 ) • • • V - • • •^1 f n (y,)
IIra (y 2 )
•••C\J
•••
f n (y2 )
•
Since the y^ dep e n d  o nly
f , ( y n ) • • • ~\T m • •J n
det F
on t, for all s > t, 0t^ (s) = ^(t) for i = 1,2,***,n. There­
fore, h^ = hg = I on R(sf^) for all s > t.
Suppose x 6 (R , then there exists an s > t such that 
x 6 R(sf^) and b^ -(x) = x. Therefore, h^ = I. 0
We will now show that there is only one two-dimensional 
sub near algebra of T^(IR).
4.5 Theorem. If N is a two-dimensional sub near algebra of 
(IR), then N = Lip (fR).o p
Proof: Let N be a two-dimensional sub near algebra of T^( fR).
By Lemma 4.3 and the replacement property of basis elements,
we may choose a basis such that at least one of the functions
has a range which intersects both fR+ and fR”. By Lemma 4.4,
the identity, I, belongs to N and we may choose I1- f] as a
basis for N. Choose u £ IR , u > 0  and let g = f - ^^^ .
These new functions, g and I, are linearly independent and
g(u) = f(u) - f(u) = 0. Thus, we have constructed basis 
elements I and g where I is the identity and g(u) = 0 for 
some u > 0.
Por each t £ fR , g(tg) = si + rg for some r, s 6 fR . 
Then g(tg)(u) = 0 = su + rg(u) = su. Thus, s = 0 and g y  , 
the linear subspace generated by g, is a one-dimensional sub 
near algebra of T^( IR). By Theorem 4.1, g = aJ + bK for some 
a, b 6 IR ; g(u) = 0 = au implies g = bK. Since I = J + K, we
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may choose J, K as a basis for N and N = Lip (IR). H
JP
The following important theorem states that there are 
no sub near algebras of T^,(/R) with dimension greater than 2.
4.6 Theorem. For n > 3, there are no n-dimensional sub near 
algebras of T^(/I?).
Proof: For n = 3, assume N is a three-dimensional sub near
algebra of Tq (/J?). Using Lemma 4.3 and 4.4 and the replace­
ment property for basis elements, we may choose f 1’ f2’
as a basis where I is the identity function. Let u 6 fR ,
fp(u) f,(u)
u > 0, and let h~ = ----- 1 - f0 and h-, = —*■--- I - f-,. A’ 2 u 2 3 a 3
straightforward check shows that I, h^ are independent;
hence, they form a basis. Also, t^Cu) = h^(u) = 0.
For arbitrary s, t 6 fR , we have hgCst^ + th^)
= 0t^(s,t)I + s,t)h2 +afj(s,t)h^. Then, t^CshgCu) + th^(u))
= hgCO) = 0 = 0(^(s,t)u. Therefore, for all s,t £ fR ,
+ thj) = + a ^(s Similarly,
h^Cst^ + th^) = /3^(s ,t)h2 + >t)hj for all s, t 6 /K .
These results combined with right distributivity imply that
h2,h^ > , the linear space generated by hg and h^, is a
two-dimensional sub near algebra of Tq (/R). By Theorem 4.5,
I £ ^h2,h^^ which contradicts the fact that I, and h^ are
independent. Therefore, there is no three-dimensional sub
near algebra of T^C/R).
Assume that there are no n-dimensional sub near
algebras of Tq (IR) for all n < k. Suppose there is a k-
dimensional sub near algebra of T^CfR). Once again, by
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 and the replacement property for basis
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elements, we may choose a basis { f2’ f3'’*,fk}* Choose
f . (u)
u 6 IR , u >  0, and let h± = —  1 - f\ for i = 2,3,--*,k.
As before, tr(u) = f^(u) - f^(u) = 0 for i = 2,3, • • * ,k and 
£l, h2, , • • • ,h-^ j form a basis since they are linearly
independent. We will now show that <  h2, h^,•••,hk >  , the 
linear subspace generated by £h2, h^,-..,hk ,^ forms a (k-1)- 
dimensional near algebra.
For an arbitrary but fixed i, 2 £ i £ k, 
h^( t2h2+•. •+tkhk ) = A±I + <*2b2+* * *+<*kbk w^ere °^ ± depends on 
i = 2,•••,k. Using u, we get hi(t2h2(u)+-••+tfehk(u))
= tn(0) = 0 = °t^ u. Therefore, for arbitrary i, 2 £ i £■ k,
hi^t2b2+"  *+tkhk^ = ^2h2+* * *+ ^k^k' Thus> ^ 2 ’ ' * * ,hk ^  is a 
(k-1)-dimensional near algebra which contradicts the induction
hypothesis. Therefore, there is no k-dimensional sub near
algebra of T U
Although the above theorems have completely determined
the finite dimensional sub near algebras of Tq (/R), we have
not been able to completely determine the finite dimensional
sub near algebras of T^,(/Rn) for n > 2. However, we shall now
prove the principle result of this section which states that
there is no finite dimensional sub near algebra of T^CHR11)
which properly contain 8 0 R  n), the bounded linear functions
on /R11, for n > 2.
Before beginning the proof of this result, we will
construct an example to show that there are finite dimensional
sub near algebras of T^(/Rn), n > 2, of arbitrarily prescribed
dimension. These, however, do not contain all the linear
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operators on /I?n.
Let and L^, where L^(x,y) = (x,0) and L^Cx^)
= (y,0), denote two of the standard basis elements for the
2space of linear functions on fR . For each k 6 fN , define 
Pfe(x,y) = (xyk ,0); then Pfc 6 TQ( fR2). For arbitrary n 6 fR , 
let <  S > be the linear subspace of generated by
s =(LV  l2 , Pv  p 2,--,pJ .  Since acts like the identity 
and acts like the zero function on first coordinates, it 
is an easy check to show that L^F = F and L^F = 0 for arbit­
rary F 6 < S >  . Similarly P^F = 0 for i = 1,2,**-,n. 
Therefore, if F = ]2si^i + + ^2^2 an(^  ^ are elemen't:s
of <  S >  , then FG = 2!si^i^ + ^ + ^2^2^ = Thus,
FG = t ^ *  < S >  . Also, F(G + H) = t^(G + H) = t^G + t^H
= FG + FH and F(oLG) = t^tfG) = <XFG. Therefore, ^  S >  is an
algebra, though not an algebra of linear operators. It is
easily shown that S is a set of (n+2) linearly independent
functions on [R^. Thus, <C S ^  is an (n+2)-dimensional sub
algebra of Tq (/R^) for arbitrary n £ /N/.
For convenience in the discussion below, we will
adopt the following notation. A vector or n-tuple in fR n
will be denoted by x = (x^,X2,x^»••,xn) where the x^1s are
the components of the n-tuple. The standard basis elements
of IRn will be given by e^ = (0,0,•••,1,0,•••,0) where the 1
appears in the ikk position. The standard basis elements for
C(/Rn) will be denoted by A. . where A. .(x) = x.e.. That is, ^  1' J 13 ij j 1 ’
A. . is the linear transformation whose matrix representation 
has a 1 in the ijkk position and 0 everywhere else. Unless
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otherwise specified, °-n =fAiJ l1 ’^  = will denote
2
this set of n linear functions. Finally, an arbitrary 
function P € T(/Rn) will often be denoted by P =
(P^ l ,?2’* ‘ *’Pn) w^ere B^: lRn — > fR is the i^B coordinate func­
tion of P.
4-.5 Proposition. Let n £ /N , n > 2. There does not exist an 
(n^+1)-dimensional sub near algebra of T^CJR11) which contains
d?(/Rn ).
Proof: Let n be an arbitrary natural number, n > 2, and
p
assume N is an (n +1)-dimensional sub near algebra of T^(/Rn) 
such that 03 (IR) S N. There must exist a non-linear function 
P £ N such that (Xn U  forms a basis for N. Multiplying 
P on the left by A. ., i,j = 1,2,***,n, we get A. .P = B. .
+ t . .P where B. . is a linear combination of functions from
u tJ
Q .n • spectrum (A,^ ) , then (A^ - t^I)  ^ exists and
P = (A^ - B ^  which is linear. Therefore, t ^  6
spectrum (A^) and t ^  = 0 or 1.
If t ^  = 0, then A ^ P  = B ^  . Thus, for all j
= i?2,***,n, A^ j ^  (A^ jB) = A^ ^ P = A^ ^  B^ j + t^ jA |^ ^  B  =
A^B^j + t ^ B ^  which is linear. However, A^^P =
(0,0,•••,P.,0,•••,0) which implies P. is linear for J 
tJ J
= 1,2,***,n. Therefore, P is linear.
If t11 = 1, then A ^ P  = B ^  + P and A ^ C A ^ P )
= 0 = + A^nP Therefore, A ^ P  = - A ^ B ^ .  Also,
A1n^An1P  ^ = A11P = A1n^Bn1 ^ + tn1A/lnP = A1nBn1 “ tn1A1nB11*
Thus, P = A11P - B11 = A1nBn1 ~ ( V l A1n + I) B ^  is linear.
In all cases P is linear. Thus, since n was artitrary,
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2
there are no (n +1 )-dimensional sub near algebras of T^,(/Rn ) 
which contain B  (IRn). H
We now proceed to prove a series of lemmas and to
facilitate the discussion, we will make the following con­
ventions in notation. For k, n 6 iW, k, n > 2, an 
2
(n +te)-dimensional sub near algebra of Tq C ^  ) which contains
L) will be called an (n,k)-near algebra. Since an 
(n,k)-near algebra contains G  O R  n ) , we will choose a n as 
part of the basis. Thus, when proving properties of the basis, 
we will be concerned with only the non-linear portion. 
h.5 Lemma. Let k, n 6 /N, k, n 2 2. If N is an (n,k)-near 
algebra, then a basis a n = 1 may be chosen
such that P.(e.) = 0 for i = 1,2,...,k and j = 1,2,.*-,n.
1 J
Proof: Let n and k be arbitrary natural numbers; n, k >2.
Let |"q ^|i = 1,2,***,kjbe the non-linear portion of the basis
for N where = (Q^ , ^»* * *Qin) • -^or an arbitrary but
fixed s, 1 < s < k, we will replace Q by a function R suchs s
that R (e.) = 0 for all i = 1,2,***,n. This new collection
S 1
£ Q-i i Q21 1 , • * *, QhJ will be a basis and, since the construc­
tion does not depend on the particular choice of s, we can
repeat the process and replace each Q with the correspondings
R . The new non-linear portion of the basis
|"R1 ,R2, • • • ,Rk] will have the desired property that R^(e^) = 0
for all j = 1,2,*..,n and i = 1,2,...,k.
Por fixed s, 1 ^ s ^ k, we construct a sequence of
functions .P ,i = 0,1,**-,n, defined recursively, such that 1 s
^Pg(e'p) = 0 for p £ i. Let qPs = Q,g and define
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n_
iPs = - i-1Ps for 1 = 12, • • • ,n uhere
m=1
. ^P is the m^*1 coordinate function of . „P . By directi-1 sm i-1 s J
n
calculation, .P (e.) = > . .P (e.)A • (e\ ) - . „P (ei )i sv i' i-1 smv i' mi^ iy i-1 sv i'
m=1
n
= V** „P (e.)e - . .P (e. ) = . ,P (e. ) - . „P (e. ) = 0 / . i-1 snr i m i-1 s l i-1 s i' i-1 sv i'
m=1
for i = 1 2,•••,n.
Using the recursive property and the fact that
A .(e ) = 0  for p ^ i, we can show that .P (e ) = 0 for p £ i.miv p' * r ’ i sv p' r
Por example, 2Ps^2^ ~ ® ^  a^ove an^ 2Ps^1^
n
= ^ 3 l Psm^2^Am2('®1^ " 1Ps^®1^ = 0 “ 0 = °- In particular, 
m=1
P (e- ) = 0 for p ^  n.n s p ^
Let Si
= Cin U (  Em|m = 1,2, Em = %  for m * s and Rs = .pj
for i = 0,1,2, • • • ,n. Now, SQ = (2.n U  = 1>2,...,kJ is
the original basis and S. is the original basis with QI s
replace by 2|Pg* It is a straightforward check to show is 
a linearly independent set and after n replacements Sn is 
linearly independent. Thus, Sn is a basis and Ps(e^) = 0 
for i = 1,2,•••,n. 0
4.6 Lemma. Let k, n € IN, k, n > 2. If N is a (n,k)-near 
algebra, then a basis Cin U  I PjJ i = 1,2, • • • ,kj may be chosen
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such that A. .P , PA., and P P belong to ^ P. (i = 1,2,•••,k ^ , 
ij i ’ m ij m r &  ^ x> ’ ’ ’ ' ’
the linear subspace generated by £P^J, for all i, j =
1,2,***,n and m, r = 1,2,***,k.
Proof Por arbitrary n > 2 and k >. 2, we may choose, by 
Lemma 4-. 5, a basis whose non-linear portion has the property 
that P.(e.) = 0 for i = 1,2,***,k and j = 1,2,...,n. Then,
h)
n  n k
for arbitrary CL , (3  and yu , Art/S^ u. = ^  tigAio + ^  tiPi*
i=1 j=1 i=1
Using the property of ^ , m = 1,2,»-*,n, we have 0 = Arf-(0)in p
n _
= A.-P^Ce" ) = / t. e. +0. Therefore, t. = 0  for/* nr Z _» lm i ’ lm
i=1
i = 1,2,---,n and m = 1,2,***,n. Thus, A ^ P ^
t^P^ £ = A similar direct compu-
i=1
tation holds for PA., and P P . $m ij m r
4.1 Definition. A function P: /Rn — » /Rn which projects onto 
the i^ *1 coordinate axis, P = (0,0, • • *P^, • • • ,0) , is called an 
i^ta coordinate function. Let S be a subset of T(/Rn). If, 
for each P € S, P is an i^ *1 coordinate function for some 
i, 1 £ i £ n, then S is said to be a collection of coordinate 
functions.
4.7 Lemma. The sum and the scalar multiple of i ^  coordinate
functions are i^ *1 coordinate functions. Composition on the
left by an i*'*1 coordinate function with any function in
. thTc(/Rn) is also an i coordinate function.
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Proof: Since sums and scalar multiples are done component­
wise, the first two results are immediate. If P is an i^ *1
coordinate function, P = (0,0,* * *,P.0,0,* * *,0) and f £ Tn(/R' ), 
f = (f1 ,f2,•••,fn), then Pf(x)
= (0,Q...,P^(f^(x),f2(x),...,f^(x)),0,...,0) is an i co­
ordinate function. A
4.8 Lemma. Let k, n e IN ; k, n > 2. If N is an (n,k)-near 
algebra, then there exists a basis
such that [ p j i  = 1,2,-..,k] is a collection of coordinate
'h'h
functions. Further, not all the P 2  s can be m coordinate
functions for any fixed m, 1 ^  m £ n.
Proof: For arbitrary k, n > 2, choose a basis
U  i = d , 2, * - -, kJ such that P^(e\.) = 0 for all
i = 1,2,*..,k and j = 1,2,**.,n. Let m be an arbitrary but
fixed natural number, 1 ^ m k, and consider the sets S.’ ~ ~ ’ lm
= C ‘n U £ P1 ’P2 ’' " ' V l '  AiiPm ’ Pm+"1 ’ * * * ,Pk3 for escb
i = 1,2,••*,n.
If the sets are all linearly dependent sets of
functions for i = 1,2,**.,n, then there exists scalars t. .
10
such that A ..P = B. + t.^P. + t.0P0+..*+t. „P „ n  m l i1 1 i2 2 im-1 m-1
+ + * * *+^ik^k w^ere ■'-s an appropriate combination
of linear functions. Also, by Lemma 4.6, A..P = s..P.’ ° ’ 11 m i1 1
+ s. 0P0+* • «+s. P+. • *+s. P, for i = 1,2,.*.,n. For i2 2 lm m j_k k
i = 1,2,*..,n, if we equate the two expressions for ,
then we get s^m = 0 because of the linear independence of the
P.. However, if we add the latter expressions for A.-P , wei * n  m ’
6et l n pm + A22Pm+ * * * +AimPm = + A22+’ ‘ •+Am )Pm =
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■ IP» - 4  - ( i  s ii) P 1 + —  + f E  s i k ) \ -
n
Since the P^ are linearly independent, this implies
i = 1
- 1 = 0 .  This contradicts the fact that s^m = 0 for i =
1,2,***,n; thus, the assumption that the sets S^m are all 
linearly dependent sets must be false. Therefore, there 
exists gC such that is a linearly independent set and may
be chosen as a new basis.
Clearly, A^P^Ce^) = A^CO) = 0 for j = 1,2,-**,n; 
hence, this new basis satisfies the conditions of our original 
basis. Therefore, since m was arbitrary, we can repeat this 
process and, for each m = 1,2,»*»,k, there exists i such that 
P can be replaced by R = A. . P . The resulting basis is a-li-i lil ^ lilm m
collection of coordinate functions since A ^ P  is an i^ *1
coordinate function for all i and any P.
Finally, if there exists a j such that the R^'s are
all coordinate functions, choose i / j and apply A . . to
■^<3
R^ = (0,0,•••,R. . ,0,•••,0). For x 6 IRn, we get A. .R. (x)
I I J 1 J I
k k
= = 2 T t mEm .(x) e.. Since i J j,
m=1 m=1
R^^(x) = 0 for all x £ IR n which implies R^ = 0. This con­
tradicts the fact that R^ is a basis element.fl
4.9 Lemma. Let k, n 6 IN , k, n > 2. If N is an (n,k)-near 
algebra, then k = qn for some q > 1 and there exists a basis
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of the form a n U { p 1li = i,2,.-.,q} U { A 21r J i  = 1,2,...,,}
 ^*2, • • • ,q J where P^ is a first coordinate 
function for i = 1,2,»--,q.
Proof: Por arbitrary k, n > 2, let N be an (n,k)-near algebra
with basis By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.8,
we may assume that R.(e.) = 0 for i = 1,2,---,k and
D
j = 1,2,*»*,n and each R^ is a coordinate function.
Let q^ be the number of non-linear basis functions 
which are non-zero in the i coordinate. If there exists a 
coordinate position, say j, such that q . = 0, then, from the 
non-linear portion of the basis, choose an i^h coordinate 
function R such that i / j. By Lemma 4.6, A..R = t.R.
J  1  I I
+ tgR2+• * •+t^ .R^ .. Since there are no coordinate functions
in the setfR.Ji = 1,2,***,k"J, and, for x 6 /Rn, A..R(x)
v- 1  J J
= R(x)e. is a coordinate function, we have that R(x) = 0
U
for all x £ IR n. This contradiction implies q. ^ 0 for 
j = 1,2,•••,n. Since q^  + q^+'-^+q^ = k, we now need to show 
that q^  = q^ =•••= qn ; then letting q^  = q, we have 
qn = k.
Since each non-linear basis element is a coordinate 
function, let us denote these functions in the following 
fashion:
Rs\ -{.R'I'I jRqp’ * * * ’ ®1a I st
y1^ are the 1 coordinate functions,
l?2 ={^21’^ 22’’ * *’®2q "j are coordinate functions,
’®np’ * ’ * ’®na "I are coor(iinate functions.
If we assume that it is not true that q^ = q2 =•••= qn , then 
there exists at least two elements which are not equal.
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Without loss of generality, assume q^  > q2« Let S
= Ckn {J g-dR1J u   U  ^ n , the original
basis with the second coordinate functions IR 2 replaced by
n n 1^
A21R1d, for j = 1,2,...,qv  If £  ai/ij +
i=1 j=1 j=1
q1 n
+ X c^3t^2^R A^ + X XbijKij ' ° r°r 8ny Unear C°m"
0=1 i=3 a=1
binations of elements from S, then, by using s', for
D
0 = 1,2,***,n, we have that a.. = 0 for all i and tj. Also,
1
since each coordinate must be zero, c.^R.^Cx) +•••+ c, R. (x)i I i i I q^| I q^
= 0 and, hence, c^^ = 0 for all j = 1,2,***,q^. Similarly,
b . . = 0 for i = 1,3,A,*-»,n and j = 1,2,»»*,q.. Therefore, S1J 1
is an independent set of functions and the number of such
2 2 functions is n + q^  + q^  + q^+***+qn >  n + q^  + q2+***+qn =
2
n + k. This contradiction implies that q^ = q2=...=q = q.
Choose as a basis the set of linearly independent 
functions & n U  IR. ^  U  A2  ^^  U  • • • U where A^^
^l^il^l q I ^ = '1,2,---, q J for i = 1,2,...,n.fl
4.2 Definition. Let S be a non-empty subset of T^C/R11). If 
S is a set of coordinate functions such that S =
U  A21S1 U  ••• U  An1S1 where is a set of first coordinate 
functions, then S is said to be a completely symmetric set of 
coordinate functions generated by .
The preceding lemma states that every (n,k)-near alge­
bra has a basis such that the non-linear portion is a completely 
symmetric set of coordinate functions generated by a set of
b„ .R„ . 
1G
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first coordinate functions. For convenience in notation, if 
i = k = nqj is the set of first coordinate
functions in the non-linear portion of the "basis of an 
(n,k)-near algebra, then we let a  u p  , (P.) denote the
T1 K  1
entire basis where '*"S completely symmetric set
of coordinate functions generated by = "d,2,---,q; k = qnJ
We will also assume P.(e.) = 0.
i a
This characterization of the basis of an (n,k)-near 
algebra indicates that the properties of the first coordinate 
functions are shared by all the non-linear basis elements.
Thus, we need only prove our results for the first coordinate 
functions.
4.10 Lemma. Let k, n«W, k, n > 2. If N is an (n,k)-near 
algebra with basis (X (J (P. ) , then P.(xe.) = 0 for x > 0,
H  J£ 1 1 J
i = 1,2,*-*,q and j = 1,2,--..,n.
Proof: Let n and k be arbitrary natural numbers, n, k > 2, 
and let {J ke a basis with £p^Ji = 1,2, • • •, qJ
the first coordinate function such that P^ = ( P ^ ,0,0,•••,0). 
For each i = 1,2,***,q, define the functions Q^(x) = P^(xe^) 
for x 6 ZR. Thus, 6 T^(/R).
Consider the linear space <  Q1 , Q2 ’ * ’' ’ For
any x 6 IR and i, 1 i i i q, q V  ^  t^Q^Vx)
“ = pi1 H0wever’ f°r
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the same i and scalars t., P. (\  t.P.) = 7 s. P . Thus,j’ l h u  3 J/ im m ’
 ^0=1 m=1
for xe, fe /*?n , p i  (xl,) = P±1 ( f e t  ^ ( x l , ,  )kj) e,
'j=1 ' V 'j=1 '
= (x))  4  = ( ^ SimP“) (xil)
= (,Z ’Sim:PDl'l(x®1)) ?1 = ^ 2 T si m V x)) V  Therefore,
x m=1 m=1 '
Qi Z l I v O  (x) = / 2 T si A )  (x) for a11 x e ^  and
V 0=1 7 L m=1 7
is a finite dimensional sub near algebra 
of Tq(/R). We have shown that such a near algebra is 
positive homogeneous; hence Q^(1) = P^(e^) = 0 and P^(xe^)
= Q^(x) = xQ^(1) = 0 for x > 0. Therefore, P^(xe^) = 0 for 
x > 0 and i = 1,2,***q.
Finally, by Lemma 4-.7, = ^1^1+*''+^q^q ^or
i = 1,2, • • *, q and 0 = 1,2,...,n; thus, P ^ ^ x e ^ )  = P^xe..)
= t^P^ (xe^ ) + • • •+tqPq(xei)) = 0 for all i and q.D
4.11 Lemma. Let k, n € IU ; k, n > 2. If N is an (n,k)-near 
algebra with basis (An \J then P^ is positive homo­
geneous for each i = 1,2,***,q.
Proof: Por arbitrary k and n; k, n > 2, let N be such an
(n,k)-near algebra with basis (X \J jP, (P. ). Lemma 4.10II K. 1
states that P.(xe.) = 0 for x >0, i = 1,2,***,q and1 J
0 = 1,2,.--,n. By Lemma 4.7, for x = (x^ ,x2..., x ) 6 fRn and
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arbitrary i, 1 ^ i 4z q, there exist scalars t^_.(x), tm (x) 6
n
such that Pi(x1A11 + X2A21+ * * *+xnAn1^ = ^ ' tl j(x )A-i j
0=1
q
+ 1,011 arbitrary x £ [Rn and e , p = 2,3,**-,n,
m=1
Pi^x1A11 + X2A21+ * *'+xnAn1 ^ ep = 0 = t1p^x >^el + °*
Thus, t^ (x) = 0 for all p = 2,3,»»*,n and x £ /Rn . Also,
for x e /Rn , Pi(x^A11 + x2A21 + +xnAni) = Pj_(x) = t^(x)e3,.
Since P^(ae^) = c<P^(e^) = 0 for G. >. 0, we have that p^(ofx)
= P^ (ctx^ i A^ j x| + G x 2A 2^ + • • * +Q(xriA ri^  ) e^
= P±(x1A11 + x2A21 + ...+xnAn1)(Ge1) = t11(x)(rte1) = fltPi(x)
for C( > 0 and i=1,2,***,q. A
The following lemma indicates that a sub near algebra 
of Tq C/R11) which contains certain special functions must 
contain an arbitrarily large number of linearly independent 
functions. This will show that such a sub near algebra can
not be finite dimensional. The special set of functions is
given as follows: Por n > 2, let
K  = [Jid|Ji;j(x) = for 3 £ « n ; i , j = 1 ,2}
L/ /k. .Ik. . (x) = K(x . )e . for x £ fRn ; i, j =1,2 f where L I ij J 1 J
J, K are the constructed basis elements of Lip ( /R). K n is 
a set of linearly independent functions for n > 2. The 
proof of the lemma consists of actually constructing an 
arbitrarily large number of linearly independent functions.
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A-.12 Lemma. For n 6 IN , n > 2, there is no finite dimensional
sub near algebra of Tc(fl?n ) which contains X n *
Proof: Let n he arbitrary, n > 2, and assume N is a q-
dimensional sub near algebra of which contains X  .o n
For each m 6 IN , let Fffl = - m(J12 + K12));
thus, Fffi 6 N for each m. Let (*m = X n U  £h j i = 1,2,***,mJ. 
We will show, by induction, that (J is a linearly independent 
set of functions for all m 6 IN which will contradict the 
fact that N had dimension q.
For m = 1, if is not a linearly independent set,
then F^ — t^|/|(J^j/| + ^/]2<^"l2 ^ 21*^ 21 ”^22^22 ^  *^11"^ 11 *^12^12
+ s2 |^K2 |^ + s22K22. F^  (e^  + e2) = 0 = (t^^ + tX|2)e^
+ (t21 + t22)e2 and F1(2e‘1 + e2) = e^ = (2t11 + t ^ ) ^
+ (2t2 ]^ + ^22^e2* ^ ese equalities result in the two 
equations t ^  + t^2 = 0 and 2t^ + t^2 = 1 which have solu­
tion t ^  = 1 and t^2 = • However, F^ (e^ + 2e’2) = 0
= (t^ j^ j + 2t^2)e^ + (^2  ^ + 2t22)e2 which implies that
t ^  + 2t^2 = 0. Therefore, (t is an independent set.
Assume (t is an independent set. If is a
dependent set, then = t ^ +  * * *+s22K22 + ^1*1+ ’ ’ * +^m‘Pm*
If x, y > 0, then Fm+1(xe1 + ye2)
(x - (m+1)y)e1 , if x > (m+1)y
0 , if x <4 (m+1 )y
= (t^x + t12y + d 1(x-y) + - • •+ajn(x-my))e1 + (t21x + t22y)e2 
= (amx + + (t2ix + t22y ^ 2  where
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am “ t11 + *1 + <*2+" ‘+<*m and \  = t12 ~ ~ * 2 ------
Let x = m+1 and y = 1, then F^^Cxe^ + ye^) = 0
= (am (m+1) + b^e^ + (t21(m+1) + If x = m+2 and
y = 1, then = (a^Cm+2) + bm )e/) + (t21(m+2)+ t22)e2.
These equations imply am = 1 and b^ = -(m+1). However, if
x = m(m+2) and y = m+1, then we get 0 = am (m)(m+2) + b (m+1)
= m(m+2) - (m+1)(m+1) = -1. Therefore, is a linearly
independent set. This completes the induction and the 
proof. B
4-. 13 Lemma. Let k, n 6/N ; k, n > 2. If N is an (n,k)-near 
algebra with basis Ck {J P^, (P.), then P. is homogeneous forXI K 1 1
each i = 1,2,•••q.
Proof: Por arbitrary k and n, k, n > 2, let N be an (n,k)-
near algebra with basis a  u  p, ( P.) such that each P. is21 rC 1 1
positive homogeneous and P.(e.) = 0 for i = 1,2,***,q and
-L J
3 = i t2,* * *,n.
If P^(-e^) = 0 for each i = 1,2,.-*,q, then, for 
x £ /R , Pi(xe^) = |x|Pi(±e1) = 0. By Lemma 4.7, TLA^
= t/|P/, + '"+t P i hence, PjA^ (xe,,) = Pi(xeffi) = 0 for all
i = 1,2,•••,q and m = 1,2,•••,n and all x € (R . This is the
condition found in the proof of Lemma 4.11 except in this
case it holds for all x f ®  ; thus, by an argument similar to
that of Lemma 4.11, each P^ is homogeneous.
However, if P. (-e^) ^ 0 for some i , then, by reord- 
o
ering, we may assume P^-e^) = -e^. P^A^(x) =
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'x^ P,, (e ) 0 , if x^ > 0=  ( x . e , ) =  ]  ^  ^  ^ _  =  J  _  ^  • Therefore,
-x^P^ (-e^ ) L x^e^, if x^ <  0
P^ l A,^  yj — K^ | ^ end. J ^ ^ yj P^ wj • P^ | A^ 2 ( x ) — R-'j ( ■^2^/| ^
r^ 2P'\ ^ e1 ^
r  —
0 , if x^ ^ 0
-x2P1 (—e^  ) (_ x2e1 , if x2 4. 0
Therefore, Px|A^2 = K^2
end J^  2 — A^| 2 P/jA^  2• Also A2^|^ — "^ 21 ^ A21d11
= J2n, A21K12 = K22 and A21J12 = J22*
Therefore, J“( Q. N and, by Lemma 4.12, N can not be 
finite dimensional. Thus, only the first case can hold and 
the functions P^ are homogeneous. 0
We are now in a position to complete the development 
of the major result of this paper. We proceed by letting 
n = 2 and, by induction on k, we show that there is no finite 
dimensional snb near algebra of T^flR ) which contains 
B(IR2 "). We then complete the induction on n.
4.14 Lemma. Por k £ flS/ , if £ R^ ,R2, • • • i R ^  is a set of linearly
independent, homogeneous, first coordinate functions contained
in Tp (|R2) such that B.(1,0) = R.(0,1) = (0,0), then there o 1 1
exist a collection of linearly independent functions 
P^^ l ,P2, • • • ,P^ -| an^ a collection of non-zero real numbers 
|zwj, z2, • • • , such that the functions are contained in 
^  R^iR25***1Rk >  , the linear space generated by the fb 's 
and P p U o p  =
Proof: Por k = 1, let R^ be such a function. Choose x / 0,
y / 0 such that R^(x,y) = (u,0), u / 0. Let z^  = ^ and let
P^ = JR1. Clearly, P^ £ <C R/| a^d P^CljZ^) =(z1,0).
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Assume for m <l k that we can construct the collection 
of functions and the real numbers z^ whenever the functions 
lb exist, i = 1,2,***,m. Let £ R^ ,!?£, • • ■ he a collection
of linearly independent, homogeneous, first coordinate func­
tions such that IL(1,0) = IL(0,1) = (0,0). By the induction 
hypothesis, there exists k-1 functions £ ,Q£, •• J
and elements z^  , z ^ • • • , ’ z± ^ such
that Cjb (1, z.. ) = (JT^z^O), i, j = 1,2,...,k-1. Let Qk
T^""7 O 1 ZA )
= \  - ^  where Rfe = ( R ^ O ) .  Clearly,
i=1 1
Qk € ^  R^ , R2, • • •, Rk . If I" ,Q2, • • • ,Qk | is a dependent
set, then Qk £ <C Q1 ,Q2, • * • ,Qk-1 - <C Rq >R2’ * “  ,Rk-1 ^  and’
consequently, Rk £ <  R^I ? ^ 2 ’ * * * ’ Rk- -1> * Therefore,
^  ,^2’ * “  ,^k J ds a linearly independent set. Also, for 
arbitrary Z y  a = 1,2,-**,k-1, = (0,0).
Choose x 0, y ^ 0 such that Qk(x,y) = (u,0), u ^ 0.
Let Zl = 2: and let P, = ^Q, . Also, let P.X X  K U K  1
= Qi - ~Qi^ ( O 1 zk)^k ’ 1 = 1,2,-..,k-1, where Qi = (Qi1,0).
The set iR2’* * * ,Rk} ds a iinearly independent set of
functions contained in ^  ,.••?Qk > £ <  R^ l, ..., Rk ^  and a
direct calculation shows P.(1,z.) = (5”. .z.,0) for
i ’ J O’
i, a = ii2,***,k. This completes the induction. 0
4.15 Lemma. Let k £ IN , k > 2. If N is a (2,k)-near algebra,
then there exists a basis C O  U  P,.( P.) such that P. is homo-2 k l i
geneous and P^(1,0) = P^(0,1) = (0,0) for each
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i = 1,2,.**,q, k = 2q, and there exist non-zero z^ ,
i = 1, 2, • • •, q, such that P (1,z.) = (<£ z.,0).J J- J J
Proof: Por any k > 2, we may choose, by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.13,
a basis such that is homogeneous and R^(1,0)
= R^(0,1) = (0,0). By Lemma 4.14, there exists a collection
£P1 ’ P2 ’ ’ Pq } —  ^  P1 ’* * *’Pq >  and there exists a set of
non-zero real numbers £z^,z2,•••,z ^ such that the functions
are linearly independent and P.(1,z.) = (^.z.,0). The
J 1 J l)
desired basis is u  jr (p.). U2 k v i'
4.16 Lemma. Let k 6 fN , k > 2. If N is a (2,k)-near algebra, 
then there exists a basis Lk P^X~P^) such that P^ is 
homogeneous and P^(1,0) = P^(0,1) = P^(1,1) = (0,0) for 
i = 1,2,•••,q, k = 2q.
Proof: By Lemma 4.15, we may choose a basis G 2 o P k(Pi)
such that P^ is homogeneous and P^(1,0) = P^(0,1) = (0,0).
Also, there exist a set £ z^,z2,•••,z^J, z^  / 0, such that
P. (1,z.) = (§". .z.,0). Let j be arbitrary, 1 j 4: q, and -1 U J J
let P = + A22 - A^P^-.-- -^ 21 Pq ’ tbeni
= t^ A^^ |^ + t^2A^2 + t^P^ + * • •+t^Pg by Lemma 4.7. Using,
successively, the elements (1,0), (0,1) and (1,z^)
i = 1 ,2,•••,q, we find that P.P = 0. Por any x £ IR ,
<3
PjF(1,x) = P^(1,x-P11(1,x)-----Pg1(1,x)) = (0,0) where
A21Pi = Let f(x) = x - P^(1,x) P ^(1,x); then,
f is a continuous function from fR to IR . If f (x) = 0 for all
x 6. /R , then P ^  (x,y) + . . .+Pg/)(x,y) = x(Pk]1 (1 , | )  + . . .+Pq1 (1, J ) )
= x(^) = y, for all x ^ 0. However, P^(0,y)+*•*+Pq1(0,y) = 0. 
This contradicts the fact that the sum P ^  + ...+P  ^ is a
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continuous function from /R 2 — > (R. Therefore, f is not
identically equal to zero.
If there exists u 6fR such that f(u) = b > 0, then,
for y 6 /R , 0 f: y £ b, there exists x 6 IR such that f(x) = y
and P.(1,y) = P.(1,f(x)) = P.F(1,x) = (0,0). Por any £ ,
J J G
0 6 £ 6 b, let F1 = A11 + £A21 + A22 - A ^ P ^  A21Pq* By
Lemma 4-.7, P ^  = t^^(£)A^^ + t^2(£)A^2 + t^(£)Px] +-- +tq(£)Pq.
Using (1,0), (0,1), and (1,z±), i = 1,2,**-,q, and
the fact that P.(1,y) = (0,0), 0 6 y 6 b, we find that P.F^
J G •
= 0. Thus, P.(1, £ + f (x)) = P.P. (1 ,x) = (0,0) for all xg/R 
G G '
and for all £, 0 6 £ 6 b. If £ = 0, then f(x) + £ assumes 
all values y, 0 6 y 6  b, and P.(1,y) = P.(1,f(x)) = (0,0).
If £ = b, then f(x) + £ = f(x) + b assumes all values y, 
b 6 2b, and P.(1,y) = P.(1,f(x) + b) = (0,0). Therefore,
= (0,0) for all y, 0 6 J  6. 2b.
J
Assume P.(1,x) = (0,0) for all x, 0 6 x {z mb and 
proceed as above. Por £. , 0 6 £ - mb, let P^ = A ^  + £ A ^
A22 — ^21P1_’ * *-A21 Pq * Lhen, P^P^ = r^X|(£)A^^ + r^2(£)A^2 
+ r1(£)P.+---+r (£)P and, as above, using (1,0), (0,1), andI I  M
(1,z.)? i = '1,2,---,q, we have that P.P =0. Therefore, 
l G m
P-P (1,x) = p.(1, £+ f(x)) = (0,0) for all x 6 IR and all £ ,u m j
0 6 £ £ mb. Por £ = mb, f(x) + £ = f(x) + mb is a continuous 
function which assumes all the values y, mb 6 y 6 (m+1)b; 
thus, combining this with the induction hypothesis, we have 
that P.(1,y) = (0,0) for all 0 6  J 6 (m+1)b. Therefore, by 
induction, P^(1,x) = (0,0) for all x, 0 6 x 6 mb, for all
m 6 /Ki .
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If, on the other hand, f(u) 4  0 for all u £ /R , then
let G = - A22 + A2x|Px| + * • *+A2^Pg. By Lemma 4.7, P^G
= s11A1  ^ + s12A12 + S1P1 + +SgPg. Using (1,0), (0,1) and
(1,z.), i = "1,2,...,q, we find that P.G = 0. Thus, P.G(1,x)
3 3
= P^(1-x+P11(1 ,x)+P21(1 ,x) + - • •+Pq/](1 ,x)) = P^(1,-f(x)) for 
all x fi/R . Since -f(x) >  0 for all x 6 IR , we can proceed
as above and show that P.(1,x) = (0,0) for all x, 0 ^ x £  mv,
for all m £ /N/ and some v > 0.
Therefore, in either case, we can show P^(1,1) =
(0,0) by choosing m £ /N/ sufficiently large. This implies 
that P^(1,1) = (0,0) for i = 1,2,...,q.
4.17 Lemma. There is no finite dimensional sub near algebra
2
of Tc(/R ) which properly contains the linear functions
© O R 2).
Proof: Proposition 4.3 shows that there is no 5-dimensional
2 2 sub near algebra of T^(/R ) which contains B((K ). We will
assume there exists a (4+k)-dimensional sub near algebra,
k > 2, and show that this leads to the contradiction that
If there is a (4+k)-dimensional sub near algebra of 
Tc ((R2) which contains ©(IR^), k ^ 2, then, by Lemma 4.16, 
there exists a basis ^2  ^  suc^ Pp is homogeneous
and Pi(1,0) = P±(0,1) = P±(1,1) = (0,0) for i = 1,2,...,q, 
k = 2q. is a completely symmetric set of coordinate
functions generated by the first coordinate functions 
[pji = 1,2,-.-,qj.
By Lemma 4.7, for any z 6 fR , there exists scalars
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t^(z), t^2(z) and t^(z), i = 1,2,..«,q, such that
P1(A11 + A ^  + zA22) = t^(z)A^ + t12(z)A^2 + t1(z)P^ +--
•••+t (z)P . Using (1,0), (0,1) and the fact that P.(1,1)
Si Si '
= P(0,u) = (0,0) for u € fR , we have that t^(z) = t^2(z) = 0 
for all z g fR . For any z 6 /I? and (x,1) € IR2 , P1(x,x+z)
= P1(A11 + A21 + zA22)(x,1) = t^ (z)P^ (x,1 ) + • • .+tq(z)P (x,1 ) . 
Thus, for all y £ /R , P/,(1 ,y) = P^ (1,1 + (y-1)) = t^  (y-1 )P^ (1,1) + 
• * * +t (y-1 )P (1,1) = (0,0). Therefore, for (u,v) 6 fR2, if
u / 0, then Px](u,v) = uP^(1,^) = (0,0) and, if u = 0, then 
P^(0,v) = (0,0). Thus, P^(u,v) = (0,0) for all (u,v) £. /R 2. 0 
We now state and prove the major result of this paper.
4.7 Theorem. There is no finite dimensional sub near algebra 
of TgC/R22) which properly contains 4?(/Rn) for n > 2.
Proof: We proceed by induction on n. For n = 2, the result
follows from Lemma 4.17. Assume there is no finite dimen­
sional sub near algebra of T^(/Rs) which properly contains 
G(/RE ’) for 2 f* s 4 n and show this implies there is no 
finite dimensional sub near algebra of T^ CfR11) which properly 
contains £(/Rn).
2
If there exists an (n +k)-dimensional sub near 
algebra of T^/R11) which properly contains B ( IRn) , then 
k > 2 by Proposition 4.3. Therefore, by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.13, 
there exists a basis U  such that P^) is a
completely symmetric set of coordinate functions generated 
by the first coordinate functions ( Pi 11 = 1 ’2 ’' * * ’ qJ ’ k = nq ’
and each P^ is homogeneous with P^(e^) = 0 for 
i = 1,2,..*,q and j = 1,2,...,n. We will proceed to reach
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the contradiction that P^ = 0.
We first show that P-(y = 0  for i = 1,2,***,q and
r
n = 1,2,«.«,n-1 where ^ e ^ ,eg,•••,e ^  is the linear
subspace of /Rn spanned by the first r basis elements of fRn .
If this is not the case, then there exists i and p,o
2 £  p ^  n-1, such that P. j„ 0 and we let M
o' p
= < i|l ir i f: q and P. ly /■ ol. Note, the case for r = 1 
L P
trivially holds since P^(xe^) = xP^(e^) = 0. By reordering, 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
M = £l ,2, • • • ,mj for some m, 1 6: m .£ q.
Let £ d^, , • • • , dpJ be the standard basis set for /Rp
and let = / b . . ji, j = 1,2,***,pj be the standard basis
JJ _L J  J
for $(/Rp). Por i = 1,2,...,m, define R^: /Rp — » /R^ by the
formula R ^ x ^ d ^  +xpdp) = pp-q(x^e  ^+  xpep)dl* Each Rj_
is a continuous homogeneous first coordinate function such
that R.(d.) = 0 for i = 1,2,***,m and j = 1,2,...,p. Also,
-L J
R^ is non-zero and non-linear on /Rp since this would imply 
:pi1 (x1e1 + - • .+xpip) = x1Pi1(e1) + - • •+xpPi1(ep) = 0, for all 
x.e^+...+x e £ V . Let ^('{Ri|i = 1,2,...,m}) be thep p p l
completely symmetric set of coordinate functions generated by
the first coordinate functions (r ±Ii = 1,2,.--,mj. Let N be
the linear subspace of T~( /Rp) spanned by We wish
P
to show N is a sub near algebra of Tq ( /Rp) which properly 
contains fi O R p ). This will contradict the induction 
hypothesis.
Since the spanning set 6 P consists of coordinate
functions and is a completely symmetric set of coordinate
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functions, we only need to consider closure with respect to 
multiplication on the left by lb and . Any linear coordin­
ate function B. . merely shifts coordinates; hence B. .R, = 0 
lu 1(3 K
or B. .R, £ R  for all i, j and k. Thus, for F 6 N, B. .F € N.lj K 1J
P P p m
Let p - si A d + S  £  h A A £ H-
i=1 o=1 i=1 j=1
c d 
P P
For an arbitrary element x^ = x^d^+•••+xp p 6 (R P, let
xg = x^e^+..*+Xp6p be the corresponding element of fRn. Thus,
for arbitrary R^ ., 1 £: k ^  m,
m
V A )  = Ek ( H  ( H si A  + E A A n A y  ai 
' 1=1 ' 0=1 0=1 ' '
‘ Pk1 ( H  ( y >  si0X0 + 2 A A A P , )  «i) t
L \ i=1 s J=1 J=1
However, by Lemma 4.7, there exist scalars d . . and d . such ■> u 11 x
/ P P p m  v
thatpk ( 2  2 > iA A  2 1  I a a a J
i=1 o=^ i=^ <3=^
n q
= + 5 7 a ipi* Using e ^ , j = P+1, p+2,---,n,
i=1 i=1
we get that Gt. . = 0 for o = p+"1, p+2,***,n. Also, the x
I! e
which corresponds to x^ belongs to V^; hence,
q m
J T W A  “ 2 X Pi(xe> sinoe Pij . 
i=l i=l p
m+1, m+2,»»*,q. Therefore,
y =  0 for i =
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t . .A. . (x )ij i1 o e y,
e1
✓ F r iu
Pk ( I !  2 >  ijAij(xe> + S  ' S
^ i=1 0=1 i=1 0=1
Pk1 (^>1 (,Z Si3X3 + l S i ; i V xe O * i )
^ i=1 0=1 o=1
P _ ^ _ / P m \
■ + Z T diPi(xe) = ( E rt1iXi + 2 X Pi1(xe V  ®-
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1
Setting the coefficients of e^  equal,
P y P m
EkJ(xa) . ( S Sijxo + Z t d W )  ey
L i=1 0=1 0=1
/ p m A
= ( H a iixi + Z rtiPi1(xe V




( E *  iiBi i + Z > i Ei ) xa-' n -'I -i -"I /i=1 i=1
Therefore, R^P £ N for all F 6 N and k = 1,2,***,m. This, 
along with right distributivety in T^ ,( /Rp ) and the completely 
symmetric property of <R, completes the proof that N is a 
near algebra.
Since none of the Ih can be linear, there exists an
R^ such that G  is a linearly independent set.
Therefore, N is a finite dimensional sub near algebra of 
TC(/RP ), 2 £  p £n-1, which properly contains Thus,
]?i)v = 0  for all i = 1,2,-»*,q and r = 1,2,**»,n-1.
Let r £ IN be arbitrary, 1 £ r £ n-1, and let
be an arbitrary collection of r distinct
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standard basis elements of (Rn . Also, let S
= e , e ,--.,e be the r-dimensional linear subspace
1 d T
of fl?n spanned by this collection. By Lemma 4-.7, for arbit-
,. and trary i, 1 fr i £ q, there exists scalars t^ . _. such that
n q
Pi (AS l1 + As?2+- " +As r >  Z b j L j  + S W  UslnB
0=1 S=1
effi, m = 1,2,***,n, we have that t ^  = 0 for all j = 1,2,***,n. 
Let x = x.e + x0e +---+X e be an arbitrary element ofI cL Sg I* Sp
Sr and let xg = x^e^ + x2e2+ • • • +xrer Be the corresponding
element in e^  , e2 ■> • • • > e^ described above. Then,
Pi (As,-1 + A s 2 2 * - - - * \ A  = Pi ®  = L W  +
•••+tgP (xg) = 0 by the previous discussion. Therefore,
?ijg = 0 for i = 1,2,...,q where S is any r-dimensional
linear subspace of /ftn spanned by r distinct standard basis 
elements of fRn , 1 6: r n-1.
¥e can now complete the proof of the theorem by show­
ing that P^ = 0. Let x = (x,pX2, • • • ,x ) be an arbitrary
element of [Rn and let Fx = x^A^^ + x2A22+--+xn-1An-1n-1
+ xn-^-n  ^• By Lemma 4-. 7, there exist scalars t^^(x) and t^(x)
n q
such that P1BX = ^ t ^  (x)A^ ^ UsinS
®m’ m = we have that P1^x^em^ = pi W ’ m ^ 1,
and P^P (e^) = P^ (x^e^ + xn^n)• either case, by the above
discussion, ^ ^ ( e ^  = 0 = 't1in(x)em * Tbus, t^Cx) = 0 for
6 Vn_^  and let x be an arbitrary element of fRn. Then,
P1Fx(e) = P1(x) = t1(x)?^(e)+*••+tg(x)Pq(e) = 0 since
P. L r = 0. Therefore, P^ = 0. This completes the 
1I n-1 '
induction and the proof. U
The Representation of a Finite Dimensional
Near Algebra as a Function Space
We showed, in Proposition 4.2 of section one, that 
every one-dimensional near algebra can be represented as a 
function space by identifying the near algebra with the 
space generated by the coefficient function in the expression 
e(te) = (t)e. This is similar to the construction of a
representation for a finite dimensional algebra as a matrix 
algebra given in£l']. Consider a finite dimensional algebra
n
A with basis B = ^ u^ ,U£, • • • iunj. If x = ^ t^u^, then
n n
rt. .u. for i = 1,2,**»,n where t. . = ^  t, r ^11 1 » » > -l -j k  i1=1 k=1ithe r^° are multiplication constants determined by 
n
u,u. = / r^'u.. Let U be the one-columned matrix whoseK Q c.— k l 1
i=1
elements are u„,u0,-**,u and let X = (t. .) be the matrix of 1 ’ 2’ ’ n il
coefficients, then the above equations for xu^, i = 1,2,***,n, 
become xU = XU. This defines a correspondence x — >X from 
the algebra A to the set of all matrices X. This corre­
spondence is an algebra homomorphism and the algebra "^ 1 of 
matrices is called the regular representation of A with
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respect to the basis u^,Ug,•••,un< The correspondence is an 
isomorphism if and only if there is no quantity x / 0 in A 
such that xa = 0 for every a of A.
Although, at the present time, there is no generalized 
near algebra of matrices, we can construct a linear space of 
coefficient functions which we will designate as the linear 
coefficient function space determined by the given basis. 
However, unlike the case for an algebra, we have not been 
able to show that, in general, the linear coefficient space 
is a near algebra. To accomplish this, we introduce the 
concept of a basis with an annihilator set; for example, an 
orthogonal idempotent basis, and prove that the linear 
coefficient space becomes a near algebra. The resulting 
representation theorem generalizes the result of Theorem 3-9 
and is equivalent to the matrix algebra approach whenever 
the near algebra is an algebra.
We proceed by first defining the construction of the 
linear coefficient space and then the special annihilator 
condition. Repeated use of this condition and the properties 
of a finite dimensional near algebra results in the principle 
theorem of this section which states that every n-dimensional 
near algebra with a basis which has an annihilator set can 
be represented by a sub near algebra of T(/Rn).
4.3 Definition. Let N be an n-dimensional near algebra and 
let B = ^x^ ,X2, • • • ,xn"^ be a basis for N. Ror each 
i = 1,2,*«*,n, define the coefficient functions : /Rn —>/Rn
in the following manner: For w = (w^,W2,»**,w ) 6 define
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V(w) = (A-.(w), A (w), —  ,A. (w)) where the A. .(w) are the
-L X I J_ £_ XJ
coefficients in the expression x. + w0x~+...+w x )^ 1 1 2 2 n n'
= Ai1(w)x1 + Ai2(w)x2+..- + Ain(w)xn . Let (?B =
K  A-] i A?’ ’ * * ’^ n”^  linear spa°e generated by the
functions i = 1,2,••*,n.
A.A Definition. Let N be an n-dimensional near algebra and 
let B = /"x^  ix2, •. • ,xnj. be a basis for N. If there exists a 
set of n elements ^ , y 2, ••• ,yn | £ N such that xj_yj = 0 
for i ^ j and xiyi ^ 0, then ^y^,y2,— ,ynJ is called a set 
of annihilators for the basis B and B is said to be a basis 
with a set of annihilators.
An orthogonal idempotent basis B, as defined in 
Chapter II, is an example in which B is its own set of 
annihilators.
Although, in general, we are unable to show whether 
or not is a near algebra, the above condition is sufficient 
for this result.
A.18 Lemma. If N is an n-dimensional near algebra with basis
B = |"x^  ,x2, • • • ,xnj which has a set of annihilators
[ Jy\ • • • 1,7^  1 such that x.y. = &■ .z., then, for w & (R n and ^ I <— n j x <rj x j j
Af £. (X B , A i .(w)z. = Xi(w.z.) and A —  Cw) = \-j(u) whenever
w . = u ..
1 0
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra with basis B =
{x1 ,x2, ,xnJ and let ^ "y^  ,y2, • • • ,yn} be set of annihil­
ators such that xj_y.j = Z y  Let w = (w^ ,w2, • • • ,wj i) 6 fRn 
and let A^ be an arbitrary element of For any
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n y  n
a, 1 <  j £  n, A ±s(S)z. . Z > i k (;?)3V ; j  = A  £ X xk ) y d
k=1 v k=1 X
= x. (w.z.). Let u € [Rn such that w. = u.; then, A- -(w)z.
J J J J i j  D
= X^w.z^) = x^UjZj) = A i;j(u)Z;j. Since Zj / 0,
= A^Cu). H
4.8 Theorem. If N is an n-dimensional near algebra with basis
B = ,x2’*" ’ ,xnJ ^as a se't annihilators, then the
linear coefficient space d^ is an n-dimensional near algebra.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra with basis B =
£x^ ,x2, • • • ,xn j  and let  ,ynJ be tbe set of annihil-
ators such that x.y. = o ••z..
ij J
In order to show that the linear space d^ is a near 
algebra, it is sufficient, along with right distributivity, to 
prove that there exists scalars b^. such that
( ^ 1X 4 ) “ A b A  for each 1 = T° thlS
\k=1 / k=1
n
end, let he an arbitrary element of C?g and let p
k=1
and m be arbitrary but fixed natural numbers such that 1 ^ p, 
n
m ^ n. Let ^ A akxk be bbe elemen  ^ in ^ with the same scalar 
k=1
A 2-coefficients and choose scalars b . such that x I / a, x, )=




= ^  ' kpfcXfc • Also, let w 6 IRU with m^*1 coordinate wm - Then,
k=1
t/ n _ . nx > a, x, ) J (w z ) = x / > (a, x, )w z 1 = p I * k k/ h  e p klj k k' m my' k=1 y J V k=1 /
= x
P
/• n . n^
| Z . < aA n . < * »  zm J  ' A m ®  z m where u j  '  Z ^ A / j ® '
V k=1 ' k=1
Also, I x / /• a, x, ) I (w z ) = / ) b , x, I (w z ) ’ ^ p k ky J v m nr ^ £_i pk ky v m nr
•k=
n
^ T ^ p k ^ k m ^ V  zm* Therefore, equating the two expressions,
k=1
n
\ m (u) ' ^^bp^A^Cw). Using the coordinatewise sum of 
k=1
n-tuples, we can rewrite u as the sum u = z  aA j (w)-
^  k=i *
Therefore, i pm(o) = ( £ \ \ \ )  (w) = v O  ®
V  '•k=l "  ' k=i
for all w 6 lRn and for arbitrary p and m. Thus, for w fe IRn
and i, 1 ^ i ir n, / X  f ^ afc kJ ) (w) =
^  ' k=1 '
foil ( S aA ) ]  (w) ’ [*i2( £ » A ) ]  (w) - • • • 'fin (w)'
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/ Z T ^ i A )  (w)- H m “ . ^ ( E aA ) = I > i A for s11
\ W  / ^ k-1 7 k-1




ak^k = °* Then’ for a11 w e  /R n and for
all i = 1,2,•••,n, I ^ 7  ak^ki J (w) = 0. For each
' k=1 '
j = 1,2, • • • ,n, let y_j = t^x^ + tj2x2+* * *+tjnxn be the
expansion of y. and let t. = (t ..,t . p,•••,t . ) 6 fR n. ¥e 
o 0 J ' D ^ ^
now proceed to show that a^ = 0 for all i = 1,2,-»»,n.
Let k be an arbitrary but fixed integer, 1 ^ k — n.
Then, for i = 1,2, +tk^ 2+..- t t ^ )
= b l A )xl A 2 (V x2+' " +;iin(V xn = ^ i k V  Since V k
= zk ^ 0, there must exist m, 1 fi m f: n, such that ^ 0-
For i ^ k, x±yk = 0 andA^Ct^) = ^i2^k')==* ” =‘^ in<^tk') = °*
In particular, for all i, 1 i £ n, i ^ k, A- (t, ) = 0 forim i£
the fixed m. Therefore, a^ ^ m (tk )+a2^2m(^tk') + *' *+an^nm<^tk'!
= ak^km^bk^ = ^ anb ak = Since k was arbitrary,
a1 = a2 =**,= an = 0* Thus, £ , A>, * * * us a linearly
independent set and is n-dimensional. 0
4.9 Theorem. Every finite dimensional near algebra with a
basis B which has an annihilator set is near algebra isomor­
phic to the coefficient function space
Proof: Let N be such an n-dimensional near algebra with basis
B = "^x^  ,*2, • • • ixn| anh annihilator set [y1 ,y2,-” ,ynJ
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that x^ y^ . = By Theorem 4.8, g is an n-dimensional
near algebra with basis £ A/|, ••• S’01, xi £ B, define
<P(Xj_) =Ai and extend linearly. Clearly, f  is a linear space 
isomorphism; we wish to show (^preserves multiplication.
n n
Let x = tkxk and 7 = r  skxk de arbitrary
k=1 k=1
elements of N and let t = (t^ • • • , tn); s' = (s^  , s2, * • • , sn) .
Then, <p(xy) = ^ / X \ xky) = '*T tfHT t ^ C s ) )
k=1 i=1 v k=1 x
i=i Vk=i /
For the same x, y 6. N, <^(x) f (  y) =
’  (  l ! l s i * i )  ■ F o r  any “  *  I R 'X '  l e t  "  = Z Z j l j ®
V k=-l / V  1=1 /
Then, <^(x) (p(j) (u) = <p(x) (w) =
' n n n \
‘ ' Z T ^ k n ^ V -  The desired
k=1 k=1 k=1 y
result will follow, if we compute A. .(w) for all i,
1 = 1,2,•••,n.
Let i, j be arbitrary natural numbers such that
n




xi / X I  v d  " \ d (w)zd = xi(wdzd) wbere V d  =
^ k=1 /
n n . n
= £ Z sA d (5)2d ‘
k=1 k=1 v k=1 '
/• n
Therefore, A 1;j(w)z. = x ^ . z p  = /x. ) )(u^z .) =
V  k=1
= f Z 4 k (^ xk ) (ujzd> ' ^ { A ik© ( x k(U;]z ))) =
N k=1 / k=1
/ n _ _ n n _ _
'(ZAk^Ad^y zr Tbus’ 'A® = Z A k (s);*kj(u) for
V k=1 ' k=1
all i, g = 1,2,-«-,n. Using this in the expression for 
(ft (x) (p (y)(u) we get, after collecting the coefficients
f°r A  ij (u) , that ^(x)^(y)(u) = f y \ t v}y .(s)) X.(u).
i=1 'k=1 '
Therefore, - (^(xy) and
i=1'k=1
Cp is a near algebra isomorphism from N to 6 b. S  
4.9-1 Corollary. If N is an n-dimensional near algebra with 
basis B = fx^ , ,xp, • • • ,x } such that x. (tx.) = S- ,-tx. for all
U I ±JV -L <J J-J J
t £ fR , then N is an algebra.
Proof: Let N be an n-dimensional near algebra with such a
basis B = £x^ • • • >xnJ* If u, v 6 fRn , A^^(u+v)x^
= x. (u.+v.)x. = S. .(u .+v .)x . = X  .(u)x. + X  .(v)x.. There-
J J J d d d d -*-d d
fore, ^^(u+v) = ^ ( u )  + Similarly,
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A--(tu) = x.(tu.x.) = <T. . (tu.)x. = t A. .(u) for all t 6 IR and 
-*-J J J 1 J  J J
u 6 /Rn. Therefore, is linear for all i = 1,2,***,n and 
£? g is an algebra, ff 
Por emphasis we repeat the following result.
4.9«2 Corollary. Every one-dimensional near algebra over fR 
with non-trivial multiplication is near algebra isomorphic
t° d B .
We close this section with two examples and some 
facts concerning a finite dimensional near algebra with a 
basis which has a set of annihilators.
Pirst, let V be an n-dimensional linear space with 
basis B = £x^,Xg,•••ixn}* Por x, y £ V where x = a^x^
+ agXg+ • • • +anxn an(3 y = h^x^ + ^ x ^ + ’^’+b x ,
= a^jb^lx^ + a^ Ibgl X2+• • • + an ^ nlxn * With this product as 
multiplication, V becomes an n-dimensional near algebra which 
is not an algebra and x.x. = O- x..
The second example demonstrates that a basis with a
set of annihilators is not a necessary condition for the
linear coefficient space to be a near algebra. Let N be an
n-dimensional linear space with basis B = "^x^  ,X£, • • • ,x J.
Por x, y £ N, define xy = x if x / 0 and y ^ 0 and let 
Ox = xO = 0. N becomes a near algebra with this multiplica­
tion and the coefficient functions have the following form. 
Por u £ /Rn , u £ 0, A^(u) = e^ and A^(0) = 0. It is easily 
verified that £?g is a near algebra and N = ^g. However, 
for the basis B or any given basis, if x^yg = 0 then y^ = 0 
and the condition Xgyg ^ 0 can not be satisfied. Therefore,
there is no basis of N which has an annihilator set.
We conclude with the following propositions.
4.4 Proposition. If N is an n-dimensional near algebra with 
a basis having an annihilator set, then each basis element 
generates a minimal left module and N is a direct sum of these 
minimal left modules.
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra with basis B =
£x^,x 2, ixn } and annihilator set £y^ ,y2, • .. ,yn  ^• Lei: %
= <  xi > be the linear space generated by x^ for i = 1,2,***,n.
Por x 6 N, x(ax^) = t^x^ + t2x2+ • • • x an(^ ’ using the
annihilator element y., jV i, we get x(ax.)y. = 0 = t.x..
1 1 1 1
Therefore, t. = 0 for i ^ i and x(ax.) = t.x. € M.. Thus,
1 u i i i i ’
PL is a left module for each i.
Clearly, N = PL + Mp+.•*+M • If x £ M./I M., 1 ^ j,I cL 11 1
n _
then x = tx. = sx. which imples x = 0. Therefore, N = ^ M . l l  
1 J i=1 1
4.3 Proposition. If N is an n-dimensional near algebra with
a basis having an annihilator set, then there exists a basis
B = ^ x1 ,x2,•••,xn] having an annihilator set £y1 ,y2,•••,ynJ
such that x.y. = <5*. .y ..
w ilJ l
Proof: Let N be such a near algebra with basis ^ "u^,u2,...,unJ
and annihilator set ^v^,v2,..•,vnJ. Let i be arbitrary but
fixed, 1 £: i £  n. Then, u^v^ = t>^u^ + bi2u2+* * *+^inun ^ 
thus, there exists k, 1 k ^ n, such that b ^  ^ 0. Let
14-3
u.Vi = ui(ai-iu'i+ +ainun ) = bi1u1 + bi2u2+- " +binun and’
multiplying by vfe, we get ^ ( a ^ u ^ )  = u ^  = b±kukvk
= w. ^ 0. Furthermore, u.v! = (u .v. )v, = Ov, = 0 for j ^ i.X J 1 J 1 K K
Therefore, for each i, 1 ^  i ^  n, we can construct elements
^ ^ ’ Ir ^ ’ lr
v! and w. such that v! = tX—w. and r-X- / 0. Let d . = r-^ —
1 1 1 bik 1 bik 1 bik
and choose a new hasis B = £x*| >x2’* * * >xn l where = ^ iui* 
Let yi =0tiwi; then, =(<*iui)(v^) = 0 for i ^ j and
- MiVvj. = di«i = n - y±- o
CHAPTER V
CONCLUDING QUESTIONS
The purpose of this paper has been to extend the 
knowledge of near algebras in the area of analysis. In 
particular, we have studied normed near algebras and function 
near algebras. In the course of our study several specific, 
as well as general, open questions have arisen.
In Chapter I we showed that the characterization of a 
near algebra generated by a non-empty set S is not necessarily 
all the finite linear combinations of finite products in S.
In general, is there a characterization of such a generated 
near algebra?
Positive homogeneity, finite dimensionality and 
orthogonal idempotency have played a central role in showing 
continuity of multiplication in various near algebras. In 
particular, Lip (/I?), the positive homogeneous Lipschitz
Jtr
functions on IR , forms a finite dimensional positive homo­
geneous strongly D-normed near algebra with orthogonal
idempotent basis. What are the properties of Lip (E) for an
P
arbitrary normed linear space E? Can Lip (E) be given a
P
D-norm? Is there a characterization of Lip^(E), the sub near 
algebra of Lip(E) with continuous left multiplication in the 
Lipschitz norm topology? Can the positive homogeneous and 
orthogonal idempotent conditions of section three in
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Chapter II he removed to prove that all finite dimensional 
normed near algebras are D-normed near algebras?
Adjoining an identity to a normed near algebra 
required the positive homogeneous condition; can this condi­
tion be removed? Can an identity be adjoined to a D-normed 
near algebra? Also, the completion of a normed near algebra 
required a strong D-normed condition. Can a normed or 
D-normed near algebra be completed': Finally, does the con­
tinuous inverse property of a strongly D-normed near algebra 
hold for a D-normed near algebra?
In Chapter IV we considered finite dimensional sub 
near algebras of T^(/Rn) which were not necessarily normed 
near algebras. Although finite dimensional sub near algebras 
of arbitrarily large dimension have been constructed, there 
are no finite dimensional sub near algebras of T^( /7?n) for 
n > 2 which properly contain all the linear operators on lRn . 
Is it necessary that all linear operators be included? Can 
finite dimensional sub near algebras of T^(/^n) of arbitrarily 
large dimension be constructed which contain Lipschitz 
functions or only some of the linear functions?
In addition to these questions, there are more general 
questions which arise. The D-norm condition is not the only 
condition which insures continuous multiplication in both 
variables. For example, if llxyll^K llxll and llbx - b y /I 
^ K^llx - yll for each x, y, and b and for some K^, > 0,
then multiplication is continuous in both variables. What 
other norm or weak distributive conditions will insure the
146
continuity of left and right multiplication?
We have restricted our study to real normed near 
algebras. What does the theory of complex near algebras 
reveal? What can be said about near algebras with an involu­
tion or symmetric near algebras? Gan the representation 
theory be improved and expanded?
We trust that this paper serves as a starting point 
for the answering of these questions.
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